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Now you can take home some of the best Arcade games you've ever played,

to play on your own personal computer!

Skillful programming has taken the superb graphics and addictive game play of Arcade hits Double Dragon an

S Sidewinder and faithfully reproduced them in home computer versions.

Join in deadly combat with the savage street gang of the infamous Shadow Boss in Double Dragon,

ndulge in an orgy of action and destruction in the high-energy shoot-em-up Sidewinder (part of the Awesome Arcade

Action pack on Amiga and Atari ST). Go on the rampage and smash buildings and munch tiny natives in Aaargh!

Nothing but endless Arcade action - Arcadia has spared no quarter!
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Battleship. So real.

H taste the salt water

Commodore 64/ 128,

Amiga, Atari ST. IBM
PC and compatibles.

Battleship is a trade-

mark of Milton Bradley

used under license.

© Milton Bradley.

All rights reserved.
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The Legend of Blacksilver, new from Epyx,

is an excellent role-playing game from the

designers of the Questron series. See Page S
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Special Section Page 29

The Wargamers Desk Reference is a listing

. Of most of the well known computer war

games available (over 170). A Short History

of War Games tells us how war gaming

began, how it evolved, and where it's going.

And there's also a look at the types of hard-

ware that lend themselves to computer war

gaming.

Computer Play

i

"I was moving a squad of four of my best through the fcehst-beridden jungles of Kiskismok, when
suddenly Darrow's detector picks up what looks like a couple of life forms 50 meters out."

V 'NothirT but a couple of those brachiators,' he says to me. Just then Darrow takes it through the

chest."

"We all drop into the mud, flipping through our helmet displays trying to find out where the shot

came from when I hear this rumbling. More like I feel this rumbling. An' then there it is. A battle

robot."

"Hsiang shoots the thing in its sensory grid with a bolt, but it doesn't do much good 'cause he's a
psionic talent and they don't give 'em half-way decent guns. It starts tracking him with its dual guns
and suddenly he takes some hot plasma too. Now it's just me and the kid, Yamaguchi."

"'Guchi,' I said, 'Direct your fire into the lifters so it can't move. These things are pretty lousy

about protecting their undersides.' So like he was a vet of 20 drops, he rises to one knee and hits

the thing right in the lifters. And then he does it twice more."

I '"One battle robot: out of action,' he says. I toss an energy grenade at the hulk just to make sure

and then we start the long job of carrying the boys north, where we know the landing boat'll be."

I The Serayachi Campaign— Sgt. Robert Sherwood. FWSF Ret. k

I Breach is a single-player tactical-level combat game for one
person. It features:

lp Smooth animated movement and combat.
• Macintosh™ version includes digitized sound.

V The ability to lead squads of up to 20 marines. ^^ ^

• A campaign of several scenarios included with the garra^ ^-

• Up to 40 opponents per scenario— ranging >

I

from vicious beasts to marines as intelligent <

and well-equipped as your own. Six different

classes of opponents in all: marine, alien, ^
beast, overlord, autogun, and battle robot.

_ Equip your marines with 20 different

(types of objects—including rocket launch-

ers, demolition charges, first aid kits, and *

cracking units to break into enemy com-
,

puter systems. „

!• Four different classes of marine: marauder,

|

infiltrator, scout, and psionic talent.

» Your squad leader is independent of any ^

§
scenario— play Breach just like a role-

playing game or as a single session wargame. Z

• Build-up your squad leader for special advanced

training— all of his combat experience is saved!

• Breach includes a Scenario Builder—create your _^
|
own scenarios or modify existing ones! —
Scenarios can have several different victory conditions which

can be mixed together to form extremely complex battles,

j Additional scenario disks available soon!

Breach is available for the Atari ST, Macintosh, IBM, and Amiga. Photos are for the Atari ST version.

To order, visit your software dealer. For direct orders (VISA'MasterCard'/ COD),
phone (203) 658-691 7. To purchase by mail, send check, money order, or credit card
information to Omnitrend Software, Inc., P0 Box 733, West Simsbury, CT 06092.
Cost is $39.95 plus $3.00 for shipping and handling.
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Editor's Page

Looking Ahead to 1989
New Year's greetings from COM-

PUTER PLAY! We hope everyone is hav-

ing a happy holiday season and finding

plenty of leisure time to play computer

games. Now that cold weather has arrived

in most of the country (not here in

California, thankfully) indoors is the place

to be and what better way to while away

the hours than in front of a computer

screen with your favorite game booted

up? Sounds good to us.

Since this is the start of a new year, it's

a good time to take stock of where we've

been and where we're going. This is the

sixth issue of COMPUTER PLAY and

we're just starting to feel really comfor-

table with where we're headed. That's not

to say contented. We'll probably never be

satisfied with what we've done-there's

always room for improvement. But the

basic framework has been established.

We've accomplished what we set out to

do and we're happy with our progress so

far. There are more and more of you

reading COMPUTER PLAY every

month. There are also more and more

people in the entertainment software in-

dustry paying attention to COMPUTER
PLAY as well, as evidenced by the in-

creasing number of ad pages we've carried

in recent issues.

So now our goals are to continually

reach more people each month and bring

you more reviews and more news about

the best entertainment software available

on the market. You may have noticed in

recent issues that our game reviews have

been shortened and more games are now

appearing in each issue and this trend will

continue. Considering the number of

games we receive each month, it was a

necessary step. One reason that CP is, is

that the industry as a whole is prospering.

More companies are producing higher

quality games than ever before-and sell-

ing them! According to the software

publishers association, 208.5 million worth

of entertainment software was sold at the

retail level through the first nine months

of 1988. That represents a 25.8% increase

over 1987. That also represents a heck of

a lot games. Six to seven million perhaps?

Obviously, the number of computer game

players is increasing at a rapid rale, or

that the game players out there are buying

more games, or both. In either case, the

industry is growing which will encourage

software publishers to invest more money

in research and development, and that is

^good news for all game players.

Along with the sales boom, the industry

is also experiencing a technological boom.

Simply put, the games keep getting better:

better sound, better graphics, better pro-

gramming. It's a continual process and

we're excited about seeing what's new at

the Consumer Electronics Show which will

be held in Las Vegas the first week of this

month. The CES is traditionally a time

for software manufacturers to strut their

newest stuff for industry buyers. So we'll

see what's new and hot and let you know

about it as soon as possible.

In the meantime, keep the home fires

burning, and your computer screens glow-

ing, and we'll see you again next month.

Send letters to the editor to; Computer Play, 2629 Manhattan Ave. *232, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Hints from subLogic

We have been swamped with phone culls from owners

of Microsoft Flight simulator version 3 concerning thai

the product will noi support SubLOGIC Scenery Disks.

The following inl'irmation is crucial for loading and

operating Scenery Disks with Flight Simulator and ap-

plies to Europe Scenery Disk as well as Scenery Disks

tt\-ttl s Japan and San Francisco.

Although Flight Simulator's manual does not include

any reference to Scenery Disk support outside a mention

on page 75, a "readme.doc" file on the disk itself does

explain the procedure for converting a Scenery Disk to a

scenery tile and loading the file to a hard disk.

You can load a Scenery Disk in either of two ways: as

a copy protected disk from drive A or as a scenery file

loaded into the same hard disk subdirectory as Flight

Simulator. To load the scenery disk from drive A, you
first need to load l-light Simulator from the hard drive

or a floppy drive (preferably on drive B but you can

operate both from drive A in a pinch).

When you are positioned for take-off press |Shift-E]

to bring up the Scenery Library menu. Choose from op-

tion I (floppy disk in Drive A) or the number associated

with the scenery file sou wish to use. Then invoke the

NAV/COM menu and choose selection A to set your

position within the scenery area.

This should have Flight Simulator soaring through the

scenery in no time. Of course if further assistance is re-

quired, the SubLOGIC customer support deparmeni

can be reached, loll free outside Illinois at (800)

637-4983 or (217) 359-8482 within the state.

Thanks for helping to gel the word out.

Deb Israel

SubLOGIC

John Elway
This letter is in reference to vour review in Computer

Play magazine of JOHN ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK.
1 am asking you to change your rewiew, because, JOHN
ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK was tound by me to be

easy to control and master. I understand you are trying

to write an objective review, but your review appeared

to be less than objective.

The selling price at my local software outlet was tound

to be $29 and not the $44 listed in your review.

Having tried both SUPER SUNDAY and JOHN
ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK, I think thai you can't

compare them because JOHN ELWAY'S QUARTER-
BACK is, tor me. easier to use and understand. 1 also

tound the graphics (on a Hercules graphics card) to be

on a higher scale.

Please put a new review in December or January's

issue.

Brian Frank

Levitiown. PA

Some Suggestions

Here are a lew suggestions o\\ how to improve the

ratings system m the back of your magazine.

As far as I can tell there seems to be a bias, or acciden-

tal preference toward the adventure, and role playing

games. Sports games, on the other hand, don't seem to

Tare as well.

Even though there might not be a quick li.\ to this pro-

blem, these ideas might help, hor instance il a reviewer is

putting a basketball game through the motions, then

he/she should compare ihai game with other basketball

games. One other idea might be to let the readers send in

ratings cards that would be m each issue.

One last way I would suggest would be to have the

reviewers work in groups and average the rating out.

B> adding the results ol the leader ratings cards to the

averaged results ot the group review averages, you might

come up with a consistent analysis of the software.

Ron Brooks

Jacksonville, FL

More Hints Please

When I first saw Computer Play I said to mysell "'this

is just what I've been waiting lor". I've read the issues I

have several times and still can't get enough. I would like

to ask you to add to your hints section since my whole

life (almost) revolves around my game^.

I have the game Zak McKracken and the Alien Mind-

benders, which you reviewed. I'm having trouble open-

ing a big v^<\ door on Mars. Can you help?

Kelly Koncchny

Winnipeg, Canada

Any hints tor Kelly? Send (hem in.

The Right Man for the Job

Wow, I am impressed with your Might Simulator

reviews. It was vers well done because you assigned

someone who knows flight simulators. Although 1

wondered why you put falcon AT on the cover il you

were not going to review it. (So what il "the graphics is

so good," it's confusing!)

I am requesting that you stop reviewing just on IBM. I

know very well that America belongs to IBM, but there

are still a lot of Apples, Ataris, and Commodores out

there. Just because it is the same game doesn't mean it's

the same quality on the other machines. People are go-

ing to be very unhappy when they discover the excellent

game you review on the IBM is less than satisfactory on

an Apple.

Mas 1 oiler a solution? You can review all your games

on the IBM, but review versions on the other computers

afterward. Since you are familiar with the game already,

it shouldn't be too hard to detect the differences. You

can then list those differences in your reviews.

Thank you for reviewing Gato for the Atari 8-bit.

even though it was a terrible game. I hope you'll con-

tinue to review games for the Atari 8-bit.

I was so impressed with your magazine (and the bribe

of a free "Tomahawk" game. It's the best deal I've seen

yet, and as a flight simulator nut. I just had to get it. It's

not in the store yet for the Atari 8-bit.) that I subscribed.

1 hope you won't disappoint me (remember, no more

IBM only reviews).

Paul Siu

Darbv, PA

No Easy Answer
I just bought your October issue ot Computer Play

magazine and I am very satisfied with the way the

magazine looks and approaches the various subjects.

Reading through the Editor Letters section. I was

pleased with the offer you are making to help us, il we

are stuck with veiy speeitie problems. I would like to

lake advantage of it by describing to you what my pro-

blem is:

I am currently, with my two sons, playing the Ultima

IV adventure game, it is a wonderful game and we just

love it. So far we have progressed through without a

hint, but now we are stopped.

In Abyss when the mystic voice asks us: "What is the

one thing which encompasses and is the whole ol all

undeniable truth, unending love, and unyielding

courage?" We just don't the answer, and worse, we can-

not find it. The closest we came is in Cove when we talk

to the tour persons around the fire, one of them says

that he studies the '•One thing that is the secret to the

Codex", but he won't say what it is. As far as all the

other citizens are concerned, we could not find any rele-

vent information in Cove or anywhere else in the realm.

It is getting to be very frustrating and we are open to

any suggestions to solve this question, specially since we

have already bought Ultima V and would like to start il

whh the same party we have in Ultima IV.

We are anxiously awaiting your reply . Many thanks in

advance.

Rejcan Courtemanche

P. Quebec. Canada

// any of our readers know (he answer to (he Ultima

IV question, please send it in and we will publish it.

Not Enoughot tLnougn

I have just recently subscribed to yoi

ink it's ureal! Your game reviews are

our magazine and I

think it's great! Your game rcvicus are the best l*ve ever

seen in any computer magazine. I'm a computer game

addict, and your reviews help me greatly when I'm

wondering winch game to buy. 1 also like the fact that

you include Nintendo games in the magazine even

though the Nintendo system is not a "bona fide" com-

puter system. As a reader in the November issue wrote,

it's nice to be able to learn about games that one day

may cross over to computers.

The only complaint I have about your magazine is

that there's not enough of it. So I wish you nothing but

success, and prosperity.

Arturo Borches

Miami, FL

CopyKat

This letter is in reference to Rusel DeMaria's article on

'No Copies Please' (9/88, pg 6) regarding the Nocopi

International's supposedly copy proof paper that

prevents copy machines from duplicating game
documentation.

I quote from John Dvorak's article from PC

Magazine. "It can't be copied!" I laughed. Within a lev.

minutes after returning to my office, 1 was able 10 COP)

it by using an inexpensive Chinon scanner to scan ii into

PC Paintbrush, where it was turned into black and wh

hard copy-intact! I think l won the bet. Scannen i

amazing,

Another one bytes the dust.

Benjimin Dover

Evanstown, IL

Computer Play January, 1989



Industry News 8t Views
By Rusel DeMaria

As I write this, companies arc beginning

to send out their Christmas releases, and

many new titles will have just hit the

shelves as you read this. At the same time,

future developments hold great promise

for gamers of all ages.

For instance. LucasFilm Games (which

is now merged with George Lucas*

tcchno-miraclc team, Industrial Light and

Magic) is working on something i consider

may represent the next step in computer

gaming. It will be a special shoping mall,

and the LucasFilm Luminair Center in

Houston. Texas which will feature state-

of-the-art interactive games. This isn't go-

ing to be your ordinary coin-op arcade,

however. Look for these games to be

something you've never experienced

before. But before you book your flights

to Houston, you might want to realize

that the Luminaire Center won't be in full

swing until some time in 1992. I'll try to

pry some of the Center's secrets out of the

LucasFilm developers as the months pro-

gress.

In other news, Capcom has announced

a deal with LucasFilm to produce Ninten-

do titles based on some of Lucas' movies.

No titles were mentioned so far, but the

prospect is intriguing. Capcom also an-

nounced the release of their first of four

Disney games- Mickey Mousecapade,

marking the first entry of the venerable

rodent (he's 60 years old already) into the

computer game world. Kids will like this

game for obvious reasons, but so should

parents since it is a non-violent game.

However, Capcom isn't ignoring violence

in their current releases. Bionic Comman-
do for Nintendo will be a high action

game where you must infiltrate enemy

lines in a future world with big problems,

defeat untold numbers of enemies, and

eventually disable the invading force.

Capcom is also coming out with 1943, a

sequel to their 1942 hit. On the computer

game side, Street Fighter, is coming for

various machines, and so is Bionic Com-

mando, which will debut on the C64 and

the PC.

People at Spectrum Holobytc are

spreading their wings. They've contracted

to provide a line of low cost Right trainers

for the military. Working with Percep-

tronics, a military contractor, they will

provide the software for a line ol Right

trainers based on their powerful Faleon

AT simulator. The trainers will range

from simple desktop trainers to full sit-in

mini-domed simulators utilizing up to 4

micros and networkable with up to ten

trainees on-line. Spectrum also announc-

ed a version of Falcon for the Atari ST

and promised to continue to produce

quality simulations in 1989.

I don't know how many of you

remember Castle Wolfenstein and Robot

Wars, but, chances are if you have been

around computer games for a long time,

these titles should ring a bell. If not, suf-

fice it to say that they were among the

classic games that came from Muse Soft-

ware. Muse has had a checkered history,

but it's new owner, Jack Vogt, wants us to

know that he plans to bring Muse back in-

to the mainstream with a steady diet of

new titles as well as continuing support for

many existing Apple II and C64 games.

We wish him luck, and will let you know

about his game releases as soon as we can.

Cincmaware is planning to distribute a

car racing game based on a 60's scenario.

It was originally developed by a Canadian

developer, Michael Bale, and should be

out around the second quarter ol 1989.

Also, around the same time, we can look

forward to two new TV Sports titles to

follow the release of TV Sports Football.

Other big news for Nintendo fans: Both

Super Mario Bros. II and Legend of Link.

should now be available. These lone

awaited titles are just hitting the stores

(with Mario ahead of Link), and we'll

have more to tell you about them very

soon. Nintendo also announced a new

game. Anticipation. This game is aimed

more at the adult market and. from what

we understand, it will draw pictures on the

screen while players attempt to identify

them. It sounds a little like the current TV
show Win, Lose or Draw, though I'm sure

it will be somewhat different. Anyway
we'll just have to wait and see.

Also, Nintendo is releasing a new

package which includes the Power Set, a

special controller designed for active par-

ticipation. The Power Set, sold to Ninten-

do by Bandai, is actually a set ol controls

that you stand and jump on. It will be us-

ed lor excercise and sports related titles

like Bandi's Athletic World. We'll take a

more complete look at this new peripheral

device soon.

Speaking of Bandi, whose two current

Nintendo hits are Galga and Xoious, a

new game is coming that sounds like a

classic. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde will place

you in the role of the misguided doctor. In

the role, you will have to make it to the

church in time to gel married, but along

the way, your evil half will send you into a

demon-infested hell. You'll have to battle

your way repeatedly back to the real

world, always keeping the good doctor

ahead ot his evil twin.

Sega, after some slow months, has

released a fairly hefty list ol new titles:

Shinobi, Monopoly, Thunderblade,

Phantasy Star, Miracle Warriors, Sp> vs

Spy, Kenseifcn, and their version of Dou-

ble Dragon. Lnding on December 3 1st is

their promotion which will supply a ! ret-

Double Dragon to purchasers oi a new

Sega system or those who purchase 3 titles

from a selected list.

Electronic Arts is busy, as always. One

of their big releases currently is Double

Dragon for the PC. This Arcadia title is

the first computer game release of the

ever-so-popular coin-op and Nintendo

game. Also coming are Sidewinder.

Heroes of the Lance and Pool of Ra-

diance for the PC, Reach for the Stars for

Amiga, Risk, for C64 and probably for

the PC, new ports of Deathlord. Mars

Sa^a, Caveman U£h-I,>mpics. Modem
Wars, Skate or Die, Jordan vs Bird, Xan>

Golf, Strike Fleet, Wasteland, Demon
Stalkers, Bard's Tale II, and Karl Weaver

Baseball (including a 1988 stats disk and a

new version of the program coming up for

the PC featuring improved graphics and

easier play lor first time participants).

Also coming: Power Plav Hockey:USA vs

USSR, John Madden Football, for the

Apple II, Attack Sub for the PC (and

featuring full support for VGA graphics),

and Pro Beach Volleyball lor the PC.

Electronic Arts is also releasing their LA
Mouse for the PC which will be bundled

with Deluxe Paint. This mouse has been

extensively tested and we arc looking for-

ward to seeing one of them.

Epyx is also busy. California dames is

coming out on the Amiga, Street Sports

Soccer and Street Sports Football on the

Apple II. The (lames: Winter on Apple II

and Amiga; Sporting News on PC, Im-

possible Mission II for the Apple II and

IIGS. Battleship lor the PC and Amiga,

and coming up, Mindroll lor the CM,
Amiga, and PC . Mindroll is a puzzle game

featuring ten different levels of difficulty.

Also coming are Space Station Oblivion

for Atari ST and Amiga, Legend of

Blacksilver for PC. TechnoCop lor PC,

Apple II, C64. Amiga, and Alan ST.

Finally, in January, Upy\ plans to release

Art and Film Director for the Apple IIGS.

This combination paint and animation

program sounds intriguing, and ^c're

looking forward to seeing it.

Accolade has announced a fun contest,

their Play by Play Sweepstakes. The win-

ner will be able to attend a sporting event

with his or her choice of announcers,

choosing from among such greats ;is

Chick Hcarn of the L.A. Lakers. Man
Albert, and several others The contest

runs until March.

Accolade has also announced Train:

Escape to Normandy, which is a

historically based adventure thai takes

place on a train bound from Nazi Ger-

many to France. Not onl> do you have to

smuggle back a ttainload o! stolen an

treasures, but you must tight oFI

numerous cnems attacks along the way.

To make things even harder, you must

conrol the train itself. II sou don't keep it

stoked and running right, you'll be

marooned somewhere in route, and lose

the game. Accolade is also releasing Rack-

em for the PC. Bubble (.host lor the

IIGS, Mean 18 tor the Mac. Fasl Break (3

on 3 basketball). I KO ta new boxing

game, first for the C64, then for PC).

(iran Prix for CM, Jack NicklausC.olf foi

IIGS, and Team Construction disk*- for

4lh and Inches (PC, Amiga, and Mac).

Broderbund should he finally shipping

Star Wars, a faithful rendition of Un-

popular coin-op game based on the Lucas

film. As a bit ol splash, they've added a

music chip in the packaging so you can

press a point on the box and hear the

famous Star Wars theme music. Also, the

cover art was doiv by Kalph^lcQuarne,

one of the original Star Wars artists.

Other titles include Where in the World is

Carmen Sandiego. lor the IIGS. and

Carmen USA, lor the Mac. Also. Arcade

Game Construction Kit. a new do-it-

yourself game kit for the C64. Space

Racer. Ancient Art of War at Sea for the

Mac, Karateka. for the Atari ST. and a

new version of Downhill Challenge.

Discovery is excited about the Sword of

Sodan, originally coming out on the

Amiga, then lor the IIGS. This game uses

4 megabytes of graphics and sound files

and features characters the full size of the

screen during some sequences. Also com-

ing: Zoom! lor the PC, Sceptre lor the

Mac, and Mac Stor> Teller fa do-it-

yourself story machine - you supply i he-

words, it makes the story).

Mindscape should be shipping Colon)

for the PC- Colony on the Macintosh has

been a big hit, and is an intriguing game.

Tradewest will be announcing some new

titles in January at the Consumer Elec-

tronics Show, but they did tell me that

John Klway's Quarterback is going to be

put on a Nintendo cartridge.

Mastertronic is busy. In addition to

their Double Dragon, Sidewinder, and

Barbarian which arc being published by

Electronic Arts, they have coming up a

new soccer simulation which will be first

seen in coin-ops. then later for home

machines; Pub Games for PC (darts and

pool), Ohliterator for the PC (by the

makers of Barbarian). Aaargb! for the

IIGS. Quarterback lor the Apple II, Tur-

bo Champions. Raw Recruit, and Street

Fighting Man. And finally (being Tolkien

fans), we eagerly await the release of War

in Middle Karth lor PC. Amiga, Atari ST,

and IIGS.

Konami firmed up its announcement

about hand held games naming Double

Dribble. Contra, Gradius. Teenage Mu-

tant Ninja Turtles, and possibly Top Gun
or another Hying game as their first hand-

held releases with one game still 10 be

determined. Also coming: Skate or Die

and Blades of Steel; and Ba\ou Billie for

Nintendo (not till about September 1989).

Their most recent release for Nintendo

was Jackal, a last-paced action game in

which you must save trapped soldiers

behind enemy lines while blasting an im-

aginative assortment of enemies on land,

air and sea.

Koci expects to ship their next title,

Genghis kahn. and the rumor is that their

next release will be a sequel to the popular

Romance of the Three Kingdoms.

lailo has released Arkanoid for the PC,

Apple II, IIGS, and Atari ST. Also. Bub-

ble Bauble lor Amiga and SI .
Operation

Wolf lor C64, Amiga and SI , Renegade

Foi the PC. and Sk> Shark lor the C64.

360 Pacific is releasing Thud Ridge for

the Alan ST, Warlocks for PC, Mac. and

C64; Dark Castle for IIGS; and Harpoon,

a complex naval licet simulation thai

features an intelligent assistant as your

helper, if you need him. The higher the

level of play, the less you rely on your

assistant. Also, 360 Pacific has announced

that they will NOT be releasing a PC ver-

sion of Beyond Dark Castle because they

want to concentrate on their own original

titles.

Prom Microlllusions, look for various

versions ol Fairy Tale Adventure on dif-

ferent systems over the next few months,

also, Fire Power for the PC, C64, and,

later, on the Mac. Romantic Kncounters

at (he Dome should be jusl about out now

lor i he Mac and look for the first of

Microlllusions H anna- Bar bera titles--

Scoob} Doo on the PC and the C64 in the

coming month or so.

Origin Systems has some excitement

planned. Ultima IV is due out soon on the

Amiga and the Mac, vshile tltima III is

coming out on a Nintendo cartridge. Ap-

parently. Nintendo had to do some
redesign on the cartridge to accomodate

the massive amount of information need-

ed for Ultima III.

And on that note, we say goodbye to

1988 and look lorward to the next year o\'

fantastic entertainment. Given what has

been done this past year, we can only feci

considerable excitement about what's

coming.

Computer Play
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OF WIZARDRY

!

The Legacy Continues ...

i

:

!
1

i 1 inTTi I iT^mii!

S^fr.'W1^'= as we know it, j* ana your

Mropid party must rush hoadlongmto the...

Heart ol the Maelstrom
avfffiiii

Gaming System, with more story ana game

iTri'V.lUlUin UM'iiJ

ShISm Wizardry scenarios. Inm new

Wizardry, you will find: ^
More than twice the size ol previous scena™s,__wrtMargor

y\

Now
available

%V\ 41 »1

doors and much, much more.

New Abilities

Thiel and Nln)a characters that car,
hide, then ambush

unsuspec

fight lor your party. ^^
Over 40 brand new spells, 60 in all. A unique and totally new

ma9,c system. ^^^
J Diabolical monsters with more deadly abilities than ever before,

and an

Will IVV» |—' ** _ »— -j*

New Monster Encounters

Converse, buy, sell, trade, steal, or stand and tight in a

dungeon tilled with real characters.

For the most exciting experience available

in fantasy role-playing, enter

Heart of the Maelstrom!

Apple II Series

(5
1/4 inch only)

MS-DOS
machines

(3
1/2 inch

and 5V4 inch)

I

Screens from Apple If version of the game.

Screens tor other systems may vary.

STAND-ALONE
SCENARIO

Wizards is a registered trademark ol Sir-tech

Sai inc. Reg'd TM -Canada and Japan.

Wizardry epplication software copyright ©

1988 by Andrew Greenberg, Inland S.r-.ech

Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Latest in Fantasy Role-Playing

By Cheryl Peterson

For anyone who has played <um\ enjoyed the

Dougherty brothers previous fantsy role-playing

adventure games. Legend of Blacksilver is a

must buy, Charles and |ohn have i reated a game
ihat tops any ol their earlier works (Queslron.

Questran II, Legacy of the Ancients and Temple
of ApshaiJ. Legend of Blacksilver requires clays

to complete and takes your charat ter from being

an obscure peasant to a strong ^nd faithful war-

rior. You must deteat a host ol heclious monsters

jnd explore countryside, castles, temples, towns

and dungeons to find and defeat the wicked

Minon. Many small quests must be completed

along the way to locating Minon and defeating

him.

Game 1 commands ^,\n be entered through the

keyboard or with a joystick. A menu in the uppei

leu of the screen is used to enter c ommands with

the |oystick. The user interlace is identical io

their earlier games, so those already familiar with

the keyboard commands layout will not need to

relearn keystrokes. To repeat the lasl command.
you need only hit the tire button or the return

key.

The final sc enario is almost impossible to com-

plete without a joystick, so you should have one

plugged in even it you prefer to use the keyboard

like I do. There are also a couple ol sub-games

that are easier to play with the joystick, l"hese

help you to increase your attributes, so you'll

want to do well. Ii you gel tired Ol walking

around the countryside hacking and slashing at

everything in sight, you can lake ,\n an ade"

break. Just be sure to bring lots of gold because

like any other "penny arcade" you can spend a

lot ot "quarters" in a short period ot time.

You are not alone in your quest sin( e there are

others who will offer help and guidance to you

along the way. Not everyone you meet in the

game is an adversary. In tact, there is no way to

win the game without getting help trom key

characters.

As with oilier fantasy role-playing games, you

start out with a character who has the most

minimal ot statistic s. These determine your

c harac ter's survival abilities; strength, en-

durance, dexterity, intelligence and charisma.

Your statistics can be improved by completing

minor quests or by participating in c hallenges. In

some cases, your statistics may be dec reased and

you will have to unci out how to overcome
whatever negative effects have robbed you ot

points.

You also start out with cheap armor and no

weapon. Obtaining a weapon is your hist quest,

Throughout the game you'll be improving your

armaments. Many ot the best weapons must be

< laimed by performing some kind ot quest. Get-

ting the magic sword Io defeat Minon is one ol

the game's toughest tasks.

The countryside is populated with monsters

and humanoids. Humanoids may be convinced

to help you il you t onverse with them. Monsters

can sometimes be spotted m advance and be

avoided, but since defeating monsters is a prime

source of income, you'll want Io run only from

those situations that could get you killed. Certain

terrain areas cannot be crossed without the

assistance ol c limbing gear. Obtaining the gear is

one ot the early quests in the game. Storming

castles requires having a rope and pulley, which

you will also have to find.

Towns oiter food, weapons, armor <\\m\ games
ot chance. You can try your hand at blackjack.

e
heigh-low ^\nd dragon wheel. Dragon wheel is

an interesting form of slot mac hine in which you

c an ac tually lose up to H) limes the amount you

bet. Belter be sure you have plenty ol gold tor

this one.

Two levels ot magic spells are sold in different

shops in several of the towns. Once you've

become sufficiently skilled- you can purchase

boats in some ot the towns. You can also earn a

living by carrying packages from one town to

another or by workig for a day at one ol each

town's merchanlile establishments.

The banks employ an "interesting" concept

that could revolutionize the industry. They will

allow you to borrow money at interest. Yes, you

must pay back more than you borrowed at the

end ol the "loan period". And money depsited

in the bank earns interest. Ol course, the primary

use lor the bank is to put your money in

safekeeping in case you get killed.

8 Computer Play

\l LUCASFILM ON THEARTAND SCIENCE OFENTERTAINMENT

COMBAT FLYING IS PURE SCIENCE

UNTILTHE ENEMY SH0V"S UR
IF YOU'VE EVER FLOWN
a PC. you know how it can sim-

ulate every nuance of an air-

plane's performance envelope.

And if you concentrate hard

enough on the instruments,

you II

soon

learn

of tracers skimmed the

Val'stail. Just as I

corrected my aim, he dove.

I stuck like glue to his plane, taking it apart

by bits and pieces. Suddenly, he pulled up

and bailed through the shattered canopy.

Moments later, the Val exploded..!'

what the limits are.

But when you're making a

torpedo run at an enemy flat-

top, with flak blowing by your

canopy and two Zeroes chewing

up your tail, all that goes out

the window. And you learn to

fly by the seat of your pants.

That's the idea behind

Battlehawks 19427 the new

;

WWII naval air combat

simulator from Lucas-

film Games. Besides the

intellectual challenge of

mastering six classic carrier

planes, you get the white-

hot rush of diving into some

very hairy situations.

Relive History.

Or Rewrite It.

Battlehawks 1942 gives you

an authentic pilot's eye view—
from both sides — of four

battles thai turned the tide in

the Pacific. As an

American carrier pilot,

you'll fly Wildcat

fighters. Dauntless

dive bombers and

Avenger torpedo

bombers. From the

Japanese side,

you'll fly Zeroes, J

Vals and Kates.

You'll tighten up your coi

bat skills in a dozen training

missions, then fly more than

30 real ones, from the Coral

Sea to the Santa Cruz Islands.

Even The Theory Is Real.

The technical detail and

historical depth of Battlehawks

1942 are bound to satisfy the

most hard-core simulation

buffs. Everything has been ex-

haustively researched, right

down to the optimum airspeed

and attack angle for dropping

torpedoes.

Bombing a moving ship half a mile

below, diving at 250 mph and dodg-

ing flak, can be a little tricky.

Flight characteristics and

instruments are authentic.

So are weapons and enemy

tactics. About the only

feature that isn't authentic

is something combat pilots

never dream°d of. An

instant replay camera.

I Ground School

I

It ISN'T.

We asked WWII pilots

how to make Battlehawks

"In early 1942,

American planes

were no match for

my Zero. I was

a hawk in a flock of

geese — soaring,

looping, pouncing, destroy-

ing. I was truly saddened for the

brave men in those sluggish planes.

All too soon, the planes got better..!'

I942lee\ like the real thing.

Io a man, they said make it

intense.

So instead of polygon-block

Your Wildcat's heavier armor and

guns win in a shootout, but watch out

if a Zero gets on your tail.

graphics, we use high-resolu-

tion, digitally-rendered images.

Ships and planes look almost

photographic. Bombs and tor-

pedoes explode in infernos of

flames and smoke. The feeling,

as one veteran pilot put it,

is like flying into a beehive.

And that's where the science

leaves off, and the fun starts.

[UCASHLIU
ru

Hatt/ehawl^s /9*/2 is available for IBM and close compatibles Amiga and Alan S I mmWai

will he available in early 1989 IBM it a trademark of International Business Mac hint* Irn

Atari ST is a trademark of Atari Corp Amiga is a trademark ofCommodore /\/n frWlA I /-fc/

All elements of the game fantasy are trademark* of Lacasfilm Ltd. TM & > ll*HH I m atfllm

Ltd All rights reserved
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Timeless Game with a New Twist

By Russ Ceccola

Chess is a timeless game that has been and

always will be the tavorite of many strategy-

oriented gamers. It has been reflected in

numerous board game versions, from magnetic

travel sets to Ihe American Civil War chess set

and everything in between. Similarly, chess has

been translated into many computer and video

game systems. I would venture to say that chess

programs are the most abundant of any one

game program type for personal computers. Yet,

better and better chess programs are released

every year. The problem with chess is that it is

very difficult to write a program that can't be

beaten by someone who is very good at the

game. Once an inconsistency is found in the pro-

gram, it can be used to the player's advantage. A

new chess program from the now-independent

publisher Interplay doesn't try to hit the heights

in play smarts, but instead looks at chess from an

entirely different perspective.

Perhaps taking their cue from the Star Wars

scene in which Chewbacca and C3PO are play-

ing some form of intergalactic chess game with

moving three-dimensional holographic images

or the Archon games that featured a chess-like

environment with creatures that have different

movement and attack features as combatants, In-

terplay has used the full power of the Amiga to

create an animated chess game. Yes, that '^ right,

a colorful, animated chess game that acts out the

piece captures on-screen. Now that the shock

has hit you and passed, you'd better stop

laughing. Gamers fall in either one ot two

categories- those who find chess boring and too

long to play and those who find the game intrigu-

ing and intellectually demanding. I'm

somewhere in the middle. I like to play chess,

but will not spend countless hours memorizing

every move ever made by the best Russian chess

players or some such nonesense. Instead, I like

to pick a partner and play a game or two oi

serious, "nobody-make-any-noise" chess every

now and then. In the absence of a partner, I turn

to a computer.

There are those computer versions of chess

that claim to beat the best in international chess

and leave all other chess programs behind. At

least a couple of those come out every year. For

the most part, rated chess players have no pro-

blem tooling the computer into making stupid

moves and beat them easily afterwards. Some
programs have held their own against human ex-

perts, but all break under pressure. Until the

point when true artificial intelligence is

developed and then incorporated into a chess

program, these games will serve only to give

players stimulating practice in chess until they

discover the program's weaknesses. Battle Chess

makes no such claims. Instead, Interplay seems

to have avoided all of that hype and instead

developed a chess game that really reenacts the

events associated with the original idea for

chess.

Chess is a wargame of sorts in which players

move around a game board pieces that represent

soldiers in an army and members of a king's

court, with the idea that the player must over-

come his enemy's army and kingdom. The rules

are very simple and described well in the game

manual for Battle Chess, but since chess tour-

naments have taken all ot the feeling out ot chess

and left only mechanics, the player forgets what

the pieces represent. This is not the case

anymore, for Interplay has taken the game of

chess and restored it to the splendor [or should I

spell it "splendour"] of medieval Europe, replete

with medieval characters and an atmosphere ot

that era ot time.

There are two modes in which you can play

Battle Chess: 4-D mode and 2-D mode. The two-

dimensional game is the traditional game ol

chess, using graphics that are very similar to

those you see in representations of chess puzzles

and board setups in newspapers and books

respectively. One difference that makes the two-

dimensional mode of chess a lot less realistic is

the color ot the pieces. In the 3-D game, the

figures are colored brightly to fully represent

their side, using either red or blue as their main

color in dress (with blue corresponding to the

standard black pieces and red corresponding to

white pieces in traditional chess). That's all right

for the 3-D game, but I would have much rather

referred that the designers used black and

white on the 2-D screen so that the player gets

lull benefits from the program-truly traditional

chess in addition to the highly unique idea. I

guess the artist just got graphics-happy after

designing the 3-D mode and decided to keep

colors consistent in the 1-D mode so that people

wouldn't become contused when they switc hed

^back and forth between modes.

You can move back and forth instantly bet-

ween viewing modes ot the game, but I noticed

one problem with the 2-D version. When Battle

Chess thinks about what move it would like to

make, it takes no disk access time, just thinking

time, to make a choice. Instead, the only disk ac-

cess that you will see is when the program has to

animate the characters during combat.

However, in the 2-D mode. I noticed that the

thinking time is about the same, but it still takes

just as long to make a move. The computer ac-

cesses the disk as if there were animation it had

to make on the screen - a truly poor programm-

ing situation. This should be remedied in future

ve'rsions of the game, because when someone

wants to play a simple game of chess, disk access

is not desirable.

The 3-D mode of Battle Chess is truly a

marvelous event. When I first heard about the

program. I envisioned the Star Wars scene.

s
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[[ Lucasfilm on theArtand Science ofEntertainment ]]

New Hope for

battered story gamers.
LiTHERE'S A LOT I LIKE

about computer adven-

tures, but it sure isn't

fun getting killed all the

time. That's why Maniac

Mansion is so refreshing— I

can play from start to finish

without dying once!''

That's more than great fan

mail. Its a very astute obser-

vation. Because while most

story games

%. treat

In Maniac Mansion*' a movie-style

"cut-scene" quickly establishes the

characters' personalities.

%MM®%
i . > I %m M'l
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you like the meat in the dog

food factory, Lucasfilm story

games treat you like a human

being who just wants some

good clean fun.

The fun starts with an en-

gaging plot, hot graphics and

tasty puzzles. But what keeps

it going is a unique design

that lets you play the game in-

stead of fighting the computer.

The No typing Interface.

lodav's storv games evolved

from text adventures. The _

Just three "clicks!' and you'll send

Zah McKracken™ over to the pawn shop

counter to buy a pair of nose glasses.

interface, in most cases, re-

mained in the swamp.

With conventional story

games, whenever you want

your character to do something,

you type. And type. And type.

Suppose you want to pick up

a green leafy object. Well, you

might try typing, "pick up

plant. If that doesnt work, you

might try "bush," 'shrub,' tree!

and so on. After a while, you

might try a different form of

entertainment.

Not with Lucasmms

new "point 'n click'

interface, though.

All the words you need

are right on the

screen. Just click the

cursor on thern to

choose characters,

objects, and actions.

Now you can play an

entire fifty hour *m
game without typing

{

a single word. Or

putting your life on

hold until vou realize

the green leafy thing

is a... plastic fern.

More Story.

Less Gory.

Most story game

designers seem to think people

love to get clobbered.

We don't. After all, how

much fun can it be to

have a fatal accident every

three and a half minutes. .

.

then reload your saved game,

take a few timid steps for-

ward, and save it again.

Seems more like paranoia

than entertainment.

That's why Lucasfilm

story games make it down-

right difficult to die. Oh,

you 11 get into major hot

water all right, bul you'll

have the fun of getting out

of it, too.

Lefs Get Crazy Together.

Just pick up a copy of

Maniac Mansion? the comedy

thriller about a kidnapped

cheerleader, a very mad

iafoot Wln»

Utonmsttor

urnwcwg
**********
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scientist, and a hilariously

creepy rescue mission.

Or ZakMcKrackenAnd The

Alien Mindbenders!* where

you and a seedy tabloid jour-

nalist save the world from

space aliens who want us all to

have the IQs of turnips.

I You 11 love the twisty plots

and the goofy characters. You 11

crack up constantly with the

[ zany one-liners and sight gags.

And you'll go just a little crazy

with the mind-bending puzzles.

Crazy, but nicely crazy.

TU
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Maniac Mansion ti available for IBM/ Tandy,

Commodore 64/ 128 and Applt lit/ He p*no*mt
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Ironically, for once my anticipations for a game

are exactly the same as the real thing. The

graphics are beautiful in Battle Chess and the

battles between pieces are amazingly well-

animated. I set up my own games just so that I

could see each piece battle every other piece

and the results made me both laugh and open

my mouth in awe. You move the pieces by selec-

ting the square of the piece you wish to move

with a click of the mouse and then clicking on a

valid destination square for a piece. Each piece

has its own unique walk and combat patterns

and will move to the chosen location. If there is

an enemy piece there that you've captured, a

battle takes place on the actual game board. If a

piece blocks a Knight's way, they stand aside as

he passes. All of the pieces represent thier chess

names.

The Rook is by far my favorite animated chess

piece in Battle Chess. It turns into a stone

monster and moves extra slow with booming

steps. When it captures a piece, it laughs and

then bonks it on the head. When it gets cap-

tured, it crumbles away into nothing. The Queen

is also a really neat piece. She is a beautiful lady

who can hurl a fireball to capture an opponent's

piece. When attacked, she turns her back, gets

hit from behind and falls with her dress hiked up

around her waist. The King is just very stately

and slow. The Bishop holds his head high and

moves in short steps. The Knights and Pawns are

soldiers with swords and they fight it out on the

board duels. In any case. Battle Chess is an in-

teresting concept that fully met my expectations

as far as battles go. Each combination of pieces

that occupy a square fight differently, with a lot

depending on the attacker. If you try a lot of dif-

ferent chess techniques, you'll see most of the

battle combinations.

The graphics and sounds are so good that you

may stop trying to think about playing chess and

instead try to see all of the combinations. This is

the problem of Battle Chess. There is more atten-

tion given to the graphics of the game. The

graphics are nice, but at the heart of the game is

also good chess strategy on the part ot the com-

puter. The program claims an opening library ot

over 30,000 moves, lets you take back a move,

save games, set up chess games ot your own,

force a move on the part of the computer, play

one of nine difficulty levels and set a maximum
thinking time for a player. You can set a max-

imum thinking time up to 10,000 minutes (about

7 days). I don't know about you, but I'm not go-

ing to leave my computer on for seven days.

The program seems to use the brute force ap-

proach to making choices for computer moves.

The difficulty levels are different in that each

gives more time to the computer and you to

think about a move. That does not qualify as dif-

ficulty in my book. Difficulty should be how

much a program can plan strategy rather than

just rank possible moves and pick the best one,

as Battle Chess seems to do. I broke the game

out of some opening patterns and beat it when it

would make a certain move. I think the

designers skimped on the chess ability of the

program with the move-ranking system it pro-

bably uses and devoted more of their time to

designing the graphics. It's still true that Battle

Chess plays a good game oi chess, but the atten-

tion was obviously focused on the graphics and

sounds.

In addition to the neat graphics capabilities

and other options, you can play Battle Chess

over a modem with a friend if you so desire. This

is again another feature designed to attract

buyers. It's possible that I just got lucky with Bat-

tle Chess, but I beat it a few times in the middle

difficulty levels-it would take an expert to really

rate Battle Chess for difficulty. In any case, Bat-

tle Chess is a strong overall package for the chess

lover. The graphics are very detailed, down to

the cherubs who bring down the "menu

banner," not menu bar, from the top of the

screen and the small statue of The Thinker sitting

on a computer terminal that shows up when the

computer is evaluating moves. The sounds are

very good and the interface easy to master.

Overall, I would give a good rating to the

designers who tried to revive chess into its

classical implications, using the power that only

$ 16-bit machines have.

Name: BATTLE CHESS
Type: Traditional

Format: Amiga
Publisher: Interplay Productions

Designers: Interplay Productions

Ages: 10 and above
' Players: One or two (with moden

Price: $49.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation,
Graphics/Text:
Payability:

intermediate
Average (6)

Very Good (9)

Very Good (9)

Very Good (9)

CPRATINGS: 8.70
Circle Reader Service Number 12.
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One nice fact about the game - when you get

killed you don't lose everything. Usually you'll

lose one set of armor, a good weapon, your most

valuable treasure item and most of your gold and

food. For some reason though, when you are

resurrected you get an extra hit point bonus tem-

porarily taking you to your maximum hit points

plus 50% more.

Temples house some interesting people and

items. Residents in the temples offer magic train-

ing, helpful elixirs, attribute improvement and

health restoration. Donations are required of

course.

Two of the three temples include archives

where relics are stored. Some of these relics can

be purchased or borrowed to help you in your

quests. The collateral you must provide in return

is always the fruit of some previous quest. Some
quests are minor, others are major. Most are

dangerous.

Blacksilver includes the mandatory dungeons

dour of them, varying from 4 levels to 12). One

of these is so devious that I couldn't begin to ex-

plain it to you. Suffice it to say that you will need

to go to extreme lengths to get to the bottom ot

things. Clues are available if you read the

manual VERY thoroughly.

There are a couple of unfriendly castles that

you'll need to explore. The first is pretty stan-

dard, but the second uses teleports to move bet-

ween its areas and it's easy to get lost there. This

is one of the best multi-layer puzzles in the

game.

Blacksilver is a game where maping is essen-

tial. You won't get through dungeons and castles

without having a very strong character and a

good idea of how to get back out. Mapping will

also help you ensure that you find all the items

that you need to complete the game.

Even with the help of a clue book that Epyx is

selling for $7.95, it took me a week to complete

the game. Plan to spend somewhere between 40

and 100 hours on this one, because it is that in-

volved. The hint book actually gives clues to

several of Epyx's Master Collection games, in-

cluding Blacksilver, Sub-Battle, Simulator, LA
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Crackdown, ^\nd Space Station Oblivion. The

book includes complete maps to all of the

dungeons, castles and archives as well as general

hints on exploring and specific hints on ac-

complishing quests.

The documention was great. Descriptions of

how the various monsters try to end your ex-

istance were quite graphic and entirely unplea-

sant, just as they should be. The history of the

lands there helped to put the game's plot in

perspective. The package includes a lovely

topographical map ot Bantross and a set ot

stickers with the names of various places on

them. This makes it very easy to get around the

countryside.

The end game activity was nice. The celebra-

tion that they threw at King Durek's castle was

probably wasted on me as I finished the game at

4 AM and was in no mood to party. It was nice

that the princes and the prince congratulated

me. Thank goodness the princess did not want to

get married. Though I must admit the prince

might have made a nice husband. (Why is it that

games like this usually assume the player is

male? It's not bacf being made a knight, but I

would have prefered being promoted to

Baroness, rather than Baron). I've always wished

that games like this would encourage women to

be heroes too.

I found the game fascinating and enjoyed it im-

mensely. If you like these kinds of games, you'll

love Legend of Blacksilver. I think it's well worth

the $40 price tag.

Name: LEGEND ofBLACKSILVER
Type: Fantasy Role-Playing

Format: C-64
Publisher: Epyx

Designers: Charles andJohn Dougherty
Ages: all

Requirements: Joystickrecommended.
Players: One
Price: $39.95

Intermediate
Excellent (9.6)

Very Good <9>

Very Go*>d (•>>

Excellent (9.t>\

Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Text:
Ptayability:

CP RATINGS: I/.

Circle Reader Service Number f /
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Action and Strategy in the Air
By J. L. Miller

BATTLEHAWKS 1942 is LucasFilms simula-

tion ot carrier-based aircraft in the Pacific during

the Second World War. With detailed historical

accuracy, easy payability, excellent graphics

and the ability to fly either as the Japanese or the

American. BATTLEHAWKS 1942 stands out

both as a wargame and on another level, as a

game th.it is sheer tun to play.

DOCUMENTATION
The documentation is over 121 pages long;

however, the vast bulk of the documentation is

historical background. For the arcade-type

gamer, a quit k read of ten pages is more than

sufficient to get you airborne; however, tor the

historically minded gamer, the background

notes and briefings make tascinating reading.

Although each scenario pits your single plane

against a different array ot opponents, the

documentation delves deeply into operational

and tactical notes: especially appreciated where

the well-done color maps of the various carrier

battles (Coral Sea, Midway, Eastern Solomons

and Santa Cruz), historical photographs and the

detailed background data on ships and aircraft.

Although these were not necessary tor

gameplay, they show the commitment that

LucasFilm has made to produce a quality pro-

duct.

Each carrier battle has a total of four missions,

but since you can play either Japanese or

American, the actual number of missions is

doubled. The bottom line is that you can fly a

tighter, a dive bomber or a torpedo bomber. Mis-

sion assignments and capabilities are quite dit-

ferent, and the challenge is present.

Former Navy pilot Richard Best, a Midway

squadron commander, has acted as a technical

consultant to LucasFilms, and the commitment

to historical accuracy shows through the simula-

tion (cf. Historical Background, below).

GAMEPLAY
LucasFilms has successlully made a simula-

tion which can be played on ditterent levels, and

as LucasFilms states, "different things to dit-

ferent people." The arcade player can quickly

pick up the basics and have tun in the ditferent

missions: on the other hand, the dedicated

wargamer can learn about the strengths and

weaknesses of the Pacific air element during the

Second World War. Rarely does a product suc-

ceed so well on both levels. Training missions

are available for the novice to hone his skills.

Different levels allow escalation until you are

ready for the "Real Thing". However, you

should create your own pilot, either American or

Kipanese. The same pilot cannot fly on both

sides, but creation is a simple menu-driven ac-

tion, and I recommend flying from both sides.

The perspective really changes!

The actual missions are historically-based, but

you need to know little more than the summary

briefing; remember, you are a lowly carrier pilot,

not a strategic commander. Each mission i^ rated

on difficulty, and although your final ratings art-

dependent upon sue cesstul completion ot all ol

the missions, you will find thai the

"Impossible?" missions are accurately descnb

ed.

Gameplay is from moment ot contact. There

are no carrier take-offs and landings; while the

purist may bemoan this tact, LucasFilm has

made a conscious dec ision to concentrate on a

combat simulator, and not a flight simulator

After all, once you master the mechanic -^ ot take-

otts and landings, all the time spent in getting lo

and from the battle area may be likened lo driv-

ing a bus.

The screen is a cockpit view; controls have

been somewhat simplified, and this allows you

to spend the bulk of your time on the raison

d'etre ot the carrier pilot -- destruction ol the

enemy. Scenarios are quick and deadly; within

ten minutes, you will achieve success or else...

However, unlike reality, you can always try

again.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

LCDR Dick Best was kind enough lo discuss

Battlehawks 1942 and his role at the Battle ol

Midway. Graduating trom Annapolis in 1932, he

had served as a torpedo and dive bomb instruc-

tor at Pensacola trom 1938-1940; thus. Dick

Best, while a LT commanding a dive bomber

squadron at Midway, was one ot the more ex-

perienced pilots. Initially, he wanted to be a

torpedo pilot; after all, at the Battle ot the Coral

Sea, the torpedoes had accounted for most oi

the damage; the Japanese put more emphasis on

torpedoes (their Long Lance torpedo was the

best of the war).

Approaching the lapanese fleet from the

southwest, then-LI BfcSI had dropped trom

21.000 to 15,000 feet because his ttl man's ox-

ygen was not working. Two enemy carriers were

visible to the lett: naval doctrine held that the

lead element would take the far target and the

trail element, the near. Group Commander (a

new position, and one that was assigned to the

senior pilot -- regardless of whether or not he

was a torpedo, dive or tighter pilot] Wade Mc -

Cluskey was in approximately the same location,

but he was still at 1 1 -000 (thereby becoming the

lead element, since altitude easily can be

translated into speed and distance by the simple

expedient of a power dive). However, as Mc-

Cluskeys squadron bore down on the Japanese

carriers. 1 i Best noted that they were going tor

the near target (the Akagi). Accordingly, he

modified his own squadron in mid-dive in order

to hit the far carrier; his bombs exploded on the

$ deck ot the Kaga. Other hits followed, and both

carriers sank within a clay.

Dick Best remembers seeing an unscathed car-

rire oil to his lett about 15 miles (theHiryu). and

atter his bomb run, he noted a carrier to the east

self-destructing, with its own fuel and weapons

literally blowing the carrier apart (the Soryui

atter numerous bomb hits. However, atter his

return to his carrier. Best was not debriefed, and

two days later, he was hospitalized with combat

injuries until his discharge from active 1 duty in

1944. Jo this day, Dick Best is convinced that it

the group commander had been more lamihar

with torpedo and dive bomber capabilities <Mc

Cluskey had been a tighter pilot, and was a

relatively recent transter to the dive bombers),

the bombers would have round the lapanese

earlier, they would have come in closer and nail-

ed all of the enemy carrier force, thereby saving
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ENCOUNTER HIGH
SPEED ACTION IN
AN INTELLIGENT
GAME OF TACTICAL
WARFARE.

THE TIME: The 22nd Century.

THE PLACE: 64 islands in the

Southern Ocean.

THE PROBLEM: A worldwide en-

ergy crisis.

THE MISSION: Gain control of

the islands, set up centers to mine,

recycle and produce materials to

form a large network of power

plants.

JUST ONE MORE PROBLEM:
Enemy terrorists are destroying

the islands . . . one by one.

FAST-PACED ARCADE AC-
TION: You are in control of up to

4 aircraft and 4 amphibious vehi-

cles simultaneously. Capture

enemy islands and destroy its

forces.

STRATEGIC TACTICAL WAR-
FARE: Conduct war maneuvers in

a huge territory that includes over

60 islands. Protect your ship with

defense drones and 360-degree

turret mounted laser cannon with

telephoto tracking.

SENSATIONAL GRAPHICS:
Three-dimensional solid filled

graphics, smooth scrolling, fabu-

lous sound and special effects.

ADDICTIVE, HOURS OF PLAY:
Your choice of action game or

strategy game, plus save-game op-

tion provides hours and hours of ex-

traordinary adventure!

REALTIME

AINBIRD
P.O. Box 2227.

Menlo Park, CA 94026.

415/322-0900

Circle Reader Service Number 22.
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I !OW TO ORDER Visit your software dealer today, or call (800) 227 6900 from U.S or Canada for Visa. MasterCard.
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sales tax and TX add 7V&% Shipping/handling is $4 50 2-3 weeks for delivery.
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the Yorktown irom the lata! counterstroke. Yel

that critical fifteen minute* was decisive in ih.it

the \meri< an fore ei> « aught Ihe lapanese rearm-

ing and refueling; and earlier entry might well

have round the Japanese l<-'ss vulnerable.

I hstorK ally, those iev\ minutes ai Midway were

among the mosi decisive oi the War: the last

time the lapanese Navy had suffered .) deleal

was J50 years earlier against the Koreans (using

i rone lads for the lirsl time at sea [the Monitor \s

Morrimac was the first time ironclads fought one

another]).

Tradition. il .it counts ot Midway tell usih.it the

sacrifice oi the torpedo squadrons brought the

lapanese t \1
} (combat air patrol) down so that

the dive bomber* taced little opposition. Some

revisionists have denied this; Best states that he

saw no lapanese planes until after lie had finish-

ed his bomb run.

TACTICAL HINTS

1. W riTUDE, ALTITUDh, ALIIIUDl" Ihese

art' piston-driven airplanes, not lets; as 1)k k Best

says. Noli have lo slog vour way Up' A t. limb-

ing Immelman turn <.<w\ only be a< hieved by div-

ing to gain air speed first, Once altitude is

sacrificed for position, it is rare that it t^n be

regained again in that panic ular scenario. Know

where mm\ how high the enemy is: also, the

enemy i>\n stall Watch for the stall ^n<\ shoot

them apart while they are attempting to recover.

2. Defle< tion Shooting. While blasting the op

ponent from the rear is relatively safe (unless he

is a bomber, in which case the tail gunnei can

ruin your day), it is time-consuming Pra< ii< e the

training scenarios in order to maximize your

marksmanship from the sides.

V Maneuverability/Firepowei I listoricalh

the lapanese Zero was the star of the early earner

battles- I aster <\nd more maneuverable than

anything the United States possessed, its major

detect is that it lacks self-sealing tanks armor

protec tion <\n<i gunpovvrr (its 20-mm C annon has

lew shells), Iheretore. you will imd that «> s a

novice pilot, von will succeed better with the

slower but more deadly American planes; \-2

shots can destroy a Zero while it is rare tor a

Wild* at to be that vulnerable,

4. When torpedo bombing, you are a sitting

duck-like target, I lowever, dive to bombing

level t\m\ use the tail gun ONLY it you are in a

slight climb; to do otherwise will (inch your

plane, especially given the inaccuracy ot the

altimeter below 501) teet. You must drop your

torpedo trom a height no greater than 100*
< I

50'

tor the lapanese); Dick Best notes that he prefer-

red to drop his irom 50". but the simulation dit-
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lerem e between 50' and ditching is too c lose toi

effective use. Distance from target is a matter ot

e\penenc e: use ot the camera replay will quickly

teach you the correct drop point. Historically,

the torpedo had to run a c ertain dist.inc e before

it armed (during the I alklancls Crisis, many

Argentine bombs were dropped so c lose to the

ships that they tailed lo arm). Remember to use

your speed Maps to slow down on your run, l\im\

even more important, to raise the flaps after hav-

ing dropped your weapon.

5. Kememher the mission |"o achieve multi-

ple kills when your mission was to protect the

bombers is useless. Keep your attention on the

mission <um\ do your utmost to achieve us objei

lives, In some escort missions, you can destroy

the enemy CAP mm\ still have the bombers

destroyed by AA tire; but LucasFilm notes ih.it

sou i ,v\ draw on muc h oi the tire by running in-

terference for the bombers.

ADVANTAGES

1. Ihe Replay Camera. This feature alone is

liistiiic anon tor the simulation. Lasy to operate it

allows you to view the action occurring in a

quick replay, for those oi us not actual pilots

this c amera \ iev\ will enable us to grasp what the

three-dimensional manuevers are really doing

Use your camera as a learning tool as well as loi

entertainment! I cannot sufficiently emphasize

the important e of this tool; it allows you to see

llie el tec I ot maneuvers so that you can undeis

land your aerial tat tic s and improve accordingly

2. Both Sides Now. lew Simulations allow

you to play both sides. «md no othei simulation

allows you to fly lapanese World War II am rail.

4. Graphics. I his simulation has supei

graphic s on the A I

.

4. History as Painless Entertainment, it you

are just not interested in history, the simulation is

still enjoyable. However, history is present; in

torpedo atlac ks. as you drop tor your bomb run.

your wingmates will alter their c ourse to rec reate

the Anvil attack, s<> that torpedoes hrac ket the

target trom both beam and stern.

DISADVANTAGES

I.BATTLEHAWKS 1
4)42 was designed with ,\n

A I. hard-drive being considered the target au-

dience. Ac cordingly, load times are slow ,wm\ the

game itself runs too slowly on the XI standard

4.77 megahertz. While the game may be sped

up tit a sacntice ot graphics, the v\m\ result on a

slower X T is still unsatisfactory.

_!. Protection Scheme. Although the program

is unprotected, in order to go on a mission you

must type m the correct code depending on the

plane silhouette. I hese silhouettes are ot a plane

in ditieient angles; unlike MicroPros** schemes.

there is no educational experience ot learning

dilterenl weapons systems. tmd the tac t that you

must reeniei a new code alter each mission

bee omes tiresome.

\ Keboard entry is ditfk ull to master, loystic k

hi mouse input becomes virtually mandatory.

4. Bomber missions tone you to play both

pilot ^m\ gunner. It would have been nice to

have the option to have the computer play one

oi these roles so that you could concentrate on

the other. I lowever, this was a consc ious design

decision ,\\^\ LucasFilm leels that this places

your destiny in your own hands.

">. Fuel. You ^u\\\ oft with a rull tank ,\nd will

rarely find tuel useage a c onsideration.

I hsionc ally, these planes had limited range, <\nd

could rarely linger in contested air space. I his

again was a design decision tor payability (as

was the dec ision to make the torpedo runs more

lorgi\ ingi.

i) Bail-Out. It you do have to abandon your

plane, you will live to tight anothei i\<w.

However, the scenario will not ctu\ until your

plane drops below 75'. to eventually trash into

the sea. Simply press "Q" (quit) and return to

the menu.
*

CONCLUSIONS
BATTLEHAWKS D42 is highly recommend-

ed. While Ihe graphic s are not as superb as may

be seen in certain programs on the Amiga or

even the C-(>4, they are among the 1 besl ( urrentlv

available on MS-DOS type programs.

You can also modify the scenarios by plane

type, in vulnerability, opponent caliber, etc

I listorically valid, painlessly edu< at tonal ^m\ tun

to play, what else c .\u you ask lor*

tf

Name: BATTLEHAWKS 1942
Type: Strategy/'Simulation

Formats: IBMAT,XTt PS2 Tandy
Publisher: LucasFilm Games
Distributor: Electronic Arts

Ages: 12 & up
zquirements: 384K. CGA/VAG/EGA,

Joystick recommended.
* Players: One
Price: $49.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation

:

Graphics:
Realism:
Ptayability:

Advanced
Very Good (9)

Very Good (9)

Good (8)

Very Good (9)

Excellent (9.5)

CPRATH1GS: 9.04

Circle Reader Service number 13.

Hold it. What's this? Human-seeking

suicide robots? An evil mastermind

There are 8 office towers to

search, each with its own tfieme

ami level of difficulty

Of course, Efvtn's floor plans

arc almost as complicated

as his global plans

bent on world annihilation?

No wonder they call this mission

impossible. Why, it's got even more

strategy and action than the original

top-selling Impossible Mission!"

The trick here is to collect the

secret code numbers that will ulti-

mately allow you to access Elvin's

stronghold. And waste him before

he wastes the world.

There are over 50 rooms to

search for codes. Careful. The

floors and catwalks in this place

end a little abruptly. And of course,

they're guarded by those pesky bots.

But you've got an MIA9366B pocket

computer to help you crack the secu-

rity code. A working tape player to

play music clues. And a map to show

which towers you have or have

not searched.

Go then. Elvin is preparing to

launch his missile attack in less than

ten hours.You must stop him. Or the

world will be terminally

late for dinner tonight.

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II
Commodore 6-t, IBM A' compatibles.

Atari ST. Apple II S compatibles. Amiga

Circle Reader Setvice Number 47.

WEPYX
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Another WWII Winner from SSI

By Russ Ceccola

In p. ist yc\irs, w*u games |><ml more attention

to historical accuracy and detail and less to the

user interface. Lately, the trend has been io

embellish .1 war game from all directions-user in-

terface, detail, accuracy, graphics and sound. SSI

has been one ol the inovators of the war game

world tor a long while. Their war games have

won award after award and just gel belter and

better. When SSI comes upon a method of game

presentation that seems to work, they present

other games using the same setup. Their newest

war game Typhoon of Steel (isn't thai a great

name), is the sequel to Panzer Strike!, a classic

SSI game. It was designed by the same person

(Gary Grigsby) and brings all of the best features

of Panzer Strike! into different theaters of war.

Typhoon of Steel, tor those who have never

played Panzer Strike!, is a tactual game that

relies heavily on chain-ot-command orders and

unit conditions within a formation to determine

outcomes ol combat. The game, unlike others

that allow joystick movement of units and a cur-

sor that helps in selecting squares of the map tor

examination, is played using the keyboard. By

pressing single keys, you give the computer the

commands tor which it is wailing. All options

currently available are shown on screen on the

bottom third in a menu section. In this way. you

don't have to remember all ol the options. War

games ot this nature and detail are better off with

all options available to the player shown on the

screen. I hate to have to memorize key com-

mands, but with the manual and on-sc reen

menus this is unnecessary.

In order to play Typhoon of Steel with any

degree of success you nwd to know the basic

rules before you go out and buy the game- Here

are the facts you need to know. Typhoon of

Steel is a WWII land-based game in which you

command the American. Japanese, British or

German forces in one Ol four terrain sets (three

theaters ot war). The terrain sets offered with the

game are: Pacific/Asia, European summer. Euro-

pean winter and North Africa. The theaters ot

war in which you play, along with the com-

batants tor that theater ot war. are the following:

Pacific (United States versus Japan). Asia (British

Commonwealth versus Japan) and Europe

(United States versus Germany). The European

theater includes North Africa. You can choose

any ot the seven tully designed scenarios that

come with the game or use the built-in construc-

tion set to modity existing scenarios or create

one from scratch. In addition, you can choose a

campaign game--a series ot scenarios generated

by the computer and taking considerably longer

to complete.
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Typhoon of Steel comes packaged with t\\ «

>

double-sided disks. ,1 game manual and a briel

ing manual. Each 01 the three theaters is c ontain

eel on one side ot .1 disk ond the final disk sick'

has all ol the scenario information. If you have

an additional disk drive, use it! I have onl\ a

single drive system and found that it would have

been SO much more efficient to put a theater disk

in one drive and your sjve disk or the si enario

disk in the oilier drive. However, Typhoon of

Steel works fine without that extra drive I he

game manual is well-written, exact and well-

designed, lopu s ,ut- in logical places -mi I none

ot the text is misleading. There are important

c harts and tallies in the back, as well .is menus.

to give you a common place to look toi data. \s

with most SSI games, the manual is excellent.

The* briefing manual is almost as Jong .is (he

game manual and logically organizes ,ill 01 [he

unit characteristics and formation data for each

of the tour possible countries ot your allegiafK e

.is well as terrain effects charts, a weapon ( hart

and s( enario notes. I his manual is Very valuable.

Now that we know what tools we have let's

see what kinds ol things Typhoon of Steel can

do. Fhere are two factors lor each scenario that

affect how vie lory points are accumulated, battle

type and assigned mission. The battle type deter-

mines which side is the attacking side and the

mission determines how victory points are

tallied il the mission is successful or even

marginally so. In addition to battle configuration,

the battle type also is the key to predicting how
long a game will take lo play. Generally, an

assault battle has hi) game turns, where a pursuit

battle only has JO. A single scenario can take

between H) minutes and two hours 10 play- It

you really want to get into I he* game, a lull cam

paign lakes anywhere between five hours and it)

hours- In any case, the length 01 time spent play

ing Typhoon of Steel will be 1 Spent doing just

that-playing (and enjoying) the game instead 01

snuggling with a difficult interiac e. obs< ure rules

or a terrible command system.

In Typhoon of Steel, each game turn has iwo

parts: an orders phase and a combat phase. Lath

combat phase also has ihree combat pulses in

whic h the orders you gave prior to combat lakes

place on the screen. Typhoon of Steel depends

heavily on its hierarchy ot command, with

orders handed down from the main head-

quarters or subordinate headquarters to the lor-

m.itions [hat are directly underneath them. In

the orders phase, each headquarters is given a

certain amount ol orders that it may expend in

that turn. Directing units and performing certain

options use up those oideis. the dec isions lhat

were made in the orders phase are then ac led

out in the combat phase. As you can see. winn-

ing a battle in Typhoon of Steel requires you io

choose orders carefully by using all ol the tnior-

malion you can galher from the map about

enemy units, terrain, friendly units and relative

strengths and weaknesses ol both sides. I he em
phasis on good choice ol orders (o individual

units (or to all units it you < boost' the All-Units

option) gives Typhoon of Steel a definite advan-

tage from a i.u iical standpoint.

The game map may be up to hi) squares wide

and 60 squares high. Two views ot the map are

a\ailable--a strategic view and a tactical view.

With the strategic view, you see a 40 square by

20 Square area. The tac iical view shows only hall

ol that, I he game map is very colorlul and it is

easy lo distinguish units tor eac h side. Axis units

are white (black in winter) and the Allied units

arc* colored, terrain is easy to distinguish and
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From Origin, source of the classic,

award-winning Ultima™ series, comes

A futuristic, fast-paced strategy role-

playing game by Lord British and
Chuckles. Based on the

award-winning Car
Wars® board game

by Steve Jackson. /
il

Drive the

reeways of the tuture where
the right of way goes to the biggest gujfi. Somewhere
within the 16 cities and outlaw-infested highways are the

clues you will need to complete the ultimate mission.

Step into the arena on Amateur Night and earn the

right to custom-build your combat vehicles.

The AADA will offer you courier missions. The FBI
and the underworld will vie for favors. But watch out! To
survive you'll need road experience, the ability to decipher
clues, gambling skills, money, a super car— even a clone.

The final gauntlet will test your tactical skills and hair

trigger reactions to the limit. But with triumph comes honor, and entry into the

elite circle of AutoDuellists. The challenge of AutoDuel® awaits you. Are you ready?

r4. 136-B HARVEY ROAD, LONDONDERRY, NH 03053 (603) 644-3360

Ultima'V
The latest in the

award-winning

Ultima saga. $59.95*

Ultima® IV

The first part

of the Avatar's

fantastic tale. $59.95'

Moebius™
Exotic fantasy

featuring 3-D

martial arts combat. $39.95*

Times of Lore™
A unique blend

of role-playing

and arcade action. $39.95*

Available for IBM-PC / Tandy / compatibles. Apple II Series. Commodore 64/128. Amiga. Atari-ST and Macintosh. To gel your copy of these games. (1) visit your local retailer. (2) call i -800-999-4939 8am lo 5pm

EST to order by VISA/MC. or (3) mad check (U.S. $) or VISA'MC #. cardholder name and exp. date to ORIGIN 136 -B Harvey Road, Londonderry, NH 03053. 'Add S2.50 shipping and handling to abovt pre*
Allow 1 -2 weeks for delivery
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you can move a cursoi around the s^ reen to ex-

amine each square. Careful detail was given to

the units' representation on the map, as well as

to the geograpln ot the scenario Socages are

distinguishable, as are roads, rivers, towns and

toresis. Overall the map is tailored to playing

critical games in which you have to make a

quick assessment oi your units, the enemy's

units and the surrounding land. I commend
Typhoon of Steel's designers in reflecting the

detail oi the game on the screen.

there are two major menus with which you

play Typhoon of Steel: a map menu ^\nt\ unit

menu. In both ( ases ^nc\ throughout the rest ot

the game, all options have their tirst letter

highlighted. Initial menus let you choose sides.

s( enanov handicaps, etc.. The two main menus

are the real meat ol Typhoon of Steel, Alter a

tew turns, you'll know what all ol the options are

at any point in the game ,md can begin to think

about strategy and planning your orders to units.

The map menu includes all ot the options that let

you examine a unit, see the terrain, view the mis-

sion objecnves, toggle the mapv see the current

score and more. The unit menu contains the

commands that tell your subordinate units what

to do it a headquarters sends orders or perform

other options it not. Some ot the commands can

be given to all ot the units underneath the

sele< led headquarters in All-Units mode. Others

are single unit options. There are tourieen possi-

ble unit states, trom routed or retreating to lull or

cautious advance, and the available options

and/or the success ot those options is dependent

upon the current unit's state. Playing Typhoon

of Steel involves examining units and the map

tor each turn, giving orders to your units through

headquarters (with the limited number ot orders

per headquarter) and watching the results oi

those orders in the combat phase. The game is

easy to pUiy. burtough to master.

A lew changes have been made in the game

system tor Typhoon of Steel that were not pre-

sent in Pan/or Strike!. The major changes, aside

trom victory points' assignment, unit types and

numerical data, invoke the extra options ,\nd

differences associated with the lapanese units.

The Pacific and Asia theaters ol wai are new to

Typhoon of Steel, bringing the lapanese into

play, lapanese units are never in a state ol retreat

and never routed: they are given a state ot I lenv>

Suppression instead. Also, lapanese units will

lake part in Banzai charges n things are getting

rough, to try to turn the tideot the battle. Oilier

than these changes ant\ some additional

weapons to bring the list to about 220. Typhoon

of Steel is faithful to the game system set forth in

Panzer Strike!.

The manuals are indispensible to Typhoon of

Steel. The charts and tables m both are very

usetul in determining how the game works and

w hat to mc lude in a game ol your own. I he c on-

struction set is very easy to use and will have sou

making new scenarios in minutes. Ironic .illy the

sounds are very lifelike in Typhoon of Steel

something you don't usually see. Except to hear

explosions, gunshots and mortars tiring as you

play the game. I'm not the best war gamer in the

world, but I learned a lot trom reviewing

Typhoon of Steel It is ejsy to control the units

and easier still to interpret the 1 changes to the

game situation up on the map. Although the

mechanics are easy, the strategy is not. I he

game is rated as Advanced by SSI and rightfully

so. Typhoon of Steel is aimed at the serious war

gamer who wants extreme historical detail in an

encouraging environment. It that's what you

want, then Typhoon of Steel should make Us

way into your war game collection. Horvai!

Name; TYPHOON OFSTEEL
Type: Strategy

Formats: C64/128 and Apple II

Publisher: Strategic Simulations, Inc.

(SSI)

Designer: Gary Grigsby
Ages: 10 and above

Players: Zero, one or two
Price: $49.95 (both)

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Text:
Realism:
Playability:

Advanced
Good (8)

Very Good (9)

Good (7)

Very Good (9)

Good (8)

CP RATINGS: 8. 15
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Run the World YourWay
By Cheryl Peterson

Haven't you ever dreamed of being

"Emperor" of the world and telling everyone

else what to do? Well, now's your chance. In

Global Commander, you sit at the helm of a

satellite capable ot destroying megatonnage ot

weaponry if nuclear war is ever declared. While

SDI may only be a figment of our imagination at

the moment, during this game SDI is all too real

and it's in your hands. Admittedly, there's no

way to prevent every bomb launched trom

reaching its target, but you can intercept many of

them.

The global cammander wields much political

power and you can be influential in determining

the courses of nations. You control trade by

allowing or disapproving sales of goods between

nations. Food and technology cannot be traded

without your consent. Further, you control

weapons production. In addition to politi< a

considerations, a terrorist organization is

operating somewhere and it's your job to isolate

them.

While you're a very powerful person, you can

be removed from office if enough of the 16 ma-

jor nations decide you aren't suited for com-

mand. Make bad decisions or too many enemies

and you'll be out on you ear.

Your main "weapons" in your diplomatic fight

are letters of recommendation and condemna-

tion, one troup of U.N. forces and your anti-

terrorist squad. Since you control much ot the

trade, you can use this as a weapon, but it may

just backfire in your face.

Global Commander is a very complicated

game. I couldn't begin to enumerate all its per-

mutations. You can count on losing eventually

though, no matter how well you think you know'

politics. The fun part is in seeing how long you

can keep charge of things.

The graphics aren't particularly impressive,

but the game's premise doesn't make the use of

graphics necessary. To help you keep track of

relationships, a hard copy world map and coun-

try flags are provided. Details on each country's

weapons level, agricultural and technological

output are available from inside the game. The

manual is well done and helps a great deal.

So far, I've only been able to maintain the

*

status quo, never make substantial im-

provements in overall world relations. Still, I did

enjoy playing. I thought I would find the game
boring, but somehow the combination of actions

available and information gathering techniques

kept me intrigued.

Global Commander is NOT copy protected.

You can save your progress in a game to a RAM
disk, but not to a floppy. (At least this is so with

the Amiga version. I believe the Atari ST version

allows disk saves.) Those who like strategy

games will love this one.

Name: GLOBAL COMMANDER
Type: Strategy

Formats: C-64, Amiga and Atari ST
Publisher: Electronic Arts/DataSoft

Designers: IntelliCreattons

Ages: AU but young children

Requirements: Joystick*
* Players: One

Price: $29.95, $39.95, $39.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Texts:
Playability:

Beginner
Very Good (9)

Good (8)

Good (7)

Good (8)

CPRATINGS: 7.85
Circle Reader Service Number 1 5.

Easy to Fly, Tough to Master

By Fred Blechman

\ mally, a flight simulator I can control — most

of the time! Solo Flight, trom MicroProse, is

much like Microsoft's Flight Simulator in many

respects, but much easier to ily. and offers some

very unique features. Once you get good at Hy-

ing, you can practice navigation <\nd landings

with the Mail Pilot game.

Versions oi Solo Flight are available tor several

computer systems. Sec* the Score Card. Ihis

review in ot the IBM version, which is represen-

tative ol the others.

The original Atari version ot Solo Flight was

written by Sid Meier, the same programmer as

Hellcat Ace. I lowever. Solo Flight has c\n entire-

ly different purpose than the arcade type

shoot-'em-down Hellcat Ace.

Solo Flight is a primary flight training program

that uses limited three-dimensional graphics to

provide somewhat realistic takeotis, landings.

,m(\ c ross country navigation among 41 different

airports in six slates: Kansas, Washington. Col-

orado. Michigan. Massachusetts ,uu\ Texas. Op-

tions include touch ^nd go landing praetic e. tout

difficulty levels, emergency procedure practice.

nay or night Hying. ^w\d visual or instrument Hy-

ing.

Documentation

The documentation is a 32-page booklet that

contains a surprising amount ot information! in-

cluding six partial-state navigational maps with

\ ( )R (Very high frequency Omnidirection Rang-

ing) stations, towns and airports, clearly shown.

I here is also considerable space devoted to in-

strument flying, including VOR navigation, high

.um\ low altitude airport instrument approach

procedures and patterns, <.\nd ILS (Instrument

mding System) landings.

Ihe manual also shows various views ot the

Ryan Si Sport Trainer", the airplane on which

I hi* simulation is based, with some ot the more

dangerous flight characteristics reduced. That's

why the stall is so gentle. ,\nd you can't spin.

Instrumentation

The lull cockpit instrumentation includes a

throttle indicator, airspeed indicator, altitude

and artificial horizon indicator, altimeter, ver-

tical velocity indicator, dual VOR radios with

DML [Distance Measuring Equipment), ILS in-

dicator, magnetic compass, fuel guage, flaps in-

dicator, brake light, landing gear lights, t\nd jn

engine overheat light. The screen display Ol the

instruments is c learly defined in black <\nd white.

with a bit ol magenta ,\nd cyan here (\nd theie.

Up and Flying

You'll need a board capable ol running CGA.

There is no Hercules version. Also, you should

use ^n RGB monitor it you can. Although the

monochrome output (NTSC composite) provid-

ed by most CGA boards is okay, some in-

struments may be difficult to read. It your CGA
board has a composite color output jack, ignore

it; composite color is not usable with this pro-

gram,

Solo flight is provided on a copy-protected

5-1/4" disk. No mention is made ol the

availability on M/2" mic rodiskettes. The disk is

self-booting, ^^d even if you have a

monochrome card in your machine in addition

to the color card, the program knows ,\nd goes

to the color card.

After the opening screen credits, and choosing

your monitor type, you get to choose either

joystick or keyboard. I tried several joysticks

with this program, using the program's calibra-

tion procedure. They all worked well, but I liked

the CH FlightStick the best. The keyboard cursor

keys were also easy to use instead oi a joystick.

In all cases you will tend to overcontrol at first.

However, the simulated Rayan S-T flying

characteristics have been modified to be very

stable and easy to fly with a little practice. You

can't stall no matter what you do— but you can

deiinitely crash.

Now you select either Flying Practice or Mail

Pilot, where you race the mail schedule clock

t\nd battle all the dangers of wind, weather and

mechanical lailures to get the U.S. Mail satoly to

its destinations. Without doubt, do your practice

flying first!

Next you choose your flying area trom any on-

ot the six states. I hen you get your choice <>t

Clear Weather. Landing. Windy Weather, II

(Instrument i light Rules) or Night. The Landil

selection puts you on final approach. Choo*ii

IFR puts you in clouds alter takeott. until you gel

"on top" at about 8000 feet. You'll love ll i

night flying, with the airport borders bright

lighted, and nothing but stars in the sky, with .
.-

casional ground lights. Super!

It the program is ignored during menu i

tions, it goes into a very nice demo n

automatically. ^nd you can just press I
s< t.

back to one ot the menu screens.

Unlike most flight simulator pr< i

front view through the windshield is ..

were about 750 (eel behind your own pi

horizon stays steady c\mi the plane imai •

climbs and dives. This is somewhat like ||yn

radio-controlled model plane excep!

are always directly to the rear <>t tbi« p

are controlling. No acrobatic* tin i
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KONAMI HITSAREH
With our new software, your favorite arcade games come alive

***
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on your home computer.
If you own an IBM, Amiga or Commodore

computer- Watch out! Because 4 of Konami's

most awesome adventures are about to invade.

You'll confront the missions you've dreamed
of in Rush 'N Attack, Contra, Jackal and Boot
Camp. And you'll find yourself face to face

against unequaled challenges, with incredible

graphics, awesome music, and sound effects

that'll blow you away.

So check out Konami's newest action

wherever great software is sold. And be
prepared for war.
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YOU'LL FIND
KONAMI GAMES IN
THESE STRATEGIC
LOCATIONS.

BABBAGES

CHILDWORLDAND
CHILDREN'S PALACE

ELECTRONICS BOUTIQUE

FEDCO STORES

LIONEL KIDDIE CITY,
LIONEL PLAYWORLDAND
LIONEL TOYWAREHOUSE

TOYS "R" US

WAREHOUSE
ENTERTAINMENT

ZAYRE
(Boston and Washington D.C. Area Stores Only)

Attention Dealers:

For further information on Konami's line

of computer games, call customer service

at (312) 595-1443.

KONAMI
Only Rush 'N Attack and Contra will be available

for Amiga in 1 988. © 1 988, Konami Inc.

®

ARIZONA
MESA
Compute or Ray
1000 Fiesta Mall

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD
Software Etc.

2701 Ming Ave
Vfnaza

CHULA VISTA
R & R Software

1048 3rd Ave
1619)426-7011

CITY OF INDUSTRY
Software Etc.

Pomona Hwy at Azusa

FOSTER CITY

Home Computing
Center

1 125 E Hillsdale Blvd.,

*f03

SAN DIEGO
Computer Outlet

7940 Sirverton Ave
(619)740-0113

SUNNYVALE
HT Electronics

346W Maude
(408) 737-0900

TORRANCE
The warehouse
19701 Hamilton Ave
(213)538-2314

CONNECTICUT
CARIEN
Walden Software

800 Post Road

NEW BRITAIN

Romek Home Computer
432W Mam St.

FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE
Florida Bookstore
1614 W. Unrversity

(904)376-5606

LAUDERDALE LAKES
Software City

3700W Oakland Park

Blvd.

(305) 735-6700

PANAMA CITY
Gulf Coast
Computers

674 W 23rd St

PLANTATION
Software Software
612 Broward Mall

(305)476-0595

WEST PALM BEACH
Computers 4 Rent
2695 N Military Trail

(407)471-1976

ILLINOIS
AURORA
Micro-Tech Solutions

991A Aurora Ave
(312)892-3551

CANTON
Blessman's Inc

1 75 S Mam

CHICAGO
Software Plus

62 1 2 N. Western Ave
(312)338-6100

DANVILLE
Data Center
108 N. Vtermilion

HANOVER PARK
Software Plus West
2001 Irving Park

(312)837-6900

LOVES PARK
Union Hall Inc

6321 N 2nd St

SPRINGFIELD
lllini Software Center

2036S McArthur

WHEELING
Software Plus

731 W Dundee Rd
312)520-1717

INDIANA
PLAINFIELD
Simply Software
311 Gordon Dr

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
Computer Dimensions
171 WLowryLn

LOUISIANA
SHREVEPORT
Discount Computer

Software
544 E King's Hwy

MAINE
8EUAST
Skylight Software
22 Miller St

(207)338-1410

CARABOO
Mementos
86 Sweden St

(207)498-3711

WESTBROOK
Hands On Computers
861 Main St.

(207)854-1155

MASSACHUSETTS
PIT7SFIELD
Nichols Electronics

274 WahconahSt
(413)443-2568

WELLESLY
Memory Location

396 Washington St.

(617)237-6846

WORCESTER
The Software Shop
84 Pleasant St

(617)791-5905

MICHIGAN
CLAWSON
Software Trends

230 S Main St

CLIO
The Edge Connector
124 North Mill

(313)686-1070

FLINT
I/O Software
G-3304A Corunna Rd

GARDEN CITY
Soft-House Computer

Center
3264 7 Ford Rd.

(313)522-3015

TRAVERSE CITY
The Software Shop
710 Centre St

MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU
Midwest Computers
203 West Park Mall

(314)339-0022

NEW JERSEY
BRIDGEWATER
Software Etc.

400 Commons Way

WAYNE
Software Etc.

Willowbrook Mall

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
Page One
1 1 200 Montgomery

N.E.

(505)294-2026

NEW YORK
ALBANY
Computer Cellar

911 Central Ave
(518)482-1462

BAY SHORE
Software Etc

1701 Sunrise Hwy

CHEEKTOWAGA
Papa's Computerware
2789 Union St.

716)684-7272

FLUSHING
Software Etc.

39-01 Mam St

HIGHLAND RALLS
Software Affair

188 Main St.

(914)446^121

HOLBROOK
Great Escapes

5801 Sunrise Hwy

KENMORE
Software Supermarket
3670 Delaware Ave
(716)873-5321

LATHAM
Contemporary

Computers
893 Loudan Rd
(518)783-1088

NEW YORK CITY

J&R Music World
23 Park Row
(212)732-8600

Leigh's Computer
1475 Third Ave.

(212)879-6257

RIDGEWOOD
Quo Vadis

70-20 Fresh Pond Rd

Rtx Ml Ml*
Vr .(

i

«.« m
l03Cl*KonAMr
(7I6I32W*;

SCOTIA
Select Software
JOSMoruwfc Av*
(518)382-7886

OHIO
DAYTON
Microtyne
4049 Marshall Rd

BAIRFIELD
Microware Magi<

6625 Dixie Hwy
(513)874-656(5

MEDINA
Ram-Run Computer

Products

891 N. Court
(216)263-4428

PENNSYLVANIA
WEST REDDING
English's Computers
608 Penn Ave.

RHODE ISLAND
WARWICK
Software Connection
101 WNatickRd

WOONSOCKET
Galaxy Computers
332 Rrver St.

TEXAS
BEAUMONT
Software Rental

2855 Easiex

Freeway#D

FORT WORTH
Wedgewood Software

53l2Woodway
(817)292-7353

HOUSTON
Floppy Wizard
271 Memorial
7)3)461-8660

SAN ANTONIO
Computer Experience

5525 Blanco
(512)340-2901

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY
Armadillo Brothers

3330 S. State

(801)484-2791

VIRGINIA
MARTINSBURG
My Software Heaven
Meadowlane P\aza

Box 2
(304)263-1228

WOODBRIDGE
Virginia Micro

Systems

1 3646 Jefferson

Davis Hwy
(703)491-6502

WASHINGTON
LONGVIEW
Software Depot
!3l0Oceanbeach
Hwy

LYNWOOD
Family Computers
3333 184th St SW
(206) 775-3530

PACOMA
Nibbles & Bytes

4020 S.Steele St #105

SEATTLE
Omni International

Trading Post

3826 Woodland Park

Ave.N.
(206)54 7-6664

VANCOUVER
Software Support Int

2700 N E Andreison

D13

WISCONSIN
JANESVILLE
RomeynSoftw.i"'

2100 E Milw.Hikrr

MILWAUKEE
Computer Softw-«r

Center
10710W OkWxxrwi
Ave

RACINE
Computer fatfU
4901 W.nhingti*.

Ave
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you pull up tinrl rociut'fc* power, the plane*

mushes hul does nol stall. And you cant bank

more1 than about 40-clegrws, so no slow lolls!

You ( tin also sc»e out oi the left side, righl side

or lear ot ihe aire ran. I his feature h very handy

when you're looking loi an anpoil ol making

your approat h to the landing pattern.

Sound is not elaborate, but I found it helpiul

sine v H ( banges with throttle selling. It you want

to tk without sound, you i an.

An "Instructor" option puts messages on your

screen as your*re flying, coaching you with

spei me flying and navigational instructions. It's

wise to [>rac tu v with this teature until you £r\ the

feel ot the program. I hen you can go on your

lust -solo flight."

Once you've mastered basic flying, you have

plenty cxI challenges with navigation and cross-

country flying in any oi the six states. I hen

there's the Mail Pilot game, where you do you I

best to tollow instructions and gel the mail

through. Alter each mail llight (successiull or

noli the st reen shows u map ot the area, and

traces your path on the map. I his can be very

embarrassing when it shows how you wandered

around looking lor the assigned destination, or

landed at the wrong airport!

Solo Flight will inevitably be compared with

the Microsoft Flight Simulator. Ihe ground

graphics are not as elaborate or numerous as

Flight Simulator. ( )nly snow-t apped mountains,

airports, towers, < ities and a tew ground icaiures

are shown. Hut Solo Flight is easier to learn u>

c ontrol, and the navigation, while not as detailed

,in<l realism ,is Flight Simulator, is still c halleng-

ing. Ihere are many airports lo land at. sale Ian

dings (vre not nexHo-impossiblc. mm\ the pro-

gram moves quickly and smoothly. You should

be able to spend many, many hours with this

program, a\u\ I recommend it over Flight

Simulator tor absolute beginners. However,

even with my <u lual Hying evpenem r I liked il

very mu< h.

Name; SOLO FLIGHT
Type: Flight Simulator

Formats: IBM PC/XT/AT;
Commodore 64/128;

Apple 11 series; Atari 8-bit

Publisher: MicroProae Software, Inc.

Original Programer: Sid Meier
IBM Conversion: Randall MasteUer

Ages: 8 to adult
Requirements: CGA/EAG/Hercules,

128KRAM, 5-1/4" disk drive

Players: One
Price: IBM& Apple IIseries: $34.95;

Commodore C Atari:$24.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics:
Realism:
PlayabUity:

Beginner-Advanced
Average (6)

Good (7)

Good (7.5)

Good (8)

Good (8)

CP RATINGS: 7.59
Circle Reader Service Number 16.

By Daniel Carr Project

Hybns is one oi those drop-youi -jaw intense

graphic arcade style games. On the Amiga tin-

game is true arcade quality. It features smooth

scrolling terrain under your ship as you fly and

last action. Ihe terrain i
s beautifully detailed

with jungles, mountains, deserts jwl oceans. A

lot ol c olor and detail also went into the mother

ship, your lighter and the enemy lighters and

bases.

The plot is simple; a stranded earth colony is

being bashed by menacing alien forces; your

task is to bash the aliens and tind the colony.

Ihe colorful ship is controlled by the joystick

or mouse. The tire button tires the guns and

holding it down results in rapid lire. I lie space

bar fires a spray oi missiles in all direc lions killing

everything On the sc reen. This weapon is power-

ful, but it (-in only be used three times.

Another feature ot the ship is when the return

key i^ hit the wings ot the ship separate ami form

a modual behind the lighter. Fhis gives you more
tirepower; howe\ei it too c an only be used three

times.

Every now and then a Supply pat kage appears

,\\m\ you must shoot it so that a wing modual is

dropped which will beet up your ship ^\u\ give

> - ^Z

you more power when you tly ovei it to pick it

up.

there are many aliens around .wul they re

lough. Some* ol the enemy ground bases have

shields in Iron! to absorb voui gun shots ["here

are submarines whi< h pop up tot a sec oncl and

hre. Many ot the alien ships are very last k \\m\

maneuverable requiring ski I It ul use ot the*

:

<)Vstick to avoid. Finally, .it Ihe hall way point

,wm\ also at the vtu\ ot each level there is a

massive alien ship spilling out enormous

amounts ot hrepowei lo battle with.

lo conclude. I lybris is a very addictive game

Excellent graphics, animation and sound will

keep you busy tor a long lime. And to keep trom

becoming bored the program will allow you to

edit the number ot ships you have, speed ol

Mullets ^imI time between supply. Ihere is no

save game feature, but il you lose .ill your ships.

you'll be given the option to restart the game a

little earlier to where it vndvd This way. you can

continue playing and advancing level by level

without restarting the game from the beginning.

Name: HYBRIS
Type: Arcade
Format: Amiga

Publisher: Discovery Software
Designers: Martin Pedersen

& Torben Larsen
Ages: 10 and above
Requirements: 512K

Joystick strongly recommended.
* Players: One only

Price: $39.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation

:

Graphics/Text:
PlayabUity:

Beginner-Advanced
Very Good (9)

Good (8)

Excellent (9.6)

Excellent (9.6)

CP RATINGS: 9.30
Circle Reader Service Number 27.
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THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
Meet the challenge. Stimulate the mind. Inspire the imagination.

Get ready to exercise, not your body but your mind; and get ready to have
FUN. With Neurobics, fun is the key to getting ahead. Unlike any other computer
game you have ever played, Neurobics will take you to a world that pits you
against your own mind.

Neurobics, a game that proves that fun can be rewarding as well as entertaining.

Neurobics is designed to stimulate your memory, not test what you already know.

Six challenging and exciting games. Fun tor the whole family.

Over 2r5 levels of play for each game.

Each time you start a game, the computer creates a new challenge, so each play

is different from the last.

Advancement depends on being able to improve your memory, concentration

and problem solving skills.

Neurobics is available now for the IBM PC and compatibles.

Available wherever software is sold.

For more information: 1-9 19-579-8728

For orders: 1-800-882-8664OCEAN
ISLE

Ocean Isle Software. Ocean Isle Square. Building 3, Ocean Isle- Beat h N(
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TOM CLANCY'S

Whip It Good — Or Else

!

By Russ Ceccola.

When some arcade games are released to a

legion of game-hungry adolescents young and

old, they are so unique in at least one aspect that

the amount of quarters that they take in

threatens to overflow the cash box. Indiana

]ones and the Temple of Doom was such a

game. Sent to the arcades by Atari in late 1986,

Indiana Jones had a fairly large screen, multiple

levels (in both difficulty and game levels), the

most detailed and beautiful graphics, great

sound effects and music and an addictive plot

that captured the spirit of the hit movie on which

it was based. Demand for a home computer ver-

sion was high. Mindscape knew this fact and

negotiated to bring the hit to home gamers

everywhere. Indiana )ones was recently releas-

ed for home computers. Although the game play

is like .the original, there is one fatal flaw that the

experts of the arcade game will find annoying at

first, but troublesome no more after a lot ot prac-

tice-

Indiana Jones involves three main sequences

and one final sequence that are based on three

scenes from the movie. The three main scenes

repeat three times, in accordance with the goal

of the game. The goal (since I just mentioned it, I

guess I should explain) is to recover the three

sacred Sankara Stones from the Temple of

Doom, avoiding the evil fireball-throwing High

Priest Mola Ram and his Thuggee guards and go-

ing through the three scenes to get the stones.

You retrieve a stone by going through the Mine

Caverns to get to the mine shaft. You go down a

course in a mine car and then finally get to the

Temple of Doom, where you steal a sacred

stone. Repeat these steps three times and you

must then cross a rope bridge, on which Mola

Ram is blocking your path.

Almost all of the screen is used for the game,

except for a part on the side which shows your

score, number of lives remaining, number of

26

children that you have rescued in the Mine

Caverns and number of stones recovered. Your

exploits are controlled with a joystick. I would

strongly recommend — no, demand — that you

have a joystick in great condition to fully enjoy

Indiana Jones. You must be able to make split-

second, precisioned movements to complete the

game and a joystick that sticks just doesn't cut it.

This is my complaint with Indiana Jones. The

game is too picky with where you strike

something with your whip. The whip is your on-

ly means of defense from Mola Ram, Thuggee

guards, bats, snakes, skeletons and all the other

obstacles you'll encounter in Indiana Jones. As

the title character, this whip is your claim to

tame and if you can't control it well, what good

is playing the game. In the arcade version, as

long as you struck the whip so that the end snak-

ed out to reach the close proximity ot your

target, the game accepted it. In Mindscape's ver-

sion, you have to have the whip hit right on the

nose to register a hit. This is not a case of the ar-

cade version being too wimpy—the challenge of

the game's plot necessitates an easy-to-control

weapon. Mindscape really made a mistake to

think that their version is a good copy of the ar-

cade classic. Forgetting the arcade version, it is

still a pretty good game. However, if you think

that all the skills you gained in the arcade are

transferable (like I did), you've got about a half

hour of practicing to do in aiming your whip.

The three scenes vary in length and difficulty.

The Mine Caverns part of Indiana Jones is the

longest to complete and ot medium difficulty.

You must search through the caverns, moving

up and down ropes and laders. across ledges

and conveyor belts and over the chasms. All

along the way, there are Thuggee guards that

you have to whip to pass. A bonus to this part of

the game is the inclusion of children locked up

in cages in various parts of the caverns. By whip-

ping the lock, you rescue them. If you rescue .ill

the children, you get a hefty bonus. Bonus points

make great headway toward more lives, so get

all the children on every trip through the

caverns. Unfortunately, your aim has to be the

best in this scene of the game, for those Thuggee

guards are toughies to beat. I've noticed thai

sometimes you are even with their characters or

blocking them and try to whip them, with a

result of your death. Other times, they walk

straight through you and then take away a lite.

Some programming errors were made in the

translation of the game. I'm interested to see the

game on a higher memory machine.

The Mine Tunnels scene of Indiana Jones is

tougher in difficulty, but medium in length. You

sv
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WIN A
HAWAIIAN VACATION

FOR TWO
See Your Local Retailer For Details

(No Purchase Necessary)

HOTEL
KING
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SUBMARINE

Silently, beneath the chill

Atlantic waters, Russia's <^&
ultra-secret nuclear submarine,

the Red October, is heading west?

The Americans want her. The Russians Want her back.

The most incredible chase in history is on...

Dare to conquer other exciting Datasoft adventures. Command a massive
German battleship in BISMARCK, a deadly North Sea encounter. ALTERNATE
REALITY—THE DUNGEON invites you to enter the ominous realm of wizards,

enchantresses, ghouls, and thieves. You can save the world from a deadly
asteroid in COSMIC RELIEF or, as GLOBAL COMMANDER, prevent the Earth's

nations from turning each other into nuclear dust. The challenge is on. .

.

°«1W.-

We Challenge You
19808 Nordhoff Place

Chatsworth, California 91311

(818) 886-5922

The Hunt for Red October is published under license for North America by InleliiCreattons. Inc.

from GrandSlam Entertainments Limited © 1964 US. Naval Institute

Cosmic Relief and Global Commander are trademarteoJInteliCreatJofis, Inc.© 1968 InteftCreaOons,

Inc AJI Rights Reserved.

Bismarck-The North Sea Chase is a trademark of PSS. © 1987 IntelliCreabons. Inc. AJI

Rights Reserved.

Alternate Reality is a registered trademark of Paradise Programming. Inc. © 1987 IntelliCreatJons,

Inc All Rights Reserved.

Datasoft is a registered trademark of IntelliCreabons. Inc

Visit your retailer

or call 800-245-4525 for ordering information.
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are in a mine i ar thai is c weening down a track

in a three-quarters Zaxxon-type perspective ,
You

push your joystick let! and right to either loan the

car to one side to lift up the wheels over occa-

sional missing sections ol track or to change

tracks. Also, you can speed up or slow down by

pushing forwards or backwards respectively.

You muM cordinate youi movements with whip-

ping guards in other cars, bats and other

obsta< Irs. The bonus points that you pic k up in

this scene are in the form oi guards that ^\,\n(\ on

one sick* oi the trac k or the Other. I don't know it

you gen a big bonus u you eliminate them all.

1 he rtnal section ot the game 1
is the Temple oi

Doom. I his is the shortest and easiest, ^t qu simp-

ly walk along the side oi a flaming pit to the bat k

corner oi the Temple, swing across a post with

\oui whip ,\\m\ take the stone from the base Ol a

Statue in the center oi the back wall ol the tem-

ple. Unfortunately. Mola Ram makes an dp

pearance and throws flaming hearts/fireballs at

you and the floor in front of the statue opens a ntl

closes periodic ally. You have to time your

movements to take the stone when the flooi i
s

closed t\m\ then escape through one of the doors

in the hack wall, whichevei oi the lour opens

when vou lake* the stone.

You repeat this sequence ot events three times

to get the three stared Sankara Stones and then

must escape across the rope bridge. I his is the

most difficult part ot the game. Mola Ram stands

midway on the bridge <\n<\ throws fireball* at vou

constantly. You must time your movements s<>

that you advanc e along the bridge i\\M\ whip the

fireballs at the same time-truly a tough

maneuver. Alter you gel to Mola Ram. the game

repeats itself at a higher difficulty level with dif-

ferent scenes. This adds variety to the game i\i^\

Otters a strong challenge to the gamer to see how

lar he can go. -

I wouldn't put Indiana (ones .is the first choic e

lor a new game on my software shopping list.

I lowever. it is a solid game whose only real flaw

is the aiming problem. Ii Mindscape had only

recruited the people who played the arcade ver-

sion the most as game testers. I'm sure that this

problem would have been avoided. Still, the

neat game play and plot necessitates experienc-

ing the game some time in the nc^r tuture.

The graphics in Indiana )ones are nothing

near the beauty ^nd detail of the arcade version.

The eight-bit computer simply can't hold images

as complex as the original's. However, the 16-bit

versions ot the game are a lot better. Because ol

the large screen that the original had. compress-

ing the images down to a standard size screen

was a complex task indeed. If you look at the

screen without peering too intensely and im-

agine yourseh in the arcade, you'll see that they

made the game portion ot the picture approx-

imately the same shape as the original, only

reduced. Mindscape tried to accomodate the

graphics, but in the end you are leit with tairly

standard graphics. The sounds are pretty good,

hut the mumblings ot Mola Ram and the* Thug-

Hit the Dirt Hard
By Cheryl Peterson

I don't think I've had this much fun since

Great American Road Race. What a Blast. 4\4

Off-Road Racing is both a game and a simula-

tion. Vou start out by designing an oit-road tru< k

and equipping it with spares, extra gas et< I hen

it's on to the races to see how youi design holds

up under pressure. Since you're the driver, as

well as the designer, you get all the < (edit (oi .ill

the blame!)

Vou have your choice ot several kinds ot

trucks (smce my maiden name is Cox. I'm par-

ticularly fond oi the Stormtrooper from Cox

Motors.) Another American pickup, the Taran-

tula ^\n<\ two imports (the Highlander-Great tfri-

tian. the Katana-lapam round out your choices.

Your vehicle can then be customized to make it

better suited to oil-track" racing. A winch, ex-

tra fuel lank, camper back and choice ot tin's

may all make your vehicle better able to handle

the siresses ot the trip.

And this is no Sunday outing. The tour courses

run through some 01 the worst terrain you'll ever

see. The Baja course is 1000 miles of humpy
desert. Death Valley's name is its own best

description. For the mudcler's out there, there's

Georgia course. And tor those who like snow,

ice (\nd mud there's the Michigan course.

Depending on which race you're gonna run,

you'll nc^ed to siock up at the Auto Mart. Water,

oil. coolant, transmission fluid, c\n extra battery,

spare parts ^nc\ tires, extra gas. a map, tools, or

flashlight are not likely to be sold at any readside

stands along the way. It you're a real cautious

type you might even like to hire a mechanic to

come along. £

The point of the race, is ot course to win.

There are a number ot other drivers out there

and you've got to beat'em all to get the tirst

place prize. There are checkpoints along the

way where you can get some repairs done. And

with the "road" littered with skeletons, tires,

gees are not duplicated in the home version.

This is a shame, tor these muiterings gave the ar-

cade version a certain distinction.

Still. I find Indiana Jones worth a try some day.

h you get frustrated with awkward |ovstick

response and don't want to master the use ol a

joystick in this game, you might want to avoid

Indiana |ones. I really didn't expect the home

version to be any better than Mindsc ape's.

Because I got what I expen ted in a home version

ol Indiana |ones we II give Mindscape the

benefit Ol the doubt. Ii they read this article

before they do the Amiga version, maybe they'll

do better.

Name: INDIANA JONES
AND THE TEMPLE OFDOOM

Type: Arcade
Formats: C64/128, Atari ST

Publisher: Mindscape
Ages: 10 and above
# Players: One tmly

Price: $34.95, $44.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Text:
Playability:

Intermediate
Good (8)

Average (6)

Average (6)

Average (6)

CPRATINGS: 6.20

Circle Reader Service Number 1 7.

branches and rocks you could \n>vi\ repairs

anytime.

I really enjoyed this one. Once I was outlined,

I was on the road and running hot. The obstac les

were numerous. The competition was suit. The

driving was second nature. And overall I had a

great time playing. It's a variation on an old

theme, but the graphics and sound were we

done. I'd recommenc

Name: 4x4 OFFROAD RACING
Type: Sport Simulation

Formats: C64, IBM, Amiga
Publisher: Epyx

Designers: Ogdon Micro Design Inc.

Ages: All

Requirements: Joystick.
* Players: One

Price: $39.95, $49.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation

:

Graphics/Text:
Realism:
Payability:

Biginner
Good (8)

Good (8)

Excellent (10)
Good (8)

Very Good (9)

CPRATINGS: 8.75
Circle Reader Service Number 34.

SPECIALWARGAME
SECTION

By J. L. Miller

Welcome to the fourth in a series of special sections

published in these pages. This month's wargame section is

comprised of three parts: an overview of wargaming from the

past to the present, an article on hardware for wargames, and

a listing of all the computer wargames available on the market

at press time. We've tried to make this list as comprehensive

as possible but if we've missed a game you think should be

here, please write and tell us. We hope you'll be able to use

this section for a long time to come. At least until we print the

next one.
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The NewWave
VMGtf- Software

The 1st
Horror Game.

ZOMBIES:
Undead or Alive!

This is Wot a Test!

Repeat . . .This is Not a Test!

The Emergency Broadcast Sys-

tem reports that North City is in

a state of seige. Reports are surfac-

ing that secret military experiments

with bio-chemical toxins near the

North City Cemetery have created

Zombie-like creatures. These crea-

tures thrive on human flesh.

North City is in chaos. You must
survive for \2 hours and reach the

North City Army Base Safety Zone
before relief arrives, or. . .be eaten!

NORTH CITY ARMY BFKE

Actual IBM CGA Screen

• Fast Action Arcade Horror

• Life-like Horror Scenes

Play Action in 1 28 Residential

and Military Screens

• Realistic Sound Effects

• 3-D Spritable Characters

For IBM PC/XT/AT, Commodore
64/128, Apple 2 +/E/C.

On Diskette.
Circle Reader Service Number 26.
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For Information, Write or Call:

Pedersen Systems, Inc.

2 N. Highview Avenue • Nanuet, NY 10954

(914) 623-2245

A Short History ofWargaming
By J. L. Miller

Wargaming goes bac k to the dawn ol organiz-

ed warfare. Sun Tsu, the anc ienl Chinese

strategist (c. 5th Century B.C.), was 'Commission-

ed by his king to illustrate the mechanics ol his

military philosophy. He did this by use oi the

ruler s harem, who represented the various

troops. Bui the ruler's favorite concubines

represented the commanders oi the two armies,

and they did not take the sage's orders seriously.

Sun Tsu thereupon ordered then exe< ution.

much to the shock oi his employer, rhereaftei

the new army "commanders" diligently toliow

ed orders ,\nd the armies were able to ^ omplete

their "assignments". Wlut this did to the bliss of

marital harmony is unrecorded, however, n did

point (nit the martial advantage ol training and

obedience. Similarly, the ancient games ol cheSS

and go were originally wargames and used as a

mean'- ot leaching strategic thinking and execu-

tion.

However, a killer employment ol wargaming

had to wait foi ovei a millenium, whereupon the

Scientific Method had become .in inculcated

value ol Western society- As early as \bAA. a

detailed military/war c hess was developed;

however the tirst modern wargame was in-

vented in I 7tt(.) by Helwig, Master ol Pages lor

the Duke ol Brunswick. Utilizing a board ol I (>(>(>

squares with varying terrain, each side was given

an army oi 1 20 units (representing infantry,

cavalry and artillery! with an objective ot captur-

ing the enemy's fortress By 1798, Georg Vm-

tunnus developed a board ol J6G0 squares

representing the actual terrain in the Co< kpit ol

Europe -- the border between France and

Belgium, with various units, siege equipment,

fortifications and logistics. I lowever. these early

efforts were useiul as .i conceptual Gestalt, but

not as preparation tor actual military ettorls.

The Prussian von Reisswit/ family (father and

son) developed the concept into an actual sand

table/grid pattern with units made ol blocks ot

wood. When shown in I8J4 to the Prussian

Chief ol Staff, General von Muffling, he respond-

ed It is not a game at all. It is training tor war!"

Although implemented in the Prussian course or

instruction, the game was not popular with the

lunkers, and the younger Reisswit/ was driven to

suicide in 1827. However, younger officers were

familiar with the game and by the time Helmuth

von Moltke became Chiei ol Stall in the latter

halt ol the nineteenth century, it was accepted.

With the German victories over Austria llttofi)

and France (1870), many Western armies

adopted the Kriegspiel (literally "uarplay"}.

The Use Of Wargaming
In The 20th Century

Virtu,illy all armies utilized wargaming in both

World Wars. However, the computeresque

GICO (garbage m-garbage out) syndrome

predominated. The von Schlieffen Plan was ex-

tensively gamed by the Imperial German
( ieneral Staff, although no thought was given to

the potential for stalemate. In tact, no military

observer considered such an option; a civilian

had noted this potential in a 1909 tome, but as a

i ivilian, his observations were ignored by the

"professionals".

In World War II. the lapanese extensively

wargamed the assault on Pearl I larbor.

However, their most important lesson'' con-

cerned the wargame on Midway land-based air-

craft Horn Midway Mink ihe i.nners Kaga and

Akagi. An appeal to the umpire resulted in the

Kaga still being sunk, while the Akagi was slight-

ly damaged; later play amended these results fur-

ther so that both carriers were still operational.

Similar "figure juggling" v\as done with air c om
bat so that the Imperial Navy secured a decisive

victory. At the battle ot Midway, a total ol lour

Japanese carriers were sunk, not by land-based

aircraft, but by carrier based planes. Rarely have

vnd results so paralleled history -- the Japanese

should have noted the risk, but when you can

"re-roll the dice", there is always the tendency

to do so (as any solitaire gamer can attest to).

In November l
lJ44, the German 3th Panzer

Army was wargaming an American offensive,

when the game was interrupted by an actual of-

fensive. General tcldmarschal Walt her Model

< ontinued the game, using it as a springboard tor

issuing actual responses. The result: the Ger-

mans blunted the American offensive thereby

Setting the stage lor the Battle ol the Bulge.

Wargaming And The American
Military Establishment
Wargaming has been an accepted device in

c ertain ol" the military services, with its i redenc e

rising and falling depending on the likes and

dislikes ol the service chiels. The United States

Navy has been the* world center oi naval

wargaming since 1890; concurrent with AT.
Mahan's INFLUENCL Or SEA POWER UPON
HISTORY, the Naval Wai College in Newport,

R.I. has been in the forefront ot wargame design.

Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz noted that virtually

all ol the Pacific Campaigns had been extensive-

ly wargamed - "the w.ir with Japan had been

reenacted in the game rooms at the Naval War
College by so many people and in so many dif-

ferent ways, that nothing that happened during

the war was a surprise. -.absolutely nothing, ex-

cept the kamikaze tactics towards the end ol the

war."

The Air Force has utilized extensive computer
modelling tor strategic purposes, and is now im-

plementing flight simulator models tor lighter

pi lots a la Top Gun. The Army has had a love-

hale relationship with wargaming and every tew

years decides to eliminate or reimplement the

conceptual process. Currently the Command &
Stall College (at Leavenworth, KS) uses a

computer-assisted game detailing a hulda Gap
scenario First Battle. At lower levels, miniatures

are used (Dunn-Kempt and Pegasus). However,
land models tend to get overly complicated, re-

quire extensive referee input and detailed game
familiarity by the players. Often, these prere-

quisites cannot be met and the system tails.

Political-strategic games are used by the

Department ot Defense and the NCA (National

Command Authority). However, logic may be

c arried only so tar. COL Harry Summers has told

(the apocryphal story) oi how all the data on
North Vietnam was red into a Pentagon com-
puter in I 969, which was then asked "When will

we win the wart"; the computer responded,

"you won in 14(54!". GIGO again.

Civilian Wargaming
Civilian wargaming dates back to the first toy

soldiers, and H.G. Wells published Little Wars
in 1911, which gave basic rules lor miniatures

wargaming and established a benchmark.

Weimar Germany h a d a s i m u I a 1 1 o n

Schlachtenspiel ("Battle Game") covering the

181 i German War ol Liberation (Napoleonics);

Nazi Germany had Hutlerjugend-Gelandespiel

and Wehrsach ("Battle Chess"). During World
War II, I letcher Pratt developed Wells' concepts

into a detailed "Naval War Game".
Bui it was not until 1953 that civilian wargam-

ing truly developed. Charles S. Roberts

developed Tactics and began marketing his crea-

tion. Adding other titles to his inventory, Mr.

Roberts founded the Avalon Hill Company in

1918. Initially, board wargaming utilized squares

tor movement; however, Mr. Roberts noted that

the RAND Corporation was utilizing hexagons
(which yield an improved mechanism tor

equivalent movement) and he adopted this

which has become the standard tor the boar-

dgame hobby.

The hobby was beset with growing pains, and

Avalon Hill went through years ot expansion and

decompression. By 1966, Christopher T.

Wagner, tounded a magazine Strategy and Tac-

tics, which under the tutelage of

designer/publisher |im Dunnigan produced a

wargame in each bi.-monthly issue. During the

Glory Years of S&Tj\\m Dunnigan established a

reputation lor exce/ence [and a side reputation

of burning out his employees). The hobby ex-

panded, but with a certain hesitance •- gamers

were interested in the hobby, but the Vietnam

Conthct made such pursuits increasingly un-

popular. Pacifism in Vietnam did not mesh with

the boardgame recreations of decisive battles of

history.

Even stranger, local clubs formed, and many of

these drifted into a depressing Naziophilia (with

names like WehrmachtDer Totenkopf/SS, etc.)

At a regional convention, an Adolf Hitler look-

alike* showed up to play World War II, complete

with uniform and Volkswagen "Bug" painted

Feldgrau and decorated with Maltese Crosses --

not exactly the image a new hobby would like to

cultivate!

However, this syndrome eventually faded, and

board wargaming developed into a burgeoning

hobby, with a "hard core" population estimated

at 100,000. But as board wargaming appeared to

be a Baby Boomer creature, the younger gamers

gravitated more towards the fantasy worlds oi

Dungeons & Dragons, as the die hard

wargamers grew grayer.

The ComputerAnd The
Civilian Wargamer
Computer wargaming dates ba< k to the main-

34
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You're in Seoul, Korea sweating

alongside the world's greatest athletes.

Or the Canadian Rockies facing finely-

tuned challengers who've waited a

lifetime for a shot at the gold.

You're geared up. You're set.

You're playing The Games.

SUMMER EDITION:
Eight events that test your power,

skill and guts.

Relive the heart pounding

excitement experienced by the 1988

U.S. Olympic Team.

Sprint down a 110 meter track,

clearing hurdles in a fraction of a

second. Or jam your pole in the plant-

ing box and vault over a cross bar.

Hold a handstand in the Rings

competition, straining every muscle

in your arms. Follow up with a perfect

triple twist in the diving event.

Then try for another medal or

two in Sprint Cycling, HammerThrow,

Uneven Parallel Bars or Archery. It's

your chance to make history.

games
to earn an

official

licensefrom

the 1988 U.S.

WINTER EDITION:
Set world records without

leaving home.

Race down a snowy slope or

jump off one. Ski a slalom or cross-

country course. Speed skate, figure

skate, cruise the luge at 95 mph.

Then see what the judges think of

your heroic efforts.

To keep your pulse racing

regardless of temperature, The

Games feature exciting sound

effects, dramatic camera angles,

first person views and 3-D imagery.

Plus the traditional pageantry

colorful flags, opening, closing and
/'awards ceremonies— staged in

realistic settings.

Take on the computer or your

friends. (Up to eight can play, each

representing a different country.

)

And to make the action even more
heated, play with an EPYX high

performance iovstick.

You'll find that The Games will

keep you in the mountains, in the

water and on the edge of your seat all

year long.

re 64/128, Apple II & Compatibles,

sit, IBM & Compatibles, Amiga.

EPYX. Inc. AUTHORIZED
fcSUANT TO 36 U.S.C., SECTION 380.

from Commodore and IBM.

Reader Service Number 38.
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frames ol the mid-1960's when some unnamed
programmer devised (he Sun Trek" battle

game Howevei il was not until a decade later

ihjt computers beg,in to develop into an at-

tainable goal tor the home user, tarly computer
wargames t onsisted ol bombing attacks along an
"X-Y ,i\is' reminiscent ol graph paper games.
However it was a beginning.

SSI advertised the "$2,450 Wargame" m the

1979-80 period (Apple Computer plus Com-
puter Bismarck). By 1981. Chris Crawford had
devised Eastern Front for the 8-bit Atari; shown
at the National Wargaming Convention, it was
an instant hit and the growth ot computet
wargaming had begun.
Board wargamers and their magazines Fire &

Movement, Strategy & Tactics, were unsure ol

what to make ot this aspect ol the hobby. Initial

reactions were amused it somewhat hostile; alter

all the computer could not simulate the com-
plexities ot the board wargames. On the other

hand with the deigns ot products like Cam-
paign for North Africa, which required U)

square teet ot map space, counters in the

thousands and rulebooks in the hundreds ot

pages, payability had become a factor, rhere

was no dispute th.it die computer wargames
were simpler than their paper antecedents,

I he crux ol the matter was that the computer
games could be quickly set up. played and/oi
saved in mid-game, they could better create the

tog ot war" and they were better at

simultaneous movement and air combat opera-

tions plus the artificial intelligence was improv-

ing at a geometric pace. Perhaps the most impor

tant advantage ot the computer was it^ solitaire

payability; a willing (it not always "able") oppo-

nent was always there. While many board
gamers bemoaned the recluMveness (hat the

computer lias engendered (there are lew en-
joyable multi-player wargames), the simple lac!

is that most board wargamers were solitaire

players. I he lime and eltort ot digesting the rules

and then playiog the games had been develop-
ing a generation ot loners: the computer only
relict ted this, syndrome.

SSI was the firsl major entrant into the uitiv

puter wargaming field, followed by numerous
other t ompanies, the most interesting

phenomenon is that no boardgame designer has
bridged the gap to computer wargame design.

The c Lissk boardgame designers have gravitated

towards high-level consulting (e.g. |im Dun
nigan, lohn Pradosj or remained with the boar-
dgame (e.g. Mark Hermann, Daw Isby). The
t omputer world notes that it is a lot easier to take

a programmer and turn him into a historically-

oriented researcher than vice versa. What this

means is that development between boardgame
and computer facets are disparate. Classic com-
puter designers ot wargames are not well-

public i/ed; there arv e\( eptions (e.g. Chris

Crawford. Gary Grigsby), but overall, the
tendenc y is lor the company's name lo

predominate and the designer/developer to lade

into the woodwork. Things are beginning lo

change; Larry Bond, creator ol the boardgame
Harpoon \and co-author ol the Clancy novel
Reel Storm Rising is developing his game into a

computer simulation with Three Sixty Soltw.nr
Whether this is ,\n isolated phenomenon re-

mains to be seen.

Certain companies have shown a marked pro
clivity lor the wargame market. SSI appeals to

the hard-t ore gamer (who probably

graduated/gravitated from the board genre),

Microprose has developed excellent simulators

ol various modes ot combat: SSG has concen-
trated on the wargame vis-a-vis command
aspects; Simulations Canada has attempted to

bridge the gap between board and computer
game by utilising elements ot bolh. Two
newcomers, LucasFilms and Koei have released

esc client wargames and their acceptance by the

consumer has been rapid; interestingly, both
companies admire Microprose and have lantern-

ed their creations and market efforts alter that

company.
The most interesting aspect is that boardgame

c ompanies have not been in the vanguard ol the:

computer movement. Avalon Mill has a toitv

puter games division, but their efforts are usually

pale copies ot the boardgame ancestor; GDW
had made a lukewarm eltort into the computer
market, bui without apparent success. Panther
c lames, and Australian company- has developed

i leu boardgames and is not shitting into c om-
puter design (e.g. Fire Brigade). But overall, the
markets are separate at the corprorate level.

although the market may well overlap.

Computer games (ire growing in sophistica-

tion, No longer ( an the solitary designer turn out

a mega-success man-years ol production time

have dictated the development ol a computer
workshop similar to the Italian Masters having

their assistants do most oi the paintings before
they stepped in to add the final touches. The
market has shifted from the initial 8-bil ma< hines
with .is little 48K memory to ihe M>-bit mac hines

with hard drive and megabytes ot memory.
Graphics t\nd sound are improving rapidly, and
it is apparent that the market is only growing out
ot its infancy now. The luture looks bright!

The Wargamer's Desk Reference

By J. L. MiUer
Did you ever want to sec a reference ol all

computer wargames currently on the market?

While some magazines have covered certain

machines or periods, the following is a reference

of all such games currently available to my
knowledge. The products are listed alphabetical-

ly for easy reference, in the following format:

II I IK/MACHINE TYPE(S)/<PRICE)/
PLBLISHKR/RATING DIFFICULTY/
ENVIRONMENT/LEVEL

TITLE, PRICE, PI BLISHER; Self-explanatory

MACHINE TYPE: C - Commodore Ap - Apple

M - Macintosh A - Atari (8-bit) Am - Amiga
DCS - Apple 11-CiS I

- IBM ST - Atari ST
RATING: The rating is based on Computer Pla>

scorecard values. These are as follow; Packaging

(10°'o) - Documentation (15%) - Graphics (25%)
- Realism (25%) - Payability (50%) - Overall

(Since the total is 125%, the total is computed bv

multiplying the adjusted total by 100/125 lo

derive the final score; the exception is science fic-

tion - not rated for realism, the total does add up

to 100%). N-R: Not Rated.

DIFFICULTY:

B-Bcfcinncr; (-Intermediate; A-Advanced

ENVIRONMENT:
L-Land; N-Naval; A-Air; SF-Seienee Fiction;

D-Diplomatic.

LEVEL:
T-Iaiiieal; O-Operattonal; S-Siraienic

Please note that several SSI titles are Marred;

these arc titles being dropped by the company,

although they are still available through some

retailers and mail order houses.

Certain titles are underscored. 1 regard these as

the basic core of the vvargamer's collection, and

if you are interested in computer wargaming,

these definitely belong in your possesion. Some
titles are duplicative, e.g. War in Russia/ Russia

or Kamptj-ruppc/ Panzer Strike; at a minimum,

you should pick up one of the set.

The ratings speak for themselves; please

remember that these are one man's opinions.

Generally, anything with a total score of 8.0 or

higher is excellent, and anything with a score of

less than 5.0 is...

ACE OK ACES,
C7I/A ($29.95). Accolade 14.5/4/6/4/7/5.64] B/A/T
A somewhai elementary flight simulator, this arcade-tyix-

simulation offers a quick play, albeit somewhat ahistoricaJ

rendition of fighter combat during World War II.

ACK 2,

C(?). Spinnaker |N-R| B/A/T
A head-to-head flight combat simulator.

AIRBORNE RANGER,
QS34.95)/l(S44.95),MicroProsel9/7/9/5/9.5/8.l6l 15 L I

Contemporary Ranger operations, on a man-to-man
level. Much more of a game than a historical simulation, its

v sheer enjoyahility and quick ease of play offer a relaiisels

high recommendation.

' v~
~

Airborne Ranger by Microprose
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THE NAME OF THE GAME IS SURVIVAL

\

• *

n Vietnam, an American

soldier soon learned that

there were no winners in

this deadly game. To survive

each mission with his morale

and sanity intact, and return

to base safely, was all he

could hope for. This was cap-

tured in the award-winning

film, Platoon.

|
In Data East's Platoon,

;

;

you will experience the full

impact of the film as you lead

your platoon into the jungles,

villages, bunkers, foxholes,

and underground tunnels
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of war-torn Southeast Asia.

There you will encounter

guerilla fighters, snipers,

booby-trapped trip wires,

armed patrols, and napalm

air strikes. You must pick up
food, medical supplies, and
ammunition along the way.

At times, the odds may
seem insurmountable. But

don't think about winning -

to survive is enough.

FOR COMMODORE 64/1'28™

AND AMIGA? ATARI* ST,

APPLE II SERIES® AND\IBM*
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Ancient >4rt o/" War from Broderbund

ANCIENT ART OF WAR,
I/Ap/M ($44.95), Broderbund [7/7/6 5 7 6.4| I 1 /()

c overing a gaimn of historical situations (pre-gunpowder

scenarios arc besi handled), this is a beer-and-pret/els type

simulation. Valid lessons may be learned, tun the product

concentrates on playability.

ANCIENT ART OF WAR AT SKA,

1 ($44.95), Broderbund [7/7/6/5/6/6.01 1/N/O

Flic sequel to Ancient Art of War. this is a similar pro-

duct covering the naval aspects ol warfare. While throughly

enjoyable, winning tactics fly in the face of historical lessons

learned (e.g. tactics optimize use ol single ships as opposed

to licet employment).

ANTIETAM,
C/I/A/Ap ($49.95), SSI [8/9/6/7/7.5/7.32] l/L/O

The first of SSI's Civil War simulations, this simulation is

very accurate, lis most serious Haw is an inverted screen

display (north being at the bottom); however, it does yield a

valid picture of the situation facing both sides.

AT THE GATES OF MOSCOW.
Ap ($45.95). SC.IMN-R) l/L/O

A computer game produced simultaneously with a board

game ol the same title, covering the 1941 Axis Drive on
Moscow.

AUTODUEL,
C/A/Ap/Am (S49.95), Origins [7/7/6/4/7/6.2] 1 SI T
A science fiction simulation based on the Steve Jackson

board/miniatures game of the same name, one must use his

vehicle to clear the road by tire and maneuver. Recommend-

ed for road hogs ol all ages.

B-24 COMBAT SIMULATOR,
C/I/Ap ($34.95), SSi [8/8/6.5/7.5/5/6.4] l/A 1

A simulation of the World War II Ploestl oil raids, the

player must join his B-24 to the formation, lly to the target

and inflict maximumdamage. While accurate, the game sui-

ters somewhat Irom a repetitious nature and the fact thai a

single bomber in a raid offers little room of initiative.

BALANCE OF POWER, (1990Ed.),

I/M ($49.95), Mindscape [8/9/7.5/7/6/7.02] A I) S

Chris Crawford's simulation o\ contemporary geo-

politics, this product is interesting, although the political

biases of the designer are \erv apparent. Good graphics and

documentation make this an excellent leaching tool.

BALTIC 1985.

C/Ap ($19.95), SSI [7/7/5/7/6/6/6.2] A/N/O
Part ol SSI's When Superpowers Collide series, this naval

simulation o\ Warld War III conflict was an earlv cxamina-

lion of modern naval warfare; somewhat superseded by

later releases.

BATTALION COMMANDER,
C/A/Ap ($14.95), SSI [7/7/6/6.5/6/6.3] I/L/T

Contemporary warfare, ils historical accuracy and doc-

trine are somewhat limited. However, its now -reduced price

and playability make up for its deficiencies.

BATI LE CRUISER,
C7A/Ap($59.95), SSI' [7/7/6/7/6/6.4] A/N/T
A sequel to Warship, this simulation offers World War II

in the Atlantic and World War I scenarios. Historically ac-

curate and recommended for the naval buff.

BATTLKFRONT,
C7Ap ($39.95). SSG [8/7/6/6/6.5/6.48] l/L/O

A designer kit with World War II scenarios, this simula-

tion emphasizes proper use of the chain of command.
Sometimes criticized for lack of artificial intelligence

routines by computer-controlled subordinates, the game
system will either attract or repel the player - there ts no mid-

dle ground.

BATTLE GROUP,
C/Ap ($59.95), SSI [8/7/6/6.5/6/6.38] A/L I

SSI's World War II Western Front Sequel lo kamp-

fgruppe, this simulation offers tactical scenarios and the

ability to design-your-own.

BATTLE HAWKS 1942.

I ($49.95). Lucaslilms [7/9/8/9/9.5/8.84] I A I

A combat simulator covering the major carrier bailies of

World War II from a pilot's perspective. Detailed graphics,

excellent historicity and quick play add up to an intriguing

product,

BATTLK HYMN,
I ($19.95). ArkRoyal [N-R] ?/L/0
The Battle o\' Gettysburg; Ark Royal initially designed

simulations for the Tandy computers, and has only recently

shifted its efforts lo the IBM. A small company. i( does not

advertise in computer magazines, although it does advertise

in Military History.

BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC.
I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-R] A/N/O

World War II simulation; and amalgamation of a board

game and a computer game, using map, counters and com-

puter.

BATTLES IN NORMANDY,
C/Ap ($39.95). SSG [8/8/6.5/6.5.5.98] A/L/O

The Normandy Invasion and Break-Out, this SSG
simulation is marred bv the utilization of the Baltlefronl

m

swem in a situation where it is inapplicable. The historical

use of fire and maneuver tends lo bog down in a war o\' at-

trition; corps maneuverability becomes mired in a morass of

engagements which yield ahistoncal results.

BISMARCK: THE NORTH SKA CHASE,
C/Ap ($39.95). DataSoft 16/5.5/6.5/5/6/5.64]

An arcade-type simulation oi the Hunt for the Bismarck,

this product does noi offer any true (novations or insight.

BLITZKRIEG AT THE ARDENNES,
Am ($49.95), Command Sim. [N-R] ? I O
The Battle ol" the Bulge (World War II).

BLUE POWDER/GRAY SMOKE,
C/Ap ($49.95). Garde [6.5/6.5/6/6/5/5.7] A I I

A different approach to the Civil War. this simulation of-

fers scenarios covering aspects of the major battles with

much more emphasis on battlefield formations and

maneuver, its utility is marred by a clumsy user interface and

an ad hoc mixture ol tactical and operational concepts.

BOOT CAMP,
C ($25.95). Konami [5/4/6/3/4/4.28] B I T
An arcade product in ever) sense of ihe word - as a

simulation, execrable; as an arcade game, mediocre.

BREACH.
I/AM ($39.95), Omnitrend [7/7/7.5/N-R/6/6.625] l/SF/T

A science fiction simulation reminiscent ol Hcinlcin's

novel Starship Troopers. Good play value.

BROADSIDES,
C/A/Ap ($39.95). SSI* [8/8/8/7/9.5/8.4] B/N/T

Although no longer produced by SSI. this product offers

ihe most playable Napoleonic naval simulation. Adequate

graphics, good documentation and excellent play value!

CARRIER COMMAND,
ST ($44.95). Rainbird (N-R] ?/SF/T

Despite the name, this is actually a science fiction simula-

tion of fuiure carrier operations on a semi-arcade level.

CARRIER FORCE,
C/A/Ap ($59.95), SSI [8/7/6/8/6/6.68] A/N/O

lour carrier battles of World War II; similar to Carriers

at War. albeit without the scenario design feature.

Hampered by very slow execution.

CARRIERS AT WAR.
C/Ap ($49.95). SSG [9/9/6/8/9/8.12] l/N/O

The major carrier battles of World War II; primitive

graphics are more than offset by historicity and play value.

Offers ihe ability to design-you-own scenarios and probably

the best simulation available on the period.

CHICKAMAUGA, REBEL CHARGE AT,

C/I/A/ZAp ($49.95). SSI [8/9/6/7/8/7.52] l/L/O

Another SSI Civil War simulation, ihis offers good play

value and historical accuracy.

CIVIL WAR,
I ($34.95), AH [8/5/3/5/1/3.24] A/L/S
The only simulation covering the entire American Civil

War, this simulation is a computer rendition of VICTORY

GAME'S board game by the same title. Poor graphics and

bug-ridden play defeat the concept.

CLEAR FOR ACTION,
A ($30.00). AH [8/7/6/7/3/5.28] I N I

Similar to Broadsides, although graphics and play values

are much less.

COLONIAL CONQUEST,
C7A ($34.95). SSI* |7/7 5 4/7.5/6.2] BIS S

The 19th Century race for imperial expansion, this pro-

duct is akin to the boardgame Risk. Lack ol supply rules

allow expansion without restraint; a flawed but interesting

product.

SCORE MEN

Commando by Data East

COMMANDO,
C/Ap ($19.95). DataEast [6/6/6/2/6.55.4] 111. I

A definite arcade-type product, this game is lun hut lacks

staying power.

COMPUTER AMBISII.
C/I/A/Ap/ M/ST ($59.95). SSI [7 7 J/7 5 5.4] A/L I

The computer version of Squad Leader, this product's

poor graphics and intricate rules do not make it the stand-

out it was when first released.

CONFLICT IN VIETNAM.
C7I/Ap ($19.95). MicroProse |9/9.5/ 8/9/5.5/7.4^>I 1 I. ()

A detailed look at four battles in the Vietnam Conflict.

Although extremely accurate, play value suffers from the

historicity; neither side is capable o\ achie\ ing a decisive vic-

tory absent sheer stupidity on ihe opponent's part. More of

a learning lool as lo what problems laced both sides than a

game to be savored tor us pal) value.

CRUSADE IN EUROPE,
;C/1/Ap($19.95). MicroProse|9/9.5/8/7.5/9 8 X.56|l I <>

Scenarios covering ihe major Western Front aspects o\

World War II plus a campaign offer great value. Even

though the campaign suffers from a poor artificial in-

telligence, the sheer scope o\ the product makes this one to

look at very seriously.

DAM BUSTERS,
C7l/Ap ($14.95). Accolade [4.5/4/6 4 7 '5.64] B, A I

The Bombinu ol the Ruhr Dams in World Wai 11 a la old

^ 633 Squadron, this is an arcade-type simulation.

' D-DAY,
I ($19.95), ArkRoyal |N-R|

DECISION IN THE DESERT,
C/L Ap ($19.95). MicroProse [9/9 X 8/8/8*2] l/L/O

Similar to Crusade in Europe, this simulation examines

the African Campaign ol World Wai IL Easv to learn and

historically accurate, its major delect is the lack ol a cam-

paign version. Still highly recommended.

DECISIVE BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR I.

C/Ap ($39.95), SSG 19/3/6/7/7/6.48] A I O
Building on the Baltlefronl system, this simulation covers

the early battles ol ihe Civil War (Bull Run, Shiloh. An-

tietam. Fredericksburg. Chancellorsville). Its major delect is

the abysmally poor documentation which neglects to oiler

any historical overview of the scenarios or the objective ol

either side. Since SSG's in-house magazine Run 5 has

recently covered the scenarios, ii is apparent that the com-

pany expects one to secure the maga/inc in order lo play the

game - a bundling arrangement that is unexpected from a

company ol SSG's stature.

DECISIVE BATLES OF THE CIVIL WAR II.

C/Ap ($39.95), SSG (9/3/6/7/7/6.48] A/L/O
Similar to Decisive Batik's I. this simulation covers the

later battles, and suffers from the same del eel.

DEFENDER OE THE CROWN, C/I/Am/M/ST
($34,95), Cinemaware |8/6/10/4/8.5/7.56| l/L/S

The era of Arthur and the unification of Britain, this

simulation offers superb graphics, although the historical

accuracy and play value are somewhat lower. An impressive

show-off piece, but not one to sustain repeated plavinus.

DESERT EOX,
* ($19.95). DataSoft 16/5/5/4/5/4.88] B/l./O

An operational simulation of the African C ampaign. us

mixture of arcade play and simulation does not ultimately

succeed on either level.'

DESTROYER,
( I ($40.00), C/Ap. Epyx [6/7/6/6/6/6.12] l/N/T

Relatively good graphics yield an interesting portrayal of

destroyer operations during World War 11. However, the

documentation and scenarios could be more fleshed-out.

DIPLOMACY,
I ($50.00). AH (8/9/7.5/5/10/8.22] l/D/S
The computer version ol ihe famous boardgame; the

simulation is a faithful rendition, although ihe computer in-

telligence is not overly challenging once you are familiar with

the system. Still a classic!

Dive Bomber by U S Gold/Epyx

DIVE BOMBERS,
I ($39.95), US Goid(5/4/3/3/4/3.68] B/A/T
A Sink the Bismarck simulation, marred by mediocre

graphics, documentation and overall lack of panache. For a

more interesting pilot's perspective simulation, see Bal-

tlehawks.

DREADNOUGHTS,
C/l ($30.00), AH [8/6/4/6/3.5/4.76] l/N/T

World War I naval action: this product's poor graphics

and game play would suggest that the interested user ex-

amine Battle Cruiser instead.

EAGLES NEST, INTO THE,
I ($29.95), Mindscape [7/6/7/2/7/5.88| B, L/T
A more sophisticated version ol MUSE's Castle Wolfens-

lein, this product is an arcade shoot-'em-up. As such, ii is

fun, but don't expect to learn anything about Sun Tsu or

Clausewiiz.

EMPIRE,
l/ST ($49.95), Inierstel 17/6.5/6.5/6/9/7.44] I/LSA/O
A very enhanced version ol the public domain product.

this offers an intriqumg simulation of global-type warfare.

I mphasi/ing aspects of land, sea and air, the simulation is

very interesting, although it does take a long lime lo win.

Design-your-ovvn options and easy user interface make this

a player.

EPIDEMIC,
A/Ap ($9.95), SSI (8/7/4/N-R/6/5.85] B/SF/S
An interesting science fiction challenge, this simulation

postulates the eradication attempts oi an extraterrestrial

virus. Rudimentary graphics but adequate game value.

I I ROPE ABLAZE,
( Ap ($49.95), SSG [9/9/6/9/7.5/7.8] 1/ A/O

Western Front air o[>eraiions during World War II.

although the design-your-own kit and scenarios in Run 5

have expanded to both the Eastern and Pacific Fronts. An
interesting approach and simulation: recommended,
I \I8 INTERCEPTOR,
\m ($49.95), EA (N-R] A/A/T
F-I5 STRIKE EAGLE,
( l/A/Ap ($34.95), MicroProse (9/9/9/7/8.5/8.4) I/A/T

Contemporary air operations pulling you in the pilot's

seal, this High! simulator, although released several years

ago, is still a classic.

FALCON,
l/M ($49.95). SpectrumHolobyte [N-R] A/A I

FALLGELB,
( l/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan |N-R] II <>

The Fall o\' France, UMO.

HELD OF FIRE,

C7A/Ap ($19.95). SSI (7/7/7/6/7/6.8] I I I

Fake an American company through separate campaigns

ol" World War II. Quick to learn and easy to play, the em-

phasis is on playability and not historical accuracv.

FIFTH ESKRADA,
C/I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-R] l/N/O

Contemporary naval warfare in ihe Mediterranean.

FIFTY MISSION CRUSH,
C/I/A/Ap ($14.95), SSI [7/7/6/6.5/4.5/5.7] B/A/OS
A simulation of the Allied bomber offensive during

World War II. Easy to learn, ils major deficiency is that

there is not much for the player to do except lly in the lor-

mation and lake what's coming in a random generator

chance of surivial.

FIRE BRIGADE,
I/M ($39.95). Panther (N-R| I/A/O
The Battle o\ Kiev 1943, this product has been due for

two years. Beta versions look interesting.

FIREPOWER.
Am ($24.95), Microlllusions (N-R] B/L/T

Arcade tank simulation.

FIRST OVER GERMANY,
C<$?).SS!(N-R] l/A/T

The B-I7 bomber offensive over Germany from cockpit.

A new release.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II.

C/I/A/Am ($49.95), SubLogic (9/9.5/9/9/7/8.26] A/A/T
The first and still the classic flight simulaior. Extremely

detailed, its learning curve approximates that of real flight.

The World War I portion is ahistoncal. but it is slill in-

teresting. Somewhat slow ol execution and ponderous on
8-bii machines, the 16-bit versions offer improved graphics

and play.

FOKKER TRIPLANE SIMULA FOR.
M ($69.95). Bullseye [N-R] l/A/T

World War I simulator, quite similar to Flight Simulator

II. only not as many options.

FORTRF^SS,

C/A ($14.95). SSI (6/6/6/N-R/6/6] B/-/S

More akin to chess, this simulation is easy to learn, but

difficult lo master.

GATO,
C/I/Ap/Am ($39.95), Spectrum Holobyie
(7/6/6/7/8/7.08] I/S/T

A submarine simulation of World War II, this product is

adequate but not exemplary in any regard, cf. Silent Service,

Up Periscope.

GENGHIS KHAN,
I ($?). Koei [N-R] A/L/S
A new release covering the Golden Horde's expansion in

the sixteenth century. Based upon the company's prior

release^ Nobunaga's Ambition, Romance of Three

Kingdoms), this product should merit attention.

GERMANY 1985,

C/Ap ($34.95), SSI* [7/7/6/6/6/6.2] l/L/O
Part of SSI's When Superpowers Collide series, this

simulation of contemporary warfare in Central Europe has

been superseded bv more recent efforts.

GETTYSBURG.
C/I/A/Ap/Am (559.95), SSI (9/9.5/6/9.5/9.5/8.76] l/L/O

Although similar to other SSI Civil War titles, the intrin-

sic situation ai Gettysburg (a true meeting engagement) is so

fascinating and the game handles so well that this simulation

is one o\' the best titles on the market. Excellent play value

and a valid leaching tool.

GLOBAL COMMANDER,
C(SI9.95)/I/ST(S34.95),

DataSoft [4/4/5/N-R/3/3.75] B/D/S
A Futuristic simulation of diplomatic peace-keeping, mar-

red by an inability to save the game, tedious play and overall

unsatisfactory entertainment value.

GOLAN FRONT,
C/I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-R] A/L/O
GRAY STORM RISING,

I ($19.95), ArkRoyal [N-R] 7/S/O
Battles in the North Atlantic.

GREAT WAR 1914,

C/A (S39.95), DKG [2/3/2/6/3/3.2] l/L/OS
Primitive graphics and poor user interlace mar this ex-

amination o\' the beginning of World War I.

GREY SEAS, (.REN SKIES
(updaie). Ap ($15.00), SimCan [N-R] AS/O
til DERIAN,
< A ($30.00). AI I [7/7/5/6/6/6] I/L/OS
A computer version Of the classic boardgame

Panzergnippe Guderian, ihis simulation is closely akin to its

ancestor, but marred by ;i clumsv user interface.

GULF STRIKE,
C/A ($30.00). AH [7/7.4 6 s 5.4) A/LS/O
A compute! version ol the boardgame by the same title.

this simulation is marred by a clumsv user interface and
mediocre graphics.

wusp&nmuto work i
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Gunship by Microprose

GUNSHIP, C/A ($34.95)

/KS44.95), MicroProse [10/ 10/9/9/9.5/9.4] A/A/T
Helicopter tactics in the contemporary environment, the

graphics, user interlace and game values soar above the

comptition. The first helicopter combat simulator and
without doubt, the best!

HALLS OF MONTEZUMA,
C/Ap (S39.95), SSG [9/8/7.5/ 7/7.5/7.58] A/L/O
The United Slates Marine Corps, from ihe Mexican War

to Vietnam in various scenaufos. Based upon the Baltlefronl

system, the later scenarios ale more interesting and challeng-

ing.
*

HARRIER COMBAT SIMULATOR,
C/I/ST/Am (S29.95), Mindscape [9/6/6/5/5/5.64] l/A/T
A remake o\ High Roller, this simulation is marginally

adequate.

HARRIER MISSION,
Am ($24.95), Anco [N-R] 7/A/T
HARPOON,
I ($49.95?), Three Sixty, [N-R] ?/NZO
From the co-author o\ the novel Red Storm Rising, this

promises to be the definitive contemporary naval simulation

(when it is released).

HELICOPTER 3-D.

I (S49.95). Sierra[7/6/5/5/5/5.28] l/A/T
A helicopter simulation with rather clunky graphics and

not as interesting as Gunship. However, it does have an in-

novation - two-player real-time play by modem.
high SEAS,

I ($49.95), Garde [7/6/5/5/5/5.28] A/N/T
Another examination of tactical naval warfare in the laic

eighteenth century. lis strength is ihe ability to handle miiln-

ship encounters; its weakness is the Haws inherent within the

game system when handling multi-ship encounters.

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER,
( | \m ($44.95), DataSoft [x 7 7 ? 5 s.88]

I \
I

The computer version o\' Tom Clancey's best-selling

novel. Good graphics, but marred somewhat In n

lediousness in early play.

IMPERII M GALACT I M,
C/A/Ap ($34.95). SSI* (8/6/5/N-R/6/5.95| \ SI S
A strategic/economic simulation of space expansion

Moderately interesting, although not handled as well ,i

Reach lor the Stars.
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180 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley. MD 210

For IBM-PC/XT/AT/PS2/TANDY/compalibles. Supports VGA,

MCGA. EGA, CGA and Hercules graphics.

Cant find F-19? Call (301) 771-1151. weekdays 8am to 5pm
EST and order by MC/VISA; or mail check/money order tor

S69.95 for IBM-PC/Tandy (specify disk size). U.S. funds only.

or mail check/money order tor

Empire by Interstel

INFILTRATOR I,

C/I/A/Ap($29.95)(MindscapeI7 5/6/5 N-R/5.45) B/A/T
An arcade-iypc flight simulator, whose tongue-in-cheek

documentation underscores the lightness ol the product.

INFILTRATOR II,

C/I/A/Ap($29.95),Mindscape|7/5/6/N-R/5/5.45| II A 1

Sec Infiltrator I: more of the same.

IN HARMS WAY,
C/I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan |N-R] A/N/T

Tactical naval combat in the Pacific. 1943-1944.

JET,

C/A ($39.95)/l($49.95), SubLogic (7/9/7/8/7/7.44] A A/T
Might Simulator II transposed to the jet. Marred by slow

execution and slower graphics, but numerous scenario disks

may be utilized to lour the entire nation.

KAMPFGRl PPE.

C/I/A/Ap/Am (S59.95), SSI |9/8/7/8/9/8.28) A/ L/T
The computer version of Pan/erhlit/; armored warfare

on the Eastern Front. Still a classic!

KNIGHT GAMES,
C (S9.95), MasterTronics [5/4/5/3/6/4.88] B/L/T
An arcade product with various tournament events ol the

Middle Ages. Mildly interesting, but with no real challenge.

KNIGHTS OF THK DESERT,
C/A ($19.95). SSI (8/6/5/6/5/5.861 l/L/O
An early examination of the African Campaign, this

simulation was the first to Utilize multi-unit stacking (with

limited success). Slow and ponderous.

KIRSK CAMPAIGN,
l/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-R] A/L/O
An examination of the largest tank battle of history.

utilizing SimCan 's combination ol boardgame and com-

puter system.

LONG LANCE,
C/I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan (N-R] A/N/T

Tactical naval combat in the Pacific, 1942.

LORDS OF CONQUEST,
C/I/A ($14.95), EA (7.5/8/8/8.5/ N-R/9.5/8.825] B/L/S
A Risk-like simulation, easy -to- learn and fun to play.

Totally ahistorical, bui tremendous fun; design-your-own

scenarios. At the price, a must-have!
LORDS OF THE RISING SUN,
Am ($?), CincmaWare (N-R] l/L/OS
A to-be-released simulation of ihe unification a\ Japan,

d. Nobunaga's Ambition. Sneak views ol the graphics look

stunning, and word of mouth has ii that game play may be

of similar quality.

H FTFLOTIE,
I (SI4.95). ArkRoyal [N-R] 7/A/O
The Battle of Britain.

MECH BRIGADE,
C/I/A/Ap ($59.95), SSI [6/8/7/7/7/7.2J A/L/T
The contemporary equivalent of Rampfgruppc: however,

weapons systems seem to lack the lethality that thev in Fact

possess.

MEI /-COBRA,
A ($39.95), DKG [N-R] l/L/O
The breakout from the Normandy beachhead, 1944.

MOSCOW CAMPAIGN,
I Ap/ST ($60.00). SimCan |N-R] A/L/(

)

NAM,
( A/ Ap ($14.95), SSI [8/6/6/4/4/4.%] B/L/O

-Scenarios depicting the Vietnam conflict in the Field of

Lire system. However, while the scenarios may be in-

A/L/TO
covering

l/L/O

teresting, they bear no relation to the historical situation and
the lire and maneuver of Vietnam.

NAPOLEON AT WATERLOO,
C/A ($34.95). Krentek [7 '6/6/7.5/6.68] B/L/O
A simulation of the most famous battle of history. While

enjoyable, tactics do not reflect reality and victory can be

achieved only by overly artificial means.

BATTLES OF NAPOLEON,
C/Ap ($49.95), SSI [N-R]

SSI's long-awaited Napoleonic simulation,

various conflicts of the Napoleonic Wars.

NAPOLEON IN RUSSIA,
C/A ($24.95), DataSofi |7/7/6/7.5/8/7.3]

The Battle ol Borodino; designed by Krentek Software,

this reflects the Napoleon at Waterloo system, but in a more
advanced and technically correct simulation. One oi the bet-

ter Napoleonic simulations currently available in the

marketplace.

NATO COMMANDER,
C/A/Ap ($19.95), MicroPose [7/7/7/6/7/6.8] l/LA/O

World War 111 in Central Europe; the first of the Com-
mand Series, the simulation is still enjoyable albeit

somewhat dated.

NOBUNAGA'S AMBITION,
I ($59.95). Koei [10/10/9/9/9.5 9.4] A/L/S
A diplomatic/strategic simulation oi the unification of

Japan. Strong emphasis on economies and detailed play

make this one of the best simulations available.
NORTH ATLANTIC 86,

Ap ($34.95), SSI' |N-R] A/S/O
Another When Superpowers Collide product; however,

an interesting early effort at portraying contemporary naval

conflict.

NORWAY 1985,

C Ap ($19.95), SSI* [N-R] A/S/O
cf, Noah Atlantic '86.

OBJECTIVE: KURSK,
C/A ($39.95), DKG |N-R] l/L/S

The largest tank battle in history, 1943.

OGRE,
C/A/l ($41.95), OriginSystems [8/8/6/N-R/6/6.5] l/SF/T

A computer rendition oi the Steve Jackson boardgame.

Easy to learn and fun to play, although somewhat overpric-

ed.

OPERATION MARKET-GARDEN,
C/i/A/Ap ($49.95). SSI |8/8/6/5/4/5.4) A/L/O

Montgomery's Mistake; a simulation of the Asinine Air-

drop that went a Budge Too Far, Clumsy user interlace and

inability to correct movement errors inhibit this game.
OPERATION OVERLORD,
l/Ap/ST ($60.00). SimCan |N-R|

OPERATION WOLF,
C ($?), Taito [N-R]

An arcade simulation of commando-type raids.

PANZER GRENADIER,
C/A/Ap ($19.95), SSI (8/8/7/7/6/6.8]

Regimental tactics on the Eastern Front. Relatively ac-

curate and easy to play; but no real innovations.

PANZERJAGD,
C/A ($30.00), AH 16/5/3/5/5/4.68] B/L/T

Early portrayal of tactical armored conflict . Rendered ob-

solete by more recent releases.

PANZER STRIKE,
C ($44.00)/Ap($49.95), SSI [9/8/7.5/8/9/8.38] A/L/T

Similar to Kampfgruppe, but on a smaller scale.

I listorically accurate and design-your-own scenarios offer a

lesson in World War II tactics.

PARIS IN DANGER,
C/A ($30.00), AH [6/4/2/5/2/3.161 B/L/O
Two player only; early release covering the Napoleonic

1814 Campaigns. Interesting for the period covered, but not

truly enjoyable as a game of a simulation.

PATTON VS. ROMMEL,
C/l/M ($14.95). Mindscape [7/8/8/7/4/6.12] l/L/O

An operational campaign in France. Innovative play

system marred by a clumsy user interface.

FILM PEGASUS,
CI ($39.95). EA [8/9.5/9.5/9/5/7.48] l/N/T

Contemporary hydrofoil simulation; excellent graphics,

although play becomes somewhat repetitive.

PIRATES,
C/l ($39.95). MicroProse [9/10/9.5/6/9.5/8.82] l/S/T

Ihe Age o\ Piracy; excellent graphics coupled with in-

novative play make this a fascinating product.

PIRA I US OF THE BARBARY COAST,
C/l/A/ST ($24.95), fCD [5/3/6/2/3/3.26] B/S/T

A/L/O

B/L/T

B/L/T

A simulation of piracy and trade. Adequate graphics but

minimal entertainment value. Quickly becomes tiresome

and tedious.

PLATOON,
C ($29.95), DataSofi (N-R] B/L/T

Title taken from the Oscar-winning movie, this arcade

simulation has no insight or play value to speak o\'.

P.O.W.,

Am ($39.95). ActionWare |N-R| B/L/T
An arcade shoot-'em-up. Distinguished by excellent

graphics and sheer fun.

PRESIDENT ELI-XT,

C/A($I4.95)/I/S1'($24.95),SSI [7/7.5/5/8/7/6.86] 1/D/O
The Presidential elections, 1960-1988. A true leaning tool

and entertaining as well.

PI- 109,

M ($39.95), SpectrumHolobyte [7/8.5/8/8/7/7.58] A/N/T
PT tactics in the South Pacific, distinguished by good

graphics and play value.

RAM,
I ($39.95), AH (7/6/5/6/4/5.08] A/N/T

Ancient naval tactics; poor graphics and mediocre execu-

tion.

RDF 85,

Ap ($34.95). SSI' [N-R] A/L/O
Another When Superpowers Collide; relatively dated.

REACH FOR THE STARS,
C/I/Ap ($39.95), SSG [8/7/7/6/9/7.68] A/SF/S
One o\' the best science fiction exploration/ conquest

games, distinguished by detailed play and company support

(now in the third edition).

RED STORM RISING,

C ($34.95), MicroProse [9/9/9/9/9.5/9.2] l/N/T
Modern nuclear submarine simulation, distinquished by

extreme realism, excellent graphics and play value. Taken

from the Tom Clancey novel by the same name, this simula-

tion succeeds on all levels.

REFORGER '88,

C/A ($14.95), SSI* 17/6/7/7/5/6.08] A/L/O
World Waj Ml in the Central Front; somewhat dated.

ROADWAR EUROPA,
C/Ap($39.95)/I/ST/Am($44.95),

SSl[8/7/6/N-R/8/7.35] A/SF/T
Science fiction treatment of a Mad Max-type world. Ade-

quate graphics and good plav value.

ROADWAR 2000,

( l/Ap/ST/Am($39.95)/II-GS($44.95), SSI

I8/7/6/N-R/8/7.35I A/SF/T
Sec Road war Europa: same simulation only in the United

States (released first). s

ROMANCE OF THREEfUNGDOMS,
1 ($69.95). Koei [10/6.5/9^.5/7/7.16] A/L/S

Strategic/diplomatic/ military simulation o( the unifica-

tion of China. Requires diplomatic skills and virtual role-

playing identification; well-executed program.

ROME AND THE BARBARIANS,
C/A ($24.95), Krentek [6/7/6/6/8/6.92] l/L/S

Ihe trials and tribulations of the Roman Empire covered

in an interesting fashion; adequate graphics but distinguish

ed by good plav value.

ROMMEL,
C/Ap ($39.95). SSG (9/8/7.5/7/8/7.78] A/L/O

Based on the Battk-froni system; the fluidity of the

African Campaign is handled better here than the Nonnait

dy campaign (cf. Baltics for Normandy),

ROMMEL AT EL ALAMEIN,
l/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-R] A I

Harrier Combat Simulation

by Mindscape
40
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ROMMEL AT GAZALA,
I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimQui [N-RJ A/L/O
RUSSIA,
C/Ap ($39.95), SSG [9/8/7.5/8.5/9.25/8.58] A/L/S
The Easi From - - in iis entirety. However, a completely

playable and interesting treatment. Occasional errors in

order of bailie, but this simulation is playable and is ad-

mirable for it*- sheer scope.

SEARCH AND DESTROY,
C/I (S 14.95), Broderbund [4/4/5/4/4/4.2] B/N) T

Destroyer tactics; no real innovations here and more

reminiscent ol an arcade-type product.

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD,
C/i/A ($14.95), EA [8/9.5/8/5/9.5/8.181 li I S

The Exploration Of the New World; good graphics and

excellent play value render this one of the classic simula-

tions. Although old, it holds its age well.

SEVENTH FLEET,
C/l/Ap/ST($60.00),SimCanl7/7.5/4/8.5/8.5/7.361A- N

Modern naval conflict in the Pacific utilizing map,

counters and computer. An interesting approach which suc-

ceeds in simulating the "'tog of war"; minimal graphics but

good pla> \alue.

Falcon by Spectrum HoloByte

SHILOH: GRANT'S TRIAL IN THE WEST,
C/I/A/Ap/ST ($39.95), SSI [9/9/6/9/8.5/8.2] Alt)
An up-to-date treatment of the Battle ol Sluloh. this

simulation is in line with prior SSI releases. It olleis good

graphics, an accurate order-of-battlc and good play value.

SIEG IN AFR1KA,
C/Ap ($60.00). SimCan|N-R| A I

The War in North Africa. 1940-1943.

SILENT SERVICE, C/I/A/Ap/Am/II-GS ($34.95),

MicroProse [9/9/9/9/9/9] A/N/T
Submarine warlare in World War II; excellent graphics,

documentation and play render this a classic both when il

was released and today.

SIX GUN SHOOTOIT,
C/A/Ap ($14.95), SSI [7/6/5/5/9/6.88] B/L/T
A semi-tongue-in-cheek treatment of the Old West. Eas>

to learn and fun 10 play. Minimal graphics but still tun 10

play.

SKY (MASK,
Am ($?), Maxis [N-R] l/A/T

Mediocre graphics, but good play value, with dual win-

dowgraphics allowing simultaneous hcad-to-head combat.

SKY SHARK,
C($?). Taito|N-R| B/A I

A World War ll-cra arcade aerial shoot-'em-up.

SONS OF LIBERTY,
C/I/A/Ap ($34.95), SSI (9/9/7.5/8/6.5/7.51 A/L/T

The American Revolution done in the SSI tradition. Ac-

curate and good graphics, and recommended for those in-

terested in this period.

SPITFIRE 40

( Ap ($35.00), AH [7/6/3/6/4/4.68] l/A/T
World War II in the air; poor graphics and poorer execu-

tion. The simulation Hies like a bus with the maneuverability

of a tractor-lrailor.

STALINGRAD CAMPAIGN,
C/I/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan [N-k| A/L/O
STAR COMMAND,
I ($49.95), SSI |7/7/7.5/N-R/7/7.125] A/SF/T
Somewhat akin to Breach; good graphics and play value,
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Gato by Spectrum HoloByte

STAR FLEET I,

C/I/A ($49.95), Interstel [8/8/5/N-R/9/7.75] l/SF/T

A commercial treatment o\ the public-domain game;

more frills and extras than expected. Well-executed and fun

to play. Recommended.

STEALTH FIGHTER,
C ($39.95), MicroProse [10/10/8/8/7.5/8.25] A/A/T

Various Stealth missions handled in the inimitable

MicroProse fashion - good graphics and documentation.

STEALTH MISSION
C ($49.95), SubLogic [10/10/8/8/6/7.6] A/A/T

Similar to Stealth Fighter; user preference will decide bas-

ed upon prior biases.

STELLAR CONFLICT,
Am ($39.95). Par |N-R] 7/SL7?

STELLAR CONQUEST,
I ($49.95)/ST($54.95), SSI (9/6/6/N-R/5/5.8) A/SF/T

SSI's latest science fiction empire-conquest. Similai to

Reach tor the Stars, although the latter still holds more in-

terest and game value.

STRATEGIC CONQUEST,
Ap ($49.95), PBI [N-RJ A/l.S S

Empire for the Apple computer system.

STRIKE FLEET
C/I ($34.95). LA [9/9/10/7/9.5/9.0] i/N/T

Modern naval warfare handled with superb graphics and

game play. Historical accuracy has occasionally been

sacrificed for playability, but still a classic.

SUB BATTLE SIMl LA TOR,

C/l/Ap ($49.95), Lpyx [8/8/8/8/7/7.6] A/N/t

World War II submarine conflict in cither the Atlantic or

Pacific theaters. While this option is meritorious, other

simulations have more play value (ef. Silent Seme or Up
Periscope).

SUPER HUEY,
C7A ($12.95), Cosmi (5/4/4/4/4/4.08] li/A/T

Modern helicopter simulation; poor graphics coupled

with somewhat uninteresting scenarios do not make a suc-

cess.

SUPER HUEY II,

C ($12.95). Cosmi (5/4/4/4/4/4.08) B/A/T
See Super Huey.

SURRENDER AT STALINGRAD,
C7A ($29.95). DKG [N-R| l/L/O

I.A.C.,

C/A ($30.00), AH (5/5/3/5/4/4.2) B/L/T
Early simulation ol conflict on the Eastern Iront;

superseded by more recent efforts.

TKLKWAR,
Am ($39.95). S/W Terminal [N-R] 1/1/1

THEATER EUROPE,
C/A ($24.95), DataSoft [5/5/4/5/6/5.2] B/L/S

World War Ml in Europe; handled in a semi-arcade type

fashion, NATO Commander is a better success.

THUNDER CHOPPER,
C/Ap ($29.95), AciionSoft (6/5/6/6/6/5.88] l/A/T

A clone of Cunship, this simulation is not as interesting

or facile.

TIGERS IN THE SNOW,
C/A/Ap ($9.95), SSI [7/6/5/6/5/5.481 B/L/O
An early treatment of the Battle of the Bulge; still for sale

but hopefully going out of print. Clumsy user interface and

poor graphics.
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TOIiKUK,

C ($39.95), LA [7/6/5/5/5/5.28] l/L/C)

An arcade/wargame mixture which does not succeed on

either level.

TOMAHAWK.
C/A ($34.95), DaiaSoft [5/5/5/5/5/5]

Modern helicopter simulation, this product attempts to

emulate Gunship, although u crashes before taking oil.

Poor graphics and execution.

TOP GUN,
C/I ($9.95). ThunderMm [3/5/5/5/6/5.24] B'A I

Arcade-type treatment ol modern lighter aircraft. Miklls

entertaining for pre-teens,

TOP GUNNER COLLECTION,
C/A ($24.95). MicroProse [6/7/7/5 7 6.52] I, A 1

Three prior releases bundled tog&hei (Spitfire Ace,

Hellcat Ace and Mig Alley Aee). Outdated graphics, but still

interesting.

TO THE RHINE,
l/Ap/ST ($60.00), SimCan (N-R] A/I (>

TRAIN,
C ($29.95), Accolade |N-R] B I . 1

A simulation ol the Bun Lancaster World War II movie.

TRUST AND BETRAYAL,
M ($49.95), Mindscapc (7/9/7/N-R 8/7.3] A/L (

)

Not a wargame, but a Slate-of-mmd. Chris Crawford's

latest release is a fascinating simulation of communication

and miscommunicaiion. Highly recommended for a change

of pace.

TSUSHIMA,
C/Ap ($30.00), AH (6/6/4/7/8/6.61 B/N/T

The Battle ol Tsushima during the Russo-Japanese War;

the only computer simulation e\cr done on this period. As

such, it is interesting even with its clumsy graphics and user

interlace.

TYPHOON OF STEEL,
C/Ap ($49.95), SSI [N-R] A* L/T

Panzer Strike in the Pacific. Recently released.

U.S.A.A.K.,

C/A/Ap ($59.95), SSI (8/8/7/9/9.5 S.6) A/A/S
The American bomber offensive 1943-1945 on a daiK

basis! I he campaign Game can take hundreds ol hours, but

il is interesting and a real learning tool. Recommended.

U.M.S.,

l/ST ($49.95), Firebird [8 7 9/5/8/7.48] I L/C)

A wargame design kit, characterized by easy design

parameters. However, accuracy is sacrificed for playability.

and often playability is sacrificed for graphic display.

UNDER FIRE,

Ap($59.95). AH |7/7/6/7/6/6.4| A/L/T
Squad Leader for the compute) . C utrently available onl>

lor the Apple, although other versions ha\c been promised

for months/years!

UNDER THE ICE,

I/ST ($39.95). Lyric |N-R| l/N/T

Modern submarine simulation, sold b\ mail-order only.

UNIVERSE,
C/I/A/Ap($79.95).()mnitrend|7/6/9/N-R/5/6.35]A/SI I

A world of its own, this simulation is extremely detailed.

£ although user interlace can be clumsy at times and the

documentation occasionally overlooks some points.

UP PERISCOPE,
C/I ($29.95), AciionSoft |8/ 10/8.5/9/8.5/8.74] A/N/i

World War II submarine warfare; gives Silent Service a

Daroa*• Statw
Fully Functional
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y
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Carrier Command by Rainbird
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Available in the USA at some of the finest retailers on Earth=

ELECTRONIC BOUTIQUE • SERVICE MERCHANDISE • WALDEN
/ailabk on Earth, Only from Suncom.

We're sure that somewhere out there in the universe there
may be anotherjoystick like it. Two moving parts. A mecha-
nism with an active area no larger across than 20 thou-
sandths ofan inch. Using technology developed by an aero-
space contractor for deep space probes. But on earth, we're
the only ones that have it. Now you can have it too.

Analog Plus GamePort 2 Tacl+

Analog Plus is more than a high performance joystick. It's the
first joystick designed for high energy gaming on IBM PC*
and Apple II* series computers. Where other joysticks
promise millions of shots and higher scores, Analog Plus'

advanced patent pending technology delivers.

Suncom also delivers GamePort 2, the best way to connect
1 or 2 joysticks to your IBM PC or compatible. And Tacl +

.

perfect for the tamer disciplines ofgraphics and educational
software.

Because delivery

is where it

counts. And
nobody delivers

like US. Circle Reader Service Number 35.

Suncom
'Certified compatible w/Compaq, Leading Edge. Laser, Franklin. Blue Chip, Hyundai, Vendex. Zenith and most other IBM and Apple compatible CPUs
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run for your money. Good graphics coupled with excellent

documentation and play value.

U.S.S. OCEAN RANGER,
C ($?), Activision [N-R] T/N/T

A hydrofoil missile carrier simulation; the subjeel has

previously been done (cl. PHM Pegasus).

WARGAMK CONSTRUCTION SKT,

C/A($29.95)/I/ST(S34.95), SSI [8/7/5/4/5/5:5.28)

A wargame construction set ihat promises much but

delivers little. Quiic popular, bui only accurate lor World

War IL

WAR IN RUSSIA, *

A/Ap ($79.95), SSI (8/7/6/7/9/7.68) A/US
"Hie War in the Easi done in a detailed simulation. Much

more complex than Russia, but with more Haws as well (the

Al does not handle the later stages of the wai well). Si ill

recommended.

WAR IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC,
C/Ap ($59.95), SSI* [8/7/7/7/7/6.76] A/N/O

The War in the South Pacific - a logisiician's dream (or

nightmare!). Complex and interesting, but recommended

only to those with a special interest in the period.

Wright Computer

LIST WRIGHT
TITLE PRICE PRICE

Beyond Zork 50 33

Breach 40 26

Chuch Yeager AFT 40 26

Earl Weaver BB 40 26 VISA • MASTERCARD
Falcon

King 's Quest 1. II, III or

Nobunqa 's Ambition

50

IV 50

60

33

33

39
(316)681-0331

Pirates 40 26 Call Collect
Police Quest 1 or II 50 33

Romance of 3 Kingdoms 70 46

Silent Service 35 23

Space Quest 1, II or III 50 33

Star Command 50 33

Starflight 50

50

33

33Three Stooges

Ultima IV or V

Universal Military

60 39 Wright Computer
P.O. Box 780444

Simulator 50 33
Wichita, KS 67278-0444

'SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING

"TITLES & PRICES ARE IBM 5V4 " FORMAT
* * 'OTHER FORMATS AVAILABLE.

Same Day Shipping (subject to availability)

Order by mail with money order or check (Check orders noi shipped until cleared)

Do not send cash

SHIPPING U S orders sent U PS Add $2 50 hi shipping and handling U S Mail. FP0

and APO available Call lor shipping and handling costs

Kansas residents add 5% sales tax Prices suo/ect to change

Circle Reader Service Number 39.
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Romance of Three Kingdoms by Koei

WARSHIP.
C/l/A/Ap/ST (S59.95). SSI [7/7/6/7/6/6.4] A/N/T

World Waj II in the Pacific; historically accurate and

recommended for the naval buff.

just keep every blip on your scope apart as you vector them around for

approaches and departures. But they keep coming, pushing you to your

limits. And you alone must prevent a dreaded crash between airliners loaded
'"

Dassengers.

this first ever microcomputer simula-

tion of a Terminal Radar Approach

CONtrol facility created by a PhD

ATC simulation expert, an FAA
* R&D manager, and profes-

/
(

sional controllers, you'll

enter the inner sanctum of

j- \

i
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air traffic control.

9
Handle traffic on a "real"

ATC radar scope. Adjust

loads from "no-

sweaSi midnight levels to

a five-o'clock rush. Choose

• "lousy" pilots or "stormy"

weather to test your skill with

pilot errors and "go-arounds".

Tomahawk by DataSoft

WIM.S OF FURY,
Ap ($34.95), Broderbund |N-R] B/A/T
WINGS OF WAR,
C ($14.95), SSI [7/7/4/7/4/5.2] l/A/T

World War II air combat; poor graphics and mediocre

play render this product obsolete.

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN,

£ ($35.00), AH [8/7/6/7/5/5.%] I/N/T
* Based on the boardgame by the same name; however, the

play value do not render this as competition for Broadsides,

and its only advantage thereto consists ol mulit-ship com-

bat.

;^

wr

v x * FAA insiders*compare TRACON

/ith million-dollar ATC trainers. It

gives you a realistic traffic mix from

T)eing 747 "heavies" in

any of five control sectors: Los Angeles.

j

San Francisco, Miami, Chicago, and

Boston. Yet no experience is necessary

a detailed manual, sample scenarios, and

an audio cassette demo tape train you in

ATC procedures and jargon.

A game? Hardly. TRACON mirrors a world where decisions determine not revenues or profits, but lives!

Wings of Fury by Broderbund
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To order, call 1-800-634-9808.

Requires IBM PC or compatible with at leas!

256K. one disk drive, and graphics monitor.

Mouse optional Price of $49.95 includes program

on 5.25" and 3 5" IBM PC diskettes, typeset

manual, on-disk samples and an audio cassette

tape demonstration scenario Please add $5 for

shipping and handling; Texas residents add 8%
sales tax We ship the next day via UPS

Unconditional 30-day money-back guarantee: if

not completely satisfied, just return it to us for

a full refund Dealer inquiries welcome.

EGA Screen Photograph ol TRACON

1 110 7 k UK
i

1439 Circle Ridge Dr.

Austin, Texas 7H74()
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Producing intuitive, elegant

microcomputer software since 198
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Hardware Choices for Wargamers
By J. L. Miller

OK. you \r been reading this magazine and

want to gel into computer wargaming. 01 just

gaming in general. But there are s<> main dif-

ferent machines, with so many different formats

thiii you can't loll where to begin. Falking to a

salesman ai a hardware stoic is like taking

foreign language lessons - only you got ,\n P.

I will attempt to relieve you ot youi IruMra-

lions. You don't want a machine tot programm-

ing; lor most ot us. programming refer* to the

latest edition oi TV Guide. All you want is a

machine thai is capable ol certain ac-

complishments - chiei of whic h is that it supports

what you want it to do without your having to

secure a doctoral degree from M.I.T. It on the

other hand, you are si ill regretting the demise ot

the 1 slide rule, wear pern lis (m(\ pens like je\\eh\

<^\nd think in binary and de\ade< imal notation

then sou are reading the wrong magazine!

BASIC REQUIREMENTS: Compute. Disk

Drive, Monitor

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTION: Printei

(I i I ML COMPUTER/DISK DRIVE

["here arc- hundreds ot types ot computers in

the contemporary marketplace. Howevei it you

have an interest in computer gaming, you have

already narrowed the Held considerably I he

most important consideration is whethei 01 not

the mat hine you choose has a future - an

Osborne or a PE1 may be acquired cheaply, but

sotiware up lo current standards is another mat

ler.

For the computer wargamer, the choice may
be defined as follow:

Alan (8-bit): A great machine whose time has

passed. Piracy and lack ol company support

have doomed this machine lo the also-rans. No
new sotiware is being designed tor the 8-bit Atari

commercially. ,\nd matters will only get worse.

Apple II: The computer that started the com-

puter revolution. I traditionally overpriced, Apple
has maintained its pricing structure in the face ol

the competition — and it prospers! At one lime.

the wargamer's machine ot preference, less and

less software is being premiered on the Apple.

ssi is an exception, but generally, such products

are ported over to the Commodore within a

month or two ^n<\ thereafter to the IBM.

Apple ll-CS: A programmer's machine; great

graphics and fun to play with, assuming thai you

know or want to know what makes a computer

lick, Since tew software games premiere on the

M-GS or are ported over avoid this machine.

( ommodore 64/128: The Commodore is

yesterday's design. Built for obsolescence it has

surprised everybody with its durability. Virtu. illy

75% of computer software is c urrentlv

premiered on the C-b4; this situation is rapidly

changing with the advent ol the IBM-clones in

today's market. Bui tor the next year or two. the

C-64 is the cheap gamer's choice!

Amiga: I he Commodore 16-bit [advanced)

machine. Great graphics/great computer. Who
c ares^ There is simply insufficient software in the

gaming field to tustny its purchase.

Atari ST: Like the Amiga, only less. Little soft-

ware, ^\nc\ less company support. Some sotiware

does appear lor the ST; it quickly finds itself

available lor the IBM and other machines as

well. Alan t\nd ST owners will grudgingly admit

thai such machines are not recommended tor

the initial entrant. What is surprising is that the

AtanSl is doing well in Lurope. hut lor the

domestic market, it would pay to look

elsewhere.

Macintosh: Black and white; '<>' computer

whizzes only. Little sotiware; little- potential.

While many designers use the Macintosh to pro-

duce their original designs, they generally end

up marketing such designs on either the Com-
modore or the IBM-type machines. The Macll

has brilliant color and is priced at a high enough

level to deter all but the most dedicated or

wasttul.

IBM: Big Blue strikes back! Although the OS/2

system has landed with a resounding THUNK.
the XT/AT IBM and their clones are grasping ,\n

ever-increasing market share lor computer soft-

ware. While the IBM is still overpriced and em-

phasizing the OS/2 market. XI clones m.i\ be

purchased for undei $500, A I c lones Atv dropp-

ing hi price rapidly -\nd by Christmas, an \I

c lone with hard disk may be available lor SI 500.

I or the gamer who would like to do some occa-

sional word processing, the* \i \l clone would

he the machine ol choice. It possible, get the

machine with both i V a\m\ 5.25 drives; the

former is rapidly sec uring as< endem y. but many
programs arc* still produced with the latler-M/ed

drive.
A Commodore system, c ompuler and disk

dn\c, may be purchased tor $ J50. Since you *.an

hook ii up to ,i color television set. that may Ik*

the extent Ot your investment. However, that is

also the exjenl ot your use. An IBM-clone may
he purchased tor $500, but a monitor would be

required as we Ik

IBM-graphics capability run a gamut from
none (a non-option lor the gamer) to CCA to

EGA to VGA 1256 color capable). Once again,

you gel what you pay lor. My recommendation
is to obtain an EGA (enhanced graphics) system

anil monitor; the \ I -models may he purchased

complete with monitor lor c. $1000: the VGA
system has better graphics hut at an additional

coH ot S500-SUHH). Since there are leu games
currently made tor VGA, the c os| may be non-

if justified. Also, use ol a joysiic k or mouse tan ex-

ternal devic e similar to a joystic k. only with liner

input characteristics) will ad(\ up to $J00 to the

cost ot a machine (lor device plus card).

Ihus, Commodore or IBM-clone -- the end
c hoice. While the Commodore is an existing en-

try available at dealers as diverse as Toys R Us
and computer dealers, the IBM clones are ubi-

quitous. Which one to pruchase^—The answer is

to shop tor the best deal. Check compatibility

carefully, ask the store to demo some products

thai you would be interested in. I here are c lones

and ther are c lones. ..Some work well in business

applications, but are awtul with game products.

Also, c hec k your game interests and availability;

Often, you will be interested in certain games
which are only available in a particular format.

But remember, the future will bring changes.

and you c an'l buy a new computer every year! If

there is sufficient interest. I will delve into the

IBM-clone market in a uiture issue, f lappy com-
puting!

By Daniel Carr
I he Imperial Prator ot Egron has a problem.

i oi \ears now he has been trying lo conquer the

galaxy in order to show w hat a nice die lator he'd

he. I lowever. one group ot people still won't see

the light, the tree and peace losing people ot

Movenia. The Prator once tried to invade

Novenia outright* hut the Novenian sentinels

(large space platforms with plenty oi weapons]

stopped the invasion.

So to correct this problem, the* Prator has

devised the following plan. Me will invade a

nearby system. 5olice. and build a very large, to

>ay the least plasma beam (the kind that draws

it's energy from the sum anil blast \o\enia into

sub-atomi( panic les.

Ncnenia is warned aboul all oi this when one
ot the Solice resistance lighters escape's. The

Council ol Novenia dec ides to send the

experimental ship, ICARUS, (Interplanetary

Combat and Reconnaissance Universal Seoul-

cratn to blow up the plasma beam and save the

galaxy,

[his is the premise foi STARGLIDER II, a fasi-

pac ed arcade style adventure with excellent

graphics and smooth scrolling iU animation.

The object is to pilot the ICARUS around the

system looking tor the materials to put logethei a

neutron bomb and blow up the plasma beam.

This won 'I be easy since the materials some ol

which include nuclear fuel, wmr a box ot

(
. .istrobars (the ultimate c andy bar smc e n c omes
irom a moon made up ot iugar) a proiessor plus

several more items, are all scattered throughout

the five planets and moons ihat make up the

Solice system. You must < ollett these items and

bring them bac k to youi base on the third planet

\pogee where the bomb * .\n he assembled.

This base is pari ol an underground tunnel

system that exists on the plane! Other systems

<'\ists on most ot the other planets and moons
and are essential in lighting the Lgrons. Each

system is a ma/e that you c an fly around in iand

gel lost it you don't map it out) and has its own
i>ase where you c an trade with the rebels in

order to obtain supplies. Mthough some have

tree weapons you can grab.

The interior ol the ICARUS is nicely done. The

display uses lots oi color and detail to show the

instruments and gauges. Five ot these gauges are

\ery important. One shows you the amount ol

energy available to your drive. The shield gauge
shows how much damage you can lake before

you blow up. I he last three display your

weapons which include power lor your laser,

the number ol lire and flee missiles and the

number ot hounc ing bombs you have. You can

have a maximum ot tour missiles and tour

I h -mhs aboard. Lac h oi these gauges is

represented by a hologram on your instrument

panel. Also, you have a cargo bay that will hold

three items to build the neutron bomb and a

Victor beam to grab and put things in the hold.

There are many ways to refuel and recharge

the shield and laser with the ICARUS's energy

induction system. You can tlv toward the sun

and skim the energy from a solai flare hut don't

get too close or you'll melt. Hovering over the

volcano on Dante Ithe closest planet to the sum
recharges everything last but watch out lor the

rocks and lava. On some ol the planets are

powerlines in which you fly under to recharge-.

I lowever. this is slow and difficult since the

enemy is shooting at you or you might hit a

powerhne and blow up. The last way is to tractor

an asteroid and hold on to it until you're re< barg-

ed which turns out to lie the fastest way.

I here are a numbei ot features that allow you

to control how the ICARUS tlys. for example,

the \, Y, and / axes c an he adjusted so the ship

will either bank or yaw when turning. Yawing
made it easier tor me to line up and hit a target.

I he \ lew can also be adjusted so the you can see

what's behind, to the side or below you. The

game can be conrtolled by mouse or joystick

and the mouse sensitivity can be adjusted also.

The weapons are a lot ot tun but somewhat
awkward to use. The laser bolts are slow in

scrolling across the screen, so you must lead

your targets in order to hit anything. The missiles

are muc h taster but seem to take a while to find

the target. I hey just run around in circles before

exploding. The bombs arc hard to aim but are

devastating. I dropped one on an Egron projec

tor base and watched the whole thing blow up
while my laser and missiles tailed to take- it out.

F here's another weapon what I have not tried

yet called lime-warp cuboids. These trap an

object (freeze it) and project it backwards in time

where it collides with itself.

There are lots ot nasties out there to try to stop

you and while they're not too graphically detail-

ed, they do animate smoothly. On the surface ol

a planet or moon there are land walkers, tanks,

mines and cannons. In space there are lighters,

pirates, UFO's and space whales. No matter

where you go in space there will be pirates to

harass you. I3ul this can be an advantage in th.it

every now and then when you blast a pirate, his

cargo is dropped which might be an item need-

ed to build the bomb,

Other less lethal ob|e< ts include ottic e

buildings, solar collectors, trees and things that

< ant be identified. I had a lot ot fun just wonder-
ing around on the SUriace ot a planet blasting

everything in sight.

To conclude. I enjoyed STARGLIDER II. It

succeeds as a flight simulator with the il3

graphic S that sc roll ac ross the s< reen and ob|ects

which keep their perspective as you tly by The

sound effects are good and include a loud

crackle when you lire the laser, thunder to go

with the lightning on jpme worlds, loud explo-

sions when something blows up. including the

ICARUS, and a very weird noise the space

whales make. There is an asteroid bell which

you must cross (mainly to refuel) and combat as

vour Hying through gets scary since running into

a couple ot asteroids can be fatal.

Name: STARGLIDER II

Type: Arcade/Adventure
Formats: Amiga, Atari ST

Publisher: Argonaut Software/
Rainbird

Distributor: Mediagenic
Designers: Gary Sheinwald,

Chris Humphries
Ages: 12 and above

Requirements: 512K, Mouse,
Joystick recommended.

* Players: One
Price: $44.95

Ability Level:
Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Text:
Payability:

Intermediate
Good (7)

Average (6)

Very Good (9)

Good (8)

CP RATINGS: 7.85
Circle Reader Service Number 37.
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Nuclear Holocaust Role-Playing
By Jeffery Scott Hall

Wasteland, from Electronic Arts, puts you in a

post-nu< tear holocaust on the planet Earth. After

the game is loaded, you will find yourself watch-

ing a title sequence which may be aborted by
pressing the tire button. Once the sequence is

stopped, you will then find two options at the

bottom of the screen which are: Start and

Utilities. On the utilities menu you are able to

select two commands: Copy and Restart. It this is

the iirst lime your are playing the game, then you
will need to make backups of the two double
sided Wasteland disks. The restart command
simply allows you to start the game over with us-

ing the same characters and status. To begin

game play, return to the previous screen and

select start. This option will allow you to either

continue a saved game or continue from where
the computer picks. Now, let's take a closer look

at our characters and how they are created.

CREATING YOURCHARACTERS

In order to create a character you must be in-

side the Ranger Center. At the bottom of the

screen you will find the attributes, if you are not

satisfied with them you may press the- spacebar

which will give different values. Whenever
your're satisfied with them you must then enter

the character's name, sex, nationality (U.S..

Mexican, Chinese, Indian, and Russian), and
skills. Once you are finished, you may either

choose to abort the current character or save it

to disk. You may have up to seven members m
your group consisting of four which can be

created in the Ranger Center and an additional

three you may add while traveling. Now that

your characters have been chosen, you must

now leave on your journey.

CAMEPLAY
The ultimate goal of your gang, known as the

Desert Rangers, is to find out what is causing

some mysterious disturbances in the dreaded
area known only as the Wasteland desert. Sur-

vival will not be easy, for the nuclear war has

created some mean and nasty vilhans to keep
your members constantly on guard. You will

have to explore in two different types ol environ-

ment, desert terrain and underground sewers, in

order to achieve a successful victory. Both ol

these give the player a top-down view of the

area. The desert terrain is the most common, and
is where most of your time will be Spent. Here

you will find the screen to be split almost

horizontally in half. The top half of the screen is

where game play takes place while the bottom
half displays valuable information about your

gangs location status. Also on the bottom hall

you will find seven basic commands which are:

use item, encounter (used to call up combat
commands - see below, give orders to

member(s) of your game, disband (used to get rid

of a gang member), view the area at different

angles, save game, and radio (used to see if a

gange member has obtained enough points for

promotion). Four basic keyboard keys are used

to maneuver your members up, down, lett and

right. Anytime during game play you may call up

a roster of your gang, by pressing the Spacebar,

which displays all members and then current

status. What is so unique about this is that each

member of your gang will be displayed closeup,

and in great detail (Much like the characters in

the Bards Tale saga.) Undergournd sewer ex-

ploration is basically the same as desert explora-

tion. The main difference is that you will pro-

bably find more clues, which also means more

bad guys too. It's a dirty job, but someone has to

do it right? Sooner or later you aie bound to

meet up with your fate and an enemy c onironta

tion will take place.

ENEMY COMBAT
Whenever your group has an encounter with

the enemy, you will find yourself in a different

type ot game play environment. The screen will

be divided horizontally in hall with the top por-

tion containing a close-up picture ol the enemy
and the options available to you, while the bot-

tom halt displays all your members and their

status. An encounter will involve every member
ol your group, and each one can be selected lo

do a different attack option. The options that you
have are: run, use item, hire (not everyone is

hostile), evade, attack, ready a different weapon,

and re-load/unjam. Two other forms of combat
are hand-to-hand and long range. Hand-to-hand

combat only occurs if the enemy is within 14 leet

of you. This is basically the same as attacking the

enemy with a weapon in that no real user action

takes place, it is automatically carried out. In

long range combat you can take out the enemy
from at least 80 feet away by using heavy

machine guns and assualt ritles. But there's

nothing like taking out a group of nasties with a

LAW rocket launcher. It your character gets in-

jured during combat you should find medical

help as soon as possible, waiting could result in

death.

SUMMARY
Wasteland is a unique role-playing game in

that it takes us away from the typical dungeons
and dragons style game using a combination of

road wars and a realistic lighting environment.

Game play is also unique in the way that it up-

dates all information on disk. For example, if you
accidently destroy a building and go back to that

area later in hopes ol finding it intact you're out

of luck. All actions that take place during the

game are permanent! Even though you can

restart the game, you will lose what you

previously accomplished, so be careful. I found

Wasteland to be very challenging, providing

hours of enjoyment. If you are looking for a new
.^and different role playing game then you need to

look no further, Wasteland is lor you!

Name: WASTELAND
Type: Adventure

Formats: Commodore 64/128&
Apple II

Publisher: Eletronic Arts
Ages: 10 and above
* Players: One only

Price: $39.95, $49.95
Ability Level: Advanced
Packaging: Good (8)

Documentation: Very Good (9)

Graphics/Text: Good (8)

PlayabOity: Good (8)

CP RATINGS: 8,15
Circle Reader Service Number 62.

Puzzles for Mental Exercise
By Rusel DeMaria

Well, the Olympics have come and gone, but

the aerobic exercise enthusiasts and the- iron

men and women continue to train. Maralhoners
run, and cyclists cycle. Football is winding to a

close and basketball is working. Spring taming is

lust around the corner, on and on it goes.

But. there are other ways to exercise. Mental
ways. And so Neurobics from Ocean Isle Soft-

ware provides a workout tor the neurons.

Puzzle freaks will love this set of games. There*

are actually seven ot them, and they test your
memory and logic skills. Each game is played
separately, and each can be played at various

levels of difficulty. As you warm up at the easy

levels, you begin to think to yourself, "I can do
this. No sweat." But alter you bump up the level

-i tew times, suddenly your wondering why you
put yoursell through all this. I guess its tin' men-
tal equivalent of "going for the burn."

At any rate, the program times you and scores

you. You are scored according to two systems

-the game score and the adjusted score. I he ad-

justed score is weighed to take difficulty into ac

count, and can be higher than the ordinary game
score if you do well at a difficult challenge. After

you play each set of puzzles, you can check a

graph of your performance on that game io see
ow you did.

The first game is called Deja Vu. and it is

similar lo the old card game, Concentration. You
move the cursor to uncover numbers, letters.

symbols, or even values whose sum equals the

number of squares in the game! You try to mate h

all the squares quickly and in the least number of

moves. As you move up in diliculty. the grid of

squares becomes larger.

I he second game is called Milk. You must

pour milk into various sized jugs to end up with

a specific amount. I his game test youi ability to

perform a series ol steps using basi< math lo

achieve a goal. I he puzzles are fairly easy at the

beginning, but it can have as many as (
i
(

» steps

per problem. And I began to sweat aler 4 or 5

steps. With (
)
(
), you have to be Einstein!

Money Trail is a fun game. You must trac k the

trail oi counterfeit money. Sometimes you must
identity the Counterfeiter (the first one to pass

the money), other times its the Bank Teller you
want, and sometimes you need lo find both. This

is a memory and logic game in which you musl
examine the order ot passing by viewing squares

one al a time. For instance, in a very simple ex-

ample, it 1 passes io 2 and 2 passes to 5, then I is

the counterfeiter and '•> is the teller. As you add
diffic ulty. you gel more and more people involv-

ed in the scenario, and it gets correspondingly

harder lo identify the beginning and the end ot

the c ham.

Reservation System is anothei memory inten
sive game, but with a twist, In this one you must
assign vacant rooms m a hotel. I hi' trie k is Ihdl

the desk clerk is also assigning as yon do so

each time you assign a room (represented b\ the

ubiquitous squares this game uses), you ,i|so Mr
another room become assigned by the < leik I he
trick is to remember not only where you air

placing the keys, but where the clerk has don.
so. Again, this game gels very hard as the level

increases.

Rain is also a memory game. In this one. rain

drops tall in a preset sequence. You must
memorize the sequence and plac e but kets

under the positions where the drops fell. There
are lots ot options m this game, including, the
speed at which the drops fall, the number of
drops [hat fall in eac h set-p of the pattern (from I

to 5), the number ot steps in each problem (up to
(
>
l
>). and some other variations including solving

in reverse order. This puzzle can get very hard
very last as you add steps and multiple drops in

each series.

finally, there is TAK, which is like the old

magic squares game you may have played. The

object i
s to move 15 numbered squares one al a

lime in a 16 square matrix, placing them in

numeric order. This gapie is just for fun and is

not st ored al all.

Neurobics is fun iffyou like to stretch your
brain c ells. Since you control the level ot difficul-

ty, your c an i hoose how hard you want to work.
Ii you just woke up, you might try a lew easy

rounds to warm up, then tackle the really hard

Stuff. Think ol it as luting weights with your grey

mailer. 1 hope it doesn't give you a swelled head!

Name: NEUROBICS
Type: Puzzles
Formats: IBM

Publisher: Ocean Isle Software
Ages: 8 and up

Requirements: PC with DOS 2.11
or greater

* Players; One at a time
Price: $59.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics/Text:
PlayabOity:

Beginner-Advanced
Good (7)

Good (8)

Good (7.5)

Good (8.5)

CP RATINGS: 8.03
Circle Reader Service Number 32.
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Could You Use A Free Game?
Take Advantage of this Special Offer from Computer Play and

Epyx to get Yourself a Free Game Now!

What's the Offer?

It's Easy. Subscribe to Computer Play and receive one of these tour games free from Epyx!

STREET SPORT BASKETBALL
Winner takes all in this unbeliev-

ably intense neighborhood game
of hoop. Pick your three-person

team from ten of the baddest

dudes on the block, each with his
™

own unique talent. Play in the

street, the school yard or the local

park. But get ready! Because when

the action explodes, you'll go tor a

hook, pass on the run, sky for a re-

bound and slam dunk it home in

this fast and furious basketball

game!

C64/128, Apple II, Amiga, IBM & Compats STREET SPORT FOOTBALL
Take your licks on a city street or

collide on a construction site in

this gritty game of tackle football!

Three- person teams must be

chosen from nine heckling, little

hoodlums who'll dodge the com-

petition, parked cars, potholes and

puddles in this school ot hard

knocks. Pick your plays from a

computerized play book or use the

Playmaker feature to design your

own and save them to a playbook

disk.

C64/128, Apple II, Amiga, IBM & Compats

STREET SPORT BASEBALL

"Play Ball" on a neighborhoot

field that challenges the best with

trash can lid bases and a spare tire

home plate! Teams are chosen

from 16 of the neighborhood's

hottest hitters, each with his own
skill level in hitting, fielding ^nd

throwing. A split screen enables a

birdseye view of the action as your

team dodges puddles and tree

stumps to experience the thrill oi

victory or the agony of the street!

C64/128, Apple II, Amiga, IBM & Compats

STREET SPORT SOCCER
Combine fast-a< lion sports with

real-life street smarts in a soccer

game with no rules, no uniforms,

and no Mr. Nit e Guy! You'll make
your power play in the park or on

rough and tumble city streets.

picking your team from nine

neighborhood rowdies, each with

a soccer spin Lilly. Whether it's

slices, hooks. 01 head shots, you're

gonna' semi your opponent to the

cleaners'

C64/128, Apple II, Amiga, IBM & Compats

You'll be getting 12

issues of Computer
Play packed with the
latest information on
computer games and
a great game from
Epyx free! These are

top quality games
with retail prices of

up to $19.95.

- 1

So what are you waiting for?

Send in this coupon, the postage-free

card opposite this page or call one of

the 800 numbers listed in the coupon.

SPECIAL OFFER! Subscribe to COMPUTER PLAY and
receive a free game from EPYX.

YES!
I want to subscribe to COMPUTER PLAY for 1 year (12 issues) for

$24.97. 1 would like my free game to be: J:

(See Opposite Page) (Please print clearly)

Format

Name:

Address:

City/State/Zip

Enclosed is my_check or money order for $24.97 payable to COMPUTER PLAY

Charge my VISA MASTERCARD
P.O. Box 10

Franklin Park, IL 60131

Expiration Date Signature

For taster service, call 1-800-341-1950 ext. 94 (USA) 1-800-535-5502 ext. 94 (Canada).
Visa & MC orders only. 24 hours a day
All prices in US currency. Canada and Mexico add $10.00 to each subscription.

Overseas: $50.00/12 Issues air mail.

The REAL Thing for Climbers
By Cheryl Peterson
As a simulation, I would have to give Final

I Assault .m outstanding rating, but as a game it's

about as exciting as watching a gentle snow fall

titer you've been through the worst blizzard in

'iMi years. It you want tedious realism folks, this

oni's lor you. lust remember, you've been warn-

ed! Perhaps my perspec live on this one is .i little

skewed since my idea 01 mountain climbing re-

quires a slope gentle enough tor my horse i<>

manuever up it. Still, I thought I would really

have <' great time unitl 1 started "playing" it. lo

be honest, I think I'd almost rathet n\ tin- real

thing.

You're given a choice oi negotiating six dii-

lereni trails up the side ot the mountains, h

you're really out tor a long trip, you c a\) c hoose

up to three trails at once. Rated from begmnei to

tough, they use* the familial ski trail codes;

round to square to diamond -- easiest to more

dittuult. There's a training mode available to

help you get the hang ol things .is well

I his simulation contains both strategy ^um\ ar-

1 ai\v aspec ts. Climbing is mostb ,in '" l ode tunc -

non. although some ol the strategy aspects art*

reflected in how well the |oystick responds to

sour c ommands. Strategy effe< Is your en-

durance as well as youi reflexes.

Outfitting my pack with supplies lor the trip

was easy enough and the lolks even in< luded the

chocoholic's" necessities so 1 wouldn t die ol

deprivation on the way Up I he default pack is

just about right fat a 'day-trip.' And while

hanks t\nc\ beans may not he a gourmet feast

I ve roughed it enough to know alter a hard day

on the trail you don't want anything fancy jusl

something quick and easy a\m\ tilling.

Since the way is strewn with dangei and near-

vertical c limbs, you'll nn'd some serious moun-

taineering geai with you. I he manual is very

good about explaining all the various pieces ol

equipment and when and win to use them.

Besides the standard items to help you keep

warm (jacket, gloves, mask, etc.), you'll \wvd

pi!ons. caribiners, rope, crampons and other

climbing aids. All ot these contain mass K\n<\

therefore weigh you down. Your proficiency at

climbing will be impaired it you take too much

equipment with you. so you nwd to fj.uk

c arefully.

You must climb on several kinds oi surfaces

,*\u\ some tools are heller than others tor each

se< tion ol a c limb. Going up roc k is usually best

done with soft shoes on. tot instance. While

c limbing k e requires the addition oi crampons.

Without the crampons, you may have to take

several tries at setting a toot in plat e.

And here is the aspect I liked least about the

program. Walking on flat terrain requires using a

bac k ,\m\ torth motion on the joystix k. (One too

many steps for my taste.) Climbing lakes several

joystk k a< tions. You must move eac h hand ,\\ul

loot individually And in the middle ol this you

must pull yoursell up. I land, hand, pull up, loot,

loot - all lo move a tew inc hes up the dill face.

It's agonizing, (Yes, I know mountain c limbing is

supposed to be work, but where's the tun?)

And ii you are on really bad terrain, you'll

\u-vd to anc hor yourself, pull out a rope and start

using climbing aids to make progress. Oh, And

all the while that you're doing these tilings the

clock is running and sunset is on its way. You

may well have to spend the night suspended in

your sleeping bag oil the side ot a roc k wall.

And if you choose the most difficult courses,

you will have to handle bad weather and tailing

rocks and boulders. Not my idea of fun, but

many ot you may really enjoy it.

While Final Assault brings you all the tedium

ot climbing, it doesn't oiler the marvelous vistas

And goregeous views possible from you precip-

tious location. The graphics could have been a

lot nicer. You see a long— and short-range

view of yourself c linging to the mountain's side.

The long view shows you from the back. The

short range shows a profile view from the side.

No map view is available to show where you are

on your climb.

When you start to gel cold or tired an

"iconish" representation ot you appears on the

screen and shivers, acts sleepy or dreams of

food. If you go very long without satisfying these

"needs" your climbing performance starts to suf-

fer.

Training mode allows you to climb and makes

suggestions that should help keep you trom get

ting killed. Even if you do something potentially

fatal in this mode, you are usually "saved" from

yourself. On actual climbs, you are allowed one

two or three "mistakes" depending on the level

ol difficulty that you choose. I found training

mode a bit clumsy (there were several time*

when it asked me to make use of equipment that

I didn't have or was already using.) It's ok tor |u I
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Tag Team Wrestling With a Flare
By Cheryl Peterson

never thought I'd see the day that a software

program could be as tasteless as 'professional

wrestling". Hut this one certainly is. Coming
from me. this is high praise. While I've always

tried to maintain a certain disdain tor the whole

sport, wrestling is alter all marvelous comedy
and probably the most strenuous form ot acting.

It's hard to say that I appreciate the sport, but I

really do appreciate the theatrics the wrestlers

must use to coax a viewing audience. For a

wrestling 'simulation/game" to work, it must of-

fer the same qualities. Take Down has thrm.

From the moment you load it. you become an

insider to the world ot wrestling. You choose

your team (2-wrestlers only, none ot the fancy

vagamst-5 tree-tor-alls) based on their ex-

perience and specialties. Tin1 game offers two
modes; you against the computer or two human
players against each other. Each opponent d<

tually controls two wrestlers, though; one man in

the ring (the active player) and one man outside

waiting lor the tag (who sometimes wanders

over to the other side's corner and starts whaling

on the other non-active player, just like m real

lite!)

You have eight wrestlers to chose from - all oi

them are real characters. I was disappointed that

the choices wen- limited to men only. But I guess

il this one does well, maybe Gamestar will come

out with a "ladies ot wrestling" version. The

graphics are great and the digitized "threats

that each wrestler gives when he's chosen for ac-

tion are great. Once in the ring though, they

become all business.

The joystick controls are adequate. Each

wrestler has 4 specialty throws that he can use

on his opponent. You can also climb the ropes

and "dive-bomb" or bounce ott the ropes and

try a flying tackle. About the only thing you unit

do is call your opponent names and play up to

the fans.

The Lost Star Colony
By John S. Manor
Tau Ceti, The Lost Star Colony, is anothei tine

game from Mindscape s Thunder Mountain line

ot inexpensive software, Fhe colony planet lau

C.eii III has been overrun by its deiense robots.

Your Mission is to ily your skimmer < rail over the

planet in an attempt to pull the plug on the

robots. You gather reactor rods from the many
cities ot the planet, assemble them, and put

them in the main reactor which powers the

robots, shutting it down. This is no easy task

since the robots attack you on sight. Non must

also replenish your fuel and missiles and \w any

damage to your craft as you travel ac loss the

planet.

Some of the cities are heavily defended while

some are barely defended at all. Moving from

city to city is accomplished by using jump pads

that instantly transport you to a new location. I

have found that no matter what route you take

around the planet, you are in tor a real light.

Your skimmer is controlled by joystick or

keyboard. You fly low over the planet, firing

your lasers, missiles dnci anti-missies. The

viewsc reen shows you the planet or a picture ot

the interior of the building you occupy. You can

swivel your view $60 degrees and tire in .ill

directions. Night comes quickly so you have an

infrared viewer. Everything looks pinkish and

fuzzy, but you can send up flares to make the

scene sharper.

Tau Ceti has some interesting options such as

maps ot the planet and the cities. The Atari ST

\ersion also has a data bank ot information on

History. Weapons, Stars and the Colonies.

Games can be saved (important since I have

been blown away umpteen times so far), loaded,

paused or quit. There is also a five-minute Wait

option.

Tau Ceti's graphics are simple, but well-

ant i mated. There's an erupting volcano and

meteors periodically streak over head.

Tau Ceti comes on a single-sided disk with a
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The ending sequence is really classic. I lovec

the victory dances that the winning teams do.

Watching the Sultan "walk like an Egyptian"

when he wins is almost worth the cost of the

game. The only thing I really missed was the

referee doing the introductions and getting shov-

ed around when he tries to break fights up. The

game is fun and has all the theatrics I've come to

expect trom "protessional wrestling." Real

entertainment here folks!

Nmme: TAKEDOWN
Type? Sport Simulation
Formats: C-64, IBM
Publisher: Gamestar

gners: Alien Technology i

Ages: All
Rzquirements: Joysticks

Players: One or Two
Price: $29.95, $34.95

Ability Level: Beginner
Packaging: Good (7)
Documentation: Good (8)

Graphics/Text: Very Good (9)
Holism: Very Good (9)
Payability: Good (8)

CPRATINGS: 8.15
Circle Reader ServiceNumber 43.

booklet ot instructions. Contrary to what the

manual says, the Atari ST version lets you fire in

any direction and use the sights on/sights off

option.

Tau Ceti is available in Atari ST, Commodore
and IBM tormats. The suggested retail price is an

incredible SI 4.95. This feature filled, action

game is a real bargain! I give it high marks m all

categories and high honors for its pricing.

Name: TAU CETI
THELOSTSTAR COLONY
Type: Action/Strategy game

Formats; Atari STt Commodore, IBM
Publisher: CRL Group

Distributor: Mindscape/Thunder
Mountain

Designer: Pete Cooke,
Conversion by Ron De Santi of Comtec

Ages: 10 to Adult
Requirements: Color monitor. EGA

or CGA adaptor for IBM.
* Players: One only

Price: $14.95

Ability Level: Intermediate-Advanced
Packaging: Very Good (9)
Documentation: Good (7)

Graphics/Text: Good (8)
PlayabUtty: Very Good (9)

CP RATINGS:
Circle Reader

8.45
Service Number 44,

Computer Play

ARE YOU READY FOR THE FUTURE
The Last War is over; the planet is

toast. The surface is glowing with

radioactivity and crawling with

mutant creatures, condemning the

survivors to a miserable existence

underground. Until now...

Are you ready? As one of the

Scavengers, you'll leave the under-

ground city to scrounge through some
less-than-inviting real estate, looking

for a means of survival in the junk of a

lost civilization. Grab anything you

can find — you never know what
might come in handy.

Can you hack it? If the swamps,

mountains, forests, ruhhle, and city

ruins aren't enough for you, try the

RAD zones — if you don't mind a few

mutations. But stay alert! Mutant

monsters of every description (and

some that defy description) are roam-

ing around, just waiting to make you

the snack du jour.

M*rtr

Are ynu tOUgh enough? Fow arp

rhospn, and fpwer Mirvivp You
have 20 able bodied recruits avail

able for your <ravpfin^r team. Try

not to spend them all in one pla( e

Rememhpr, the fate of the world

depends on you

( \ei rpruly — the future t* here.

Scavengers, a new adventure

role-playing game from Interstel,

IS now Hvailablp for the IBM PC and
compatibles/Tandy. $49.95

Rfiimrn! 'm;k ', f iA IBM ^croons shown

Distributed by

ELECTRONIC ARTS
Circle Reader Service Number 42.

To experience Interstel adventure, visit your retailer or call 800-245-4525 for

VISA/MC orders (outside the USA and Canada call 41 5-57 1-71 71). Or, send
check to ELECTRONIC ARTS Direct Sales, P.O. Box 7530, San Mateo, CA 94403.
Add $5.00 shipping. CA residents add sales tax. Allow 1 -3 weeks for delivery.

IBM & Tandy are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc. & Tandy, Inc.

Interstel
corporation

P.O. Box 57820
Webster. TX 77598

(713)486-4183



That's right! Thousands of firms and individuals express their confidence in us each year by allowing us to

satisfy their most discriminating mailing list needs.
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965,000

117,000

85,000

352,000
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96,000

872,000

96,000

377,000

432,000
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362,000

441,000
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672,000

920,000

227,000

421,000

964,000

302,000

350,000

166,000

141,000

206,000

991,000

765,000

277,000

90.000

174,000

889,000

Categories of Lists

Hardware Lists
Macintosh owners

IBM owners
Apple II owners

Amiga Owners

Commodore 128 owners

Commodore 64 owners

Apple GS owners

Compaq owners

Apple Lisa owners

IBM clone owners

Atari owners

Nintendo owners

Software Buyer Lists
Fantasy Game
Adventure Game
Arcade Game
Strategy Game
Educational Software

Database Software

Business Software

Accounting Software

Statistical Software

Utilities Software

Languages Software

Communications Software

Word Processors

Spelling Checkers

Graphics Software

Desktop Publishing

Networking software

Fonts buyers

Cad/Cam

Music and Sound soft.

Blank Disks

Miscellaneous Software and Hardware Buyers
Disk Drives 967,000
Modems and Software 102,000
Input-Output software and hardware 777,000
Accessories (Desks, mousepads, computer paper, ribbons, cables,

extenthns, dust co vers, etc. 2, 772, 000

Special Categories Available Upon Request

The Key to your future success could very well be the
right source for mailing lists and our mailing lists are our

specialty. In fact, we are one of the largest mailing list

suppliers in the entire nation. We have achieved this status

by honing our mailing lists to pinpoint precision. This

means we can zero in on th exact type of individual that is

most likely to respond to your offer. This type of service is

very uncommon in the list business and we want to serve

you!

WHAT IS A QUALIFIED NAME?
Simply stated, there are basically three types of names

used when a mailing list is compiled. First, there are

saturation names. These are names in a given geograpic

area and usually consist of every household. Lists of this

nature are often used by churchesorpolitica! parties, butare

never successful for mail order offers because the interests

of the recipients are too varied. Second, there are lists of
people who have inquired about various products or serv-

ices. Inquiry mailing lists, although far superior to satura-

tion lists or phone book names formail orderoffers, often do
not produce the results that are necessary to obtain an

adequate profit. Third, there are actual buyers of products

or services. These people have spent their hard earned

money before on mail orderoffers. It is, therefore, logical to

assume that they will do so again. Thus, buyers lists are the

best and most responsive. WE CARRY ALL TYPES OF
MAILING LISTS, butwe recommend and specialize in MAIL-
ING LISTS OFACTUAL BUYERS OF DOZENS OF DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES.

MAILING LISTS AND THE COMPUTER
We are a custom list house. Each mailing list is fully

computerized and personally designed for the specific type

of mailing to be done. Most of our mail order lists are built

from actual orders and are 100% buyers. All of our mailing

lists are printed on labels In the standard four across format
and are in zip sequence for bulk mailing without hand
sorting. Plus all mailing lists supplied by us are put on an
exclusive 90 day reserve at no extra cost In essence this

means that our lists are mailed a maximum of 4 times ayear
and never more than once in a 90 day span. This procedure

protects the quality of our lists and makes each offer more
profitable.

Our mailing lists are quaranteed to be 95% deliverable

and any nixies (undellverable names) are replaced 2 for 1 at

no extra charge. We not only offer you mailing lists, but a
comprehensive list service.

BEWARE OF CHEAP MAILING LISTS!

Sometimes you'll see mailing lists offered at extremely
low prices. Believe me, you'll get exactly what you paid for.

In almost all cases, the names you get will be photocopied
on 33 lable sheets and not in zip order (you need acomputer
to do that!) The print will be of poor quality and some names
will be Illegible. And most Important, without a computer
you cannot update a mailing list or delete the nixies. Conse-
quently, you'll waste a lot of money on printing and postage
for undelh/erables.

BUYING OR RENTING
Every day we get several telephone callsfrom customers

whosay,"! want to buysome names." We would like to take

this opportunity to convey thatwe, like all qualitylistsources

rent names for a one time use. Each list that we ship to a

client has a few "dummy* names on it This Is how we
protect our lists from being duplicated and reused. This

"salting" procedure not only keeps our lists from being

stolen, but it insures the quality for all customers.

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO RESPOND TO YOU OFFER

OFF OF OUR MAILING LIST?
Those individuals who orderfrom you when you use our

mailing list remainyourcustomersandyoucanremail those

Zip or Geographic Selection Available with Orders off 5,000 or more!

names as often as you please. Eventually you have enough
names to build your own mailing lisL This list will be your
best list because these people are already acquainted with
you, your company, and your producL
WHAT IS THE SIZE OF OUR UNIVERSES OR HOW MANY

NAMES ARE AVAILABLE FOR ME TO MAIL?
Each category has a universe of about 1/2 million names.
This figure fluctuates as lists are updated, nixies are deleted,

and new names are added. If your need for names is greater

than 500,000, then contact us for special arrangements.
There Is no doubt we'll be able to satisfy your needs no

matter what they may be.

HOW DO WE KEEP TRACK OF THE NAMES WE SEND
YOU SO YOU DON'T GET DUPLICATION OF FUTURE

ORDERS?
We use a computer process to avoid sending the same

names to a customer when he reorders. This procedure is

called "Nth nameselect". Hereishowitworks. Supposeyou
place an order for 5000 names and the total file in that cate-

gory is 500,000 names. When we fill your request we will

prlntevery 100th name of ttiatfile. Now, assumeyou order

1 0,000 names a month later. At that time we will print every

98th and99th name of the same file. Thus we avoid giving

you duplicate names under any circumstances.

RATES AND DATA INFORMATION
All lists are priced at $65.00 per thousand names. In

addition to our regular categories of buyers we maintain

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL of (cannot be purchased elsewhere)

Usts from such mail order companies as:

C&S Associates

Novelty House

NPD Publishing

Larken Dist.

Robin Enterprises

and Much Much More!!

American Concept Company
Box 1307, Skokie, I L 60076

1-312-679-3255
MasterCard

r
Firm or IndividuaL

Principal or Manager.

Street Address

City State

Quantity of Names
Desired per Category

Category

Zip

Total Cost of Category

Check One;

{ ) Pressure Sensitive Lable Charge of $5.00 extra per thousand(if applicapble)

( )Cheshlreor ( )Cheshire Gummed tables

GRAND TOTAL
I have enclosed ful payment in the form of

( )Cash( )Check( )Money Order

( )Visaor( )Mastercard Cardi . Exp. Date

^ f Introducing The Atarian Cltro. r.«
// 4L <)Hly $15. For Atari Owners Only, ^tj
V Here's your chance to become a charter member -

r\ 'J f}f
,he on|y club thQ t's

J
ust for Atori owners

-
J °'n fhe# \

( I *ritarian Club and we'll send you an Atari T-shirt J
'\S a custom designed sew-on patch, and an Atarian

a Q membership card.
*

f\ Members also get a one year subscription

|\ ^. ^6 issues) to the Atarian Magazine, featuring stories^) i

. J Jon what's new, what's hot, previews of upcoming #]

I\ <99
mes

' *'PS on how ,0 max Your scores'
interviews*)

'

i \\ %fi\h game designers, puzzles, jokes, and a whole #

I -a latfnore. JS
[filrians also qualify for special discounts on ^

Atari merchandise, a special video

*) game preview tape, and the (j
opportunity to get FREE

f\ . GAMES.'
"

\

)

With Your $15 Membership You Get:
A T-shirt worth

A Sew-On Patch worth

A Laminated ID Card worth

Six issues of the Official Atarian Magazine worth

Plus Discounts on Games,

Contests, Prizes, Fun, Fun, Fun.

Total Membership Value

t

$ i

$12

ATARIAN CLUB, Attn: David Ahl, 7 Hilltop Rd„ Mendham, NJ 07945 I

YES!
\

! I want to be a charter member of the Atarian Club. Please send
me my T-shirt, patch, ID Card and first newsletter,

Name

Address

City

\

State Zip

Enclosed please find my check or money order for $15

My T-shirt size is (circle one): S, M, L, XL

Circle Reader Service Number 63.

s
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MilitaryTechnologyfromTomClancy

By Jim Fink

Tom Clancy has struck a profound < hor'l with

his best selling novels oi modem and neai future

military technology- Millions <»i readers perh ip*

lens oi millions, have been thrilled l>\ Ins

descriptions of fictional battles between United
States and Soviet forces using the latest weapons
and techniques, It you are one ol those reader*

then you owe it to yourseli to buy the Micropose
simulation, based on the ( lam \ novel ol ihe

same name.
Ihis product is an outstanding simulation |t<>

call it a game trivializes the immense amount ot

effort that went into its * reation] ol modern sub-

marine warfare. Your role in the simulation is

that oi captain ot an American nucleai .mack
sub|SSN| carrying out unrestricted operations
against a variety ot Soviet warships, hel« opters,

and other targets. Io In* SUC( essful you will have
to learn the complete arsenal <>t active and
passive sensors to find the cncim tin physi< s ol

sound transmission in watei so that you can
identity him without revealing yourself t

characteristics ol all your offensive weapons so

that you can sink him. and the i u ti< • ol anti-

submarine wartare so that you < an di al with the

inevitable counter-attac k.

To aid you in your learning you have a

superbly produced 108 page refereni e teai lung

manual that teaches you all you need to know in

nicely graduated Steps, and thru pro\ ides .1 han
dy relerence guide to look up details as required

You also have ,1 tactical analysis computet on
board that will give you advi< e when you ask loi

it. finally, alter a battle is completed you can
ask the system to replay the battle and observe
where you went right [or wrong]
You can choose to play at tour progressively

more difficult levels ol challenge Introductory.

Normal. Serious, and Ultimate. By following this

progression, you can learn the intricacies ol

your boat and cunning ol the Russians in a

decidedly painless way. but, make no mistake

to play this simulation well, you are going to

have to invest time an(\ effort-but tin- payofl tor

your labors will be as many hours as you can
take of gripping, intense, compelling entertain

ment.

You will probably begin with training actions

in a simulator [actually a simulator simulating a

simulator] in which you square ofl against either

a Soviet sub or surface ship. The weapons these

enemies carry are harmless, s ( , it's a good time 10

make the mistakes you will want to avoid later

on. and to learn how to operate your equipment.
Alter training, you will advance to Battles,

which are set-piece engagements against various

enemies: another attack sub, a cruise missile

sub, a woltpack ol enemy subs, a Soviet ballistic

missile sub [SSBN] accompanied by other escor-

ting attack subs, a strike group ol Russian surface

ships, a Soviet anti-submarine |ASW| task force,

and an enemy aircraft carrier group. Each ot

these batiks will teach you different skills and
techniques, and each can be played at the

various difficulty levels. When you have
mastered this, you can remain at the battle level,

but have the system choose the type of sub-

marine you will command, and which one ot the

above opponents you are fighting. You won't
know exactly what you're up against until you
have thoroughly reconnoitred and classified the

enemy using your active and passive sonar sen-

sors and possibly periscope and radar.

Finally, you can play the campaign in which

you maneuver your boat over millions ol square
miles ot ocean to intercept and destroy targets

given to you by ("OMSUBLANT [Commander
Submarines Atlantic

, your high command].
While you are maneuvering toward your target,

you use a strategic map which shows your posi-

tion and intelligence estimates ot enemy posi-

tions, and try to avoid being sighted by enemy
task forces, aircraft and satellites. When you do
make contact with the enemy, the system puis

you into one of the Battle scenarios described
above. Again, you will not know which one until

you have classified the enemy forces.

The campaign game is played against the
backdrop or a major land war on the European
continent. In the context, the NAIO powers
must secure their sea communications and rein-

force and replace losses on the battlefields trom
the immense arsenal of the United States. These
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You could share in

prizes worth $200,000 by

playing the latest multi-player

multi-format PC game from Australia.

Use the 5 free entry forms
included with every Aussie JOKER
POKER game or send for free entry

forms.

At the end of each month
December 1988 through April 1989 four

finalists and 240 winners of other JOKER
SOFTWARE games will be randomly drawn
from all entries received that month.

The 20 finalists will be flown to Las
Vegas to play Aussie JOKER POKER in the

Golden Nugget casino.

Highest scorers in each of four semi-
finals will compete in a Grand Final with a
first prize of $100,000 In cash.

1,220 Prizes Value $200,000

1,200 Joker PC software games
at $29.95 to $49.95 dependent
on disk format. Game prizes

at sole discretion of sponsor.

Cash Prizes for

Aussie JOKER POKER
Contest Grand Final:

Highest Scorer:

Second Highest Scorer:

Third Highest Scorer:

Lowest Scorer:

16 Consolation Prizes of $1,000
each to eliminated Finalists

'"^•"wo/ami

1*

$60,000

$100,000

$5,000

$2,500

$1,500

AMIGA™

Aussie JOKER POKER is

available for SIX major PC's

If your PC has a mouse or keyboard, a mono
or color monitor and a 512K minimum ram
(except Apple II and C64/128 use 64K and
keyboard only) you and your family can
practise at home for the Las Vegas final of

the Aussie JOKER POKER contest.

Pn*e includes air trawl tor Fmaltsls and their guests
from the major airport to Las Vegas with two days and

r\r\r\
two nights accommodation at the Golden Nugget $15,000
i appro* retail value S750 each subject to departure points)

All taxes and other expenses not specified

herein are sole responsibility o( winners.
All winners will be notified in writing.

Suggested retail prices:

IBM & compatibles
(CGA Board required)

Amiga & Atari ST
$16,000 Macintosh (mono only)

Apple II

C64/128

$39.95
$49.95
$49.95
$39.95
$29.95

II ordering by telephone add $3 shipping & handling and check that

your PC meets the minimum hardware requirements as no cash
refunds apply Warranty is limited to free replacement of faulty

products returned by prepaid post

Aussie JOKER POKER Contest Rules
1. No purchase necessary to enter.

2. Void where prohibited by state or federal taw.

3. To enter, simply complete and return the the official

entry form.

4. Limit five entries per family or household. Five free

entry forms and full contestf'rules are included with
Aussie Joker Poker" or may be obtained by sending
a stamped self -addressed envetope larger than
5V2" 7V? " with a hand written request to: Aussie
Joker Poker Contest Entry Forms. P.O. Box 22381,
Gilroy. CA 95021-2381. Mail-in requests limited to

one per name, household or family and must be
received no later than 3/31789. WA & VT residents

need not include return postage. Full rules also

available from participating Mindscape retailers.

5. Monthly entries must be received no later than the
last day of the month in which a drawing will take
place in order to participate in the month's drawing.
Drawings will be held from December. 1988
through April 1989. inclusive. Final entries must be
received by 4/30/89.

6. Contest open to legal residents of the U.S.A. and
Canada (other than Quebec).

7. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible

entries received.

8. Contest subject to complete official rules.

II—

IBM r«>

Gambling

Another Wonder from Down Under

IBM, Apple & Macintosh. Amiga, Atari ST and C64/128 are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines.

Apple Computer Inc.. Commodore Amiqa, Inc Atari Inc
,
and Commodore Electronics Ltd. respectively I 1988 Joker Software

JP12

SEE YOUR NEAREST MINDSCAPE
SOFTWARE RETAILER

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

MINDSCAPE INC

or if not available order direct on

1-800-24-JOKER

24 hour order service
JOKER SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL,

PO BOX 223S0. OIL ROY CA 95021 23»0

RETAILERS CALL: 1-800-221 9BH4
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getting used to the joystick climbing method ^nd
the controls lor getting items from your pack.

You'll soon tire ol the "helpful" hints thai gel in

your way di almost every step.

Like other programs that really push the limits

oi' your computer, this one has a severe liability.

If you are using the Amiga with any external

devices attached, you won't get lar. I found thai

the game locked up or reset the computer about

the time I started getting my gear together I had

to disconnect my external drive, hard drive,

modem and printer in order to play the game.

54

i ci n tor ( r merits ,um\ leplat ements are too

numerous ,md weigh too nun h to be c ar ned by

air. and t consequently the naval burden is heavy.

Each mission you are assigned is based on the

strategic position ot the West whit h is t onstantly
( hanging, and the outcome ot <\k h engagement
[assuming you survived it] (.in determine the
type and nature ol your next battle. Campaign*
represent not only the Operations ol voui own
boat, but those ol the whole ileeL awl conse
quently can take many hours to play.

I he pat kaging" ol this simulation is done in

the impeccable Microprose style. Before a

simulation gets started, vou t hoose your options

from .1 "point ^nd shoot" menu. During the

simulation all ol your information is presented to

you on your computer Screen simulating one or

another tunc lional s< reen in the Allac k ( entei ot

the submarine. I his formal lends itseli pari l< ul.ir

ly well to modern submarine warfare, as tin- new
boats almost never surface, and a commander
viets his information about his own ships ia< in al

position and the enemies' by t omputei \i the

c one lusion ot the simulation, a summary in made
oi your performance by COMSUHI Wl and
medals and promotions are awarded loi outstan-

ding performance. As with all Microprose ;"<>

ducts, a keyboard overlay is i-nc luded lhat cfti-ic k-

ly shows you what each key press does.

One nice touch when you are beginning to

play, is thai Mic ropose has in< luded .in .u lion

trac k" which breaks into your display and shows
the strike ol a warhead nn an rnrim vessel oi

your own. desc ribes the outc omtv [sunk oi

damaged]. and then resumes pl.n \ttei a while,

you may want I0 disable this option, as it breaks

t oncent ration. Another interesting leal u re at the

Ultimal play level is that sub commanders have
lo verity their sonarman's classify alion ol enemy
vessels using a database Ol sound signatures ol

enemy vessels.

\s testament to the skill with whkh this pro
duct was designed and executed. I lound no er-

rors ot any type alter 40 hours ol |>la\ encom-
passing all options and levels. I he only area tor

improvement I have found is thai the < opy pro-

tection method is invoked too frequently |once
per session should be sufficient] and through

poor c hoit es on the part ol Mi( roprose is quarrel

with those trying to protect their legitimate in

telletutal property but the burden is on the

manulat lurer do so m sue h a way thai it does nol

interfere with the authorized use ol (he product.

Not my idea ol a good time, folks. This puts a

game at the bottom ol my play list unless ihe

game is really super.

The game is copy protected and it does write

to the disk. Both the save game option ancj the

high scores run the risk ot ruining vou disk.

Final Assualt seems to be (\n exc client simula-

tion ol mountain climbing. I wish th.it the user

interlace were more intuitive. I lound the

"game" uninspiring and basicly dull - just too

much trouble to learn. For those who have a ge-

nuine interest in mountaineering, this may be

worth overcoming in order to enjoy the

challenge 1

, for me. it just wasn't worth the effort.

Name: FINAL ASSAULT
Type: Sport Simulation

Formats: C64, IBM, Amiga, Atari ST,
Apple IICS

Publisher: Epyx
Ages: All

Requirements: Joystick*
* Players: One

Price: $39.95, $39.95, $49.95 f

$49.95, $4.95

Ability Level:
Packaging:
Documentation

:

Graphics/Text:
Realism:
PtayabUity:

Beginner
Good (7)

Good (7)
Average (6)

Good (8)

Average (6)

CP RATINGS: 6.50
Circle Reader Service Number 41.

V\ hile I may be at t used oi making ,m apples

and oranges comparison the simulation ol Red
Storm Rising is m mam ways more interesting

and informative than Clam y's novel. I lis book is

not primarily a work ol literature, but rather

meant to inform the readei oi developments in

the technology ol wariare. In mastering i his

simulation you will learn a great deal more about

such developments in a much more intense

manner. In the novel events play onl\ one wa\
the Way the author wanted ihem to do so as lo

advance his plot- In the simulation, the

possibilities are limited only b\ your skill. I know
whu h one I would t house n stranded alone on a

^desert island.

Name: RED STORM RISING
Type: Strategy/Simulation

Format: C64/128
Publisher: Microprose

Designers: Sid Meier with
Arnold Hendrick
Ages: 10 & up

Requirements: Joystick.
* Players: One
Price: $44.95

Ability Level: Beginner-Advanced
Packaging: Excellent (9.5)
Documentation: Excellent (9.5)
Graphics: Excellent (9.5)
Realism: Excellent (9.5)
PtayabUity: Excellent (9.5)

CP RA TINGS: 9.50
Circle Reader Service Number 46.

World of

Re-enact ancient battles of Classic
History. Make each conflict come to life

on three-dimensional contoured land-
scapes. Do it all on the most sophis-
ticated software imagined. This is it. The
Universal Military Simulator.

Included are five pre-programmed his-

torical battles: Gettysburg, Arbella,
Hasting, Marston Moor and Waterloo.
Each is programmed with the highest
standard of accuracy and attention to

detail. But that's not all. . .

You no longer have to settle for inferior

graphics, or worse, no graphics at all.

Intor^/iIaO.c

.e)opm<'

Incorporated

Each battle is depicted on a unique 3D
grid system allowing you a view from
almost any angle.

HOURS AND HOURS OF PLAY Five his-

torical battles, plus the chance to create

your own situations.

SPECTACULAR GRAPHICS Unique three

dimensional grid landscape gives you a

topographical battlefield.

LANDMARK TECHNOLOGY View a bat-

tle from any angle. Zoom in or spot check
with an overhead glance.

TREMENDOUS FLEXIBILITY Design
your own maps, orders of battles and ob-
jectives using a powerful built-in editor.

Circle Reader Service Number 48.

FREE! SCENARIO DISK ONE: THE AMER-
ICAN CIVIL WAR ($19.95 RETAIL VALUE)
Rainbird Software would like to announce
the Scenario Disk One: The American
Civil War. It includes the Shiloh, Chat-
tanooga and Antietam battles. Con-
sumers who purchase The Universal
Military Simulator can receive the
Scenario Disk One: The American Civil

War FREE! See your local dealer for store

displays and details.

Offer expires December 30, 1988.

RAINBIRD
P.O. Box 2227 Menlo Park CA 94026 415/322-0900

56 Computer Play
HOW TO ORDER: Visit your software dealer, or call (800) 227-6900 from U.S. or Canada, for Visa. MaslerCard,
Amex or COD. To order by mail, send check/money order: Rainbird, P.O. Box 8123, San Francisco. CA 94128
CA add 6% sales tax and TX add 7'/j»^. Shipping/handling is S4.50. 2-3 weeks for delivery.

AVAILABLE ON: IBM, CGA. Macintosh 512K, Commodore Amiga 512K Atari ST 512K and Apple HOS 140 «!k

Rainbird and Rainbird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic Macintosh Is a trademark licensed
to Apple Computer Inc IBM. Commodore. Apple, and Atari are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corp.. Commodore Electronics Ltd.. Apple Computer. Inc.. and Atari Corp.. respectively
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Current Articles

are featured in

The Electronic Gamer

(type Go TEG) and look for

COMPUTER PLA Y ONLINE!

If you have any questions, hints or

tips, or just want to leave a note

by Email, our access number is

76702,253. We would love to

hear from You!!! Check with the

TEG column for our montliiy up-

dates and interesting articles!!

LOTTERY JACKPOTS
NOTJUSTDUMB LUCK!

GAll, HOWARDS
the nation's leading lot-

tery expert. Her track

record in helping Lotto
players win big pn/e> is

unprecedented in the his-

tory of lottery At least

13 major Lotto prizes

(including TEN fir*

prize jackpots) totalling

S3G.8 million were won
with Gaff's systems!

At last... now avail-

able on IBM PC 5-1/4*

or 3-1/2" diskettes the

famous Gail Howard Lottery A dvaruage number selection

methods, the Smart Luck ComputerAdvantage"1

, and (he

complete authentic Gail Howard Balanced Wheeling
Systems'-, the \morr Luck Computer Whcet' Both
systems are menu driven (user friendly).

Gail Howard's Smart Luck Computer Advantage'"
($39.95 *$2s/h) has the most successful number selection

systems ever devised for beating the odds in Lotto.
Contains a senes of 1 1 programs, nine of which produce
10 charts and listings, the enure historical winning
numbers list for one Lotto game of your choice ($7 for

each additional Lotto game) and options to add latest

drawings. Available for any state of international Lotto
game Please specify which Lotto game<s).

GaM Howard's Smart Luck Computer Wh«r"($29 95 *$2
s/h) has a unique built-in Balanced Game"' feature which
makes all other wheeling systems obsokte.

Never before has a lottery computer system offered so
much!! Over 100 Balanced Wheeling Systems" with
minimum win guarantees. Includes Balanced Power
Number Systems" which let you play more numbers for

less money with the same win guarantees. Systems for

every Lotto game in the world! Checks lor wins Gail
Howard's Balanced Wheeling Systems'" arc truly a
mathematical breakthrough for the Lotto player

Gail Howard's book, LOTTO: How to Wheel a Fortune
(228 pages -S 14.95*52 s/h)

LUCK
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1519 — Dept Z2- White Plains, NY 10602

312-934-3300

Channel Three

By Rusel DeMarbk
Well, it's been a while since I saw anything

new on the Sega machine, but finally I got two
tine programs- Shinobi and Monopoly.

Everyone knows Monopoly, and the Sega ver-

sion is lots of tun. It follows the rules more ( lose-

ly than most ot us ever did, so you may have to

get used to a tew differences from how you one e

learned it. For instance, when I used to play the
board game, people didn't have to buy properly
it they landed on a vacant lot. Howevei in the
official rules, you have to buy an unowned pro-

perty or it goes to auction to the other players.

That's the way the Sega version works.

Anyway, this is a game with no muss, no fuss.

The machine rolls the dice tor you and moves
your token. By the way, the tokens aw one of the

best parts of this. When they move, they are

animated figures, Eor instance, the dog runs, the
train chugs along, and even a hat flies through
the air.

The machine takes care of collet ting rents and
other menial chores, and you are left to figure

out your building schedule, what to buy, and
other such details. This is as fine an adaptation oi

a board game to a computer as I've seen and
certainly will be fan lor people ot .ill ages. My
only small doubt is whether the people who play

this game will ever know what they are missing. I

mean, when I was younger, the Monopoly
money was really tun to play with, and those lit-

tle houses and hotels were kind ot cute. The
physical side ol Monopoly may never be ex-

perienced by people who only play on a com-
puter. However, times have changed, and this is

the way of the future, I suppose.

One fact is for sure: Without all that money
handling, card shuffling and other detail work,
the game moves much faster. Even so, a good
game ot Monopoly can take some time, so this

one is equipped with a lithium battery to allow
you to save games in progress.

Shinobi is a ninja/martial arts action adventure
lat sends you on several missions. Agility and

timing are crucial in this game since you often go
lip against strategically placed enemies who will

Mire various projectile weapons at you. You can
duck or jump to avoid being hit. and use a super

jump to go to another floor or level in the current

location. You gain points and other useful

benefits by saving captives you encounter along

the way.

Shinobi is divided into several missions, and
each mission consists ot an approach through

various scenes tull of enemies, and a final con-
frontation with a major opponent.
Between levels, there is a special bonus round

where you < an gam various ninja magic skills. To
do so. you must throw shtrukins at attac king nm-
jas. h you gel all of them, you gam the ninja

magic, but it isn't easy. They move quickly

across the screen, coming closer and closer. II

you let one get by, that's it. No magic for you.

Shinobi is fun, and requires patience and care.

It is an action fighting game, but often, you have
to plan your attacks and use strategy and all your
skills to succeed.

Other Ports
New Releases for Apple and Mac
By Rusel DeMaria.

After a slow beginning, things have been bus\

around here this month, and I've been trying to

keep up with new releases on the Apple IIGS

and the Macintosh. Some ot the titles are new
ports ol existing games while others are brand

new.

Among the re-releases are three from Mind-

scape. Originally these were Macintosh titles,

but now II owners can enjoy some of the best

graphic adventures around with Deja Vu. Unin-
vited, and Shadowgate. What makes this

especially interesting is that these three titles

were originally in black and white on the Mac,

and now they've been 'colorized' so to speak for

the II. I have to admil that I tound the black and
white format especially satisfying on the two
c r e e p y / c r aw I y s t o r i e s - - U n i n v 1 1 e d and
Shadowgate-and it was with some reservations

that I first looked at them in color. The

c reepmess of these titles was somehow enhanc-

ed by the line-drawing quality ot the original

Mac versions. However, my reservations were
probably unfounded. Both titles were still scary,

and still difficult.

These three Stories are difficult adventures,

and I recommend patience, lots ot game saving,

and perhaps a hint or two wouldn't hurt. In tact,

lor those who can't stand it, I have seen entire

solutions to Univited posted on bulletin board
systems [in the Macintosh file area of GLnie, for

instance]. And don't play these games alone late

at night unless you really like the lull treatment.

Another recent re-release is Moebius-
onginally tor the Apple II; now for the Macin-

tosh. I liked Moebius on the Apple, though I

barely got past the first level. This is a hard game
that requires much patience, a bit ot sleuthing to

discover just the right way to do things, and the

( ultivation ot various fighting skills. You play a

martial artist who must attempt to recover the

( )rb oi Celestial Harmony. Without it, the world
is a pretty poor place to live. So you set off. after

some training, to recover the orb. Along the

way. you must excercise your skills with hand-
to-hand combat, swordsmanship, and even
magic. In each ot four worlds-Earth, Water, Air

and Fire--you must rescue two imprisoned
monks and reinstate them in their shrines

[defeating powerful evil monks along the way].

I his game is full of details that can make it both
fun and frustrating at the same time. There are

frequent earthquakes that shake the screen and
deposit rocks along familiar paths. There is the

< yc le ot day and night, and at night you can't see

much ot anything without -i ton h,

Moebius is. like any good role-playiru; game .i

long-term investment ol time You musl build

your chaiac ter's mind and body, obtain

necessary items, and explore the various worlds
while avoiding death. You can be resurrected up
to three times [unless you earn extra lives), but

even saving the game at various (joints won't

save your man if you die that third time. This is

one ot the drawbacks to the game. Death is final,

and it can send you back to square one. On the

Apple II. there was no recourse, but on the Mac,
there is a solution. You can. after saving the

game, copy the data files to a separate tolder. In

this way, you can keep a backup ol your game in

progress.

Moebius is wonderfully adapted to the Mac by
Micromagk

. Another Origin Systems game
adapted by Micromagic is Autoduel. This new
game shares some features with Moebius; It is a

role-playing action game. When you die, you
die. And you can back up the data tiles. Other
than that and the fact thai both games will play

in monochrome or in color on Mac II, these

games are literally worlds apart. Where Moebius
is set in a mythical land of magic and martial arts.

Autoduel is the ultimate game for Road War-
riors.

Set on the Eastern seaboard of the year 2030,
Autoduel features a rugged and corrupt world in

which just driving your car can be deadly.

However, a skillful driver with a well-armed

vehicle can earn both money and prestige. At

first, you start out with no car and little prestige.

However, as soon as your net worth or your
prestige climb to any reasonable level, you can
no longer be considered an amateur. Then you
must join the big leagues.

You can earn more cash in a variety of ways.

Competing in professional events at the Arena is

one, though it can be difficult, and you musl
own a car. Another way is to take on various

courier errands for the AADA [American

Autoduel Association). However, many bandits

and unfriendly drivers populate the mazes ot

highways that link the major cities, so courier

jobs arv not easily accomplished either.

I found the best way to succeed was to take a

bus to Atlantic City and gamble. In a short lime, I

had parlayed a modest stake into a sizeable tor

tune which I then used to purchase the deadliest

car I could design [yes, you design your own
car]. Horn there, the game is a matter ol outwit-

ting and out-gunning an endless series ol

enemies. Eventually, you may find yourselt

working with the TBI to track down notorious

road warriors like the infamous "Mr. Big."

finally, on this month's docket are two from
Electonic Ails-- Zany Golf and Skate or Die-

both recently released for the II. Skate or Die has

been out for some lime on the Commodore f>4. It

is a good game, and consists of several exciting,

though somewhat violent skateboarding ac

an original II title,

n I have here. Sui

lice it to say, Zany Colt is one of the most im-

aginative and graphically satisfying games I've

seen all year. Even the sound track is novel and
amusing. Bui the c

) holes [plus a bonus hole, if

you can reach it| are among the most creative

miniature golf holes I've ever seen. If you have
ever even come close to liking miniature golf,

you'll love this one.

moui;n somewnai vioieni s

livities. However. ZanyGo It is

and deserves more sjwee than
i * * *

XfireRsOfiWEQ BUTCH 2-13e5

Well, I've tried to tit a lot ot information in iUM-

short column. Goodbye and good gaming until

nexl month. And I thought it might turn oul lobe
a slow month! Ear from it...
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Game Company
Addresses

The COMPUTER PLAYSCORECARD

Abracadata

Box 2440

Eugene, OR 97402
503-342-3030

Absolute Entertainment
251 Rock Rd.

Glen Rock, NJ 07452
201-652-1227

Access Software

545 West 5th South
Bountiful, UT 84010

800-824-2549

Accolade Inc.

550 S. Winchester Blvd. #200
San Jose, CA 95128

408-985-1700

ActionSoft

210 W. Springfield Ave.

Champaign, 1L 61820

217-398-8388

Activ ision/Mediagenic

2350 Bayshore Pkwy.
Mountain View, CA 94043
415-960-0410

Artworx Software

1844 Penfield Rd.
Peiifield, NJ 14526

716-385-6120

Atari

1196 Borregas

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-745-4851

Avalon Hill

4517 Harford Rd.

Baltimore, MI) 21214

800-638-9292

Bandai America
12951 East 166th St.

Cerritos, CA 90701

213-926-0947

Baudville

5380 52nd St. S.E.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
616-698-0888

Beeshu Inc.

101 Wilton Ave.

Middlesex, NJ 08846
201-968-6868

Blue Lion Software

90 Sherman St.

Cambridge, MA 02140
617-876-2500

Britannica Software

345 Fourth St.

San Francisco, CA 94107
415-546-1856

Broderbund

17 Paul Dr.

San Rafael, CA 94903

800-527-6263

CAPCOM, USA
1283-C Mountain View
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
408-745-7081

Cinemaware
4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Westlake Village, CA 91362
805-379-9401

Constellation Software

17 St. Mary's Court
Brookline, MA 02146

Cosmi Corp.

1431 N. Figueroa St.

Wilmington, CA 90744
213-835-9687

Data East USA
470 Needles Dr.

San Jose, CA 95II2

408-286-7074

DataSoft

19808 Nordhoff Place

Chatsworth, CA 913II

818-886-5922

DigiTek

I04I5N. Florida Ave. #110

Tampa, Fl 33612

813-933-8023

Discovery Software

163 Conduit St.

Annapolis, MD 21401

301-268-9877

Dolphin Marine Svstems

Box 188

Downington. PA 19335

215-269-6800

Electronic Arts

Box 7530

San Mateo, CA 94403
800-245-4525

Epyx
Box 8020

Redwood City, CA 94063
415-366-0606

FCI
150 E. 52nd St.

New York, NY 10022

212-953-8100

FTL
6160 Lusk Blvd. C-206

San Diego, CA 92121

619-453-5711

Final Frontier Software

18307 Burbank Blvd. #108

Tar/ana, CA 91356

818-996-0431

First Row Software

900 E. 8th Ave. #300
King of Prussia, PA 19406

215-337-1500

Frontrunner Software

Box 435

Collinsville, CT 06022
203-233-3144

GDW
Box 1646

Bloomington, IE 61702
309-452-3632

Infocom

125 Cambridge Park Dr.

Cambridge, MA 02140

617-492-6000

Interstel

Box 57825

Webster, TX 77598

713-486-4163

Intracorp

14160 SW 139th Court

Miami, FL 33186

305-252-9040

Joker Software

1399 S. 7th East #17
Salt Lake City, UT 84105

801-485-6080

Keypunch Software

I2il Pioneer Bldg.

St. Paul, MN 55101

612-292-1490

Koei Corp.

20000 Mariner Ave. #100
Torrance, CA 90503
213-542-6444

Konami
815 Mittel Dr.

Wood Dale, IL 60191

312-595-1443

Logical Design Works
780 Montague Expwy. #403
San Jose, CA 95131

408-435-1445

Lueashim (James

Box 2009

San Rafael, CA 94912
415-662-1800

Lyric Software

6 Beach Plum Dr.

Northport, NY 11768

800-243-0345

Masterplay

8417 Sun State St.

Tampa. FL 33614

813-888-7773

Mastertronic/Mel bourne House
711 West I7thSt. Unit G9
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
714-631-1001

Microlllusions

17408 Chatsworth St.

(iranada Hills, CA 91344
800-522-2041

Microprose Software

180 Lakefront Dr.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030
K00-645-8632

Mindscape

3444 Dundee Rd.

Northbrook, IL 60062
800-221-9884

Muse Software

5 West Ridgeville Blvd.

Mount Airy, Ml) 21771

301-831-7090

New World Computing
Box 7286

Mountain View, CA 94043
415-960-0410

Nintendo

4820 150th Ave. N.K.
Redmond, WA 98052
800-633-3236

Ocean Isle Software

Ocean Isle Square #3
Ocean Isle Beach. NC 28459
919-579-8728

Omnitrend
Box 733

W. Simsbury, CT 06092
203-658-6917

Origin Systems

136 Harvey Rd. #B
Londonderry, NH 03053
603-644-3360

Paragon Software

600 RughSt.
Greensburgh, PA 15601

412-838-1166

PBI Software

1163 Triton Dr.

Foster City, CA 94404
415-349-8765

PSI $
2 N. Highview Ave.

Nanuet, NY 10954

914-623-2245

Polarware/Penguin

1055 Paramount Pkwy. #A
Batavia, IL 60510

800-323-0884

Rainbird

2350 Bayshore Pkwy.

Mountainview, CA 94043
415-960-0410

Romstar, Inc.

22857 Lockness Ave.

Torrance, CA 90501

213-539-2744

Scorpion Software

10475 Perry Way #(M03
Wexford, PA 15090

412-935-5066

Sega

5730 Forbes Blvd.

San Francisco, CA 94080
415-742-9300

Sierra On-Linc
Box 485

Coarsegold, CA 93614
800-344-7448

Sir-Tech Software

Box 245

Ogdensburg, NY 13669
315-393-6633

Software Toolworks

13557 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

818-907-6789

Spectrum HoloByte

2061 Challenger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501

415-522-3584

SSG
1747 Orleans Ct.

Walnut Creek, CA 94598
415-932-3019

Strategic Simulations

1046 N. Rengstorff Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
415-964-1353

SubLogic

Box 4019

Champaign, IL 61820
800-637-4983

Sun Corp.

2250 Klmhurst Rd.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

312-228-1451

Taito

660 S. Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, IL 60090

312-520-9280

Ten gen

1901 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, CA 95035
408-435-2650

Three-Sixty Pacific

2105 S. Bascom #290
Campbell, CA 95008

408-879-9144

Titus

20432 Corisco St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-709-3693

Vic Tokai Inc.

370 Amapola Ave. #104
Torrance, CA 90501

213-320-1199

XOR Corp.

5421 Opportunity Ct.

Minnetonka, MN 55343

612-938-0005

One oi the unique features ol our

magazine is the patented COMPUTER
PLAY Storecard In order tor you to be
able lo utilize it fully, we will explain the
definition* ol the various categories and
give details on the final CP KAIING.

NAME: This is the spet ihe name found on
the game package.

TYPE: We will attempt to specify the

category ot game being reviewed. Choices
include ARCADE. ADVENTURE. TEXT.

SIMULATION. TRADITIONAL. EDUCA-
IIONAL CREATMTV SIRATECY. and
CAR1 RIDGE.

FORMATS: The currently available

formats will be listed. Normally, we will

also note the version ot the game that was
used tor the review,

GAME RATING
SUMMARY

NAME
Dungeon Master

Solitaire Royale
Superstar lee Hockey
ULTIMA V
Bard's I ale III

Nohunaua's Ambition
Space !vf*A'X 2.1

Where in Europe is Carmen Sandicgo?
Zak McCracken/Alien Mindbenders
IV Football

Shuttle-puck Cafe
truest ron II

i'HM Pegasus
I light Simulator 3.0

The Three Stooges

GFL Football

lordan vs. Bird: One on One
Hellcac Ace
Death Sword
GBA Basketball

I etris

The Games; WinterEdition
Police Quest

Decisive Battles ot the Cival Wai
Shadow gate

Super Sunday
lam Session

Falcon 1-16

Project Stealth lighter

Rommel
Tomahawk
Pete Rose Pennant lexer

Zoom!
\wesome Arcade Action

Hardball!

Platoon

Empire
Top Gun
sons ot Liberty

John El way's Quarterback
Gunship
World Class Leader Board Goll
Sporting News Baseball

Ace of Aces
Rod wars
Romance ot the Three Kingdoms
I eatherneck

VC.E.
Iinxter

Kid Niki

JET
Hunt tor Red October
ML Challenge

Pro Challenge

I bonstar

VIDEO riTLES

I he Legend ot Zelda

Double Dragon
RBI Baseball

t untra

PUBLISHER
I 1 1. Games
Spectrum HoloByte
Mindscape
Orium Systems
Inicrpkn Products

Koei

Final Frontier

Broderbund
Lueashim Games
Cinemaware
Broderbund
SSI

Lucastilm Games
MicroSoft

Cinemaware
Gamesiar Mediagenic

Electronic Arts

Microprose
Palace Epyx
Gamesiar Mediagenic
Spectrum HoloByte
Epyx
Sierra On-line
SSG
Mindscape

\vaion Hill

Broderbund
Spectrum HoloByte
Microprose

SSG
OaiaSolt

Gamesian Mediagenic
Discovery

Arcadia

Accolade

Data Last

Interstel

1 hundei Mountain

Melbourne House
Microprose
Access

Epyx
Accolade

Arcadia

Koei

Microdeal

Spinnaker/UXB
Rambird
Data Last

sub Logic

DataSoft

XOR
XOR
Microlllusions

Nintendo
Tradewesi

lengen

Konami

RATING
9.65

9.50

9.2S

9.25

9.25

9.15

9.15

9.10

8.90

8.90

8.90

8.90

8.85

8.75

8.75

8.72

8.64

8.60

8.60

8.52

8.50

8.50

8.50

8.40

8.40

S.40

8.35

8.30

8.25

8.20

8.11

8. IK )

8.00

7.90

7.78

7.75

7.74

7.63

7.50

7.50

7.48

7.40

7.35

7.26

7.20

7.16

7.15 .

6.76

6.75

6.75

6.58

6.47

6.40

6.24

5.25

9.13

7.98

7.68

7.63

PUBLISHER: The company which created

the game.

DISTRIBUTOR: The company that

actually sells the game

DESIGNERS: The individuals who
designed the game

AGES: Ihe suggested age range tor whit h

the game is appropriate

# OF PLAYERS: The number oi players

who ' an play at one time.

• + •THE RATINGS""

ABILITY LEVEL: Beginner Intermediate.

or Advanced, Our reviewers arc instructed

to rate this from the viewpoint oi the

average gamer.

REQUIREMENTS: Specific hardware or

memory requirements beyond the
minimum computer system tor a specific

format

PRICE: Ihe

retail price.

manufacturer's suggested

PACKAGING: Are the materials slick ^nd
colorful? Does the package look profes-

sional Are "bonus" items provided to

enhance the game experienced

DOCUMENTATION: Are the instructions

clear ,ind understandable^ Are all game
situations covered? Are all necessary

player aids or maps provided?

GRAPHIC S/TEXT: Are the screen graphics
clean and colorful? Do they ,uk\ to the

game? Do the graphics take full advantage
ol the machine's capabilities? For text

games, was the story exciting <md im-

aginative? This category includes sound
,ind animation.

REALISM: This category is lor vehicle

simulations, war games, and traditional

games (such as chess). Does the game
faithfully recreate the look <\n<\ feel" ot

the events being simulated;' Are the

statistics or historical tacts turret \< Did the

game give you a true experienced

PLAYABILITY: The big one. Did the game
hold your interest? Did you play tor hours

or get bored quit kly> Did the game draw
you into another worlds Would you im-

mediately want to show the game to a

Iriend. Did the game break new ground in

design'' Did you want to play il again the

next day?

Despite the fact that there are live

categories in the rating process, you will

note' that a game will never get a truly

good rating without getting a good score
tor payability.

THE NUMBERS
As you will note when reading a

5CORECARD. each reviewer rates the

game in e«w h category >\^d assigns a text

mm\ numerical rating.

A formula is then applied to the various

ratings in order to reach the nnal CP
RATING, the reviewer's over, ill rating ot

the game.

The percentages tor each category are

PA< KACINC-10%
IXX "UMfcNI'ATIOFvl V\.

GRAPHICS/TEXT-25%
REALISM 25%
PLAYABILITY-50%,

Yes, the percentages add up to 125%.
This is because some games can only be
rated tro GRAPHICS but not tor REALISM
(such as PA( -MAN) Others can be rated

tor both but one uilegor\ is more impor-

tant than another. In these cases the 25 -

.s spin FLIGH1 SIMULATOR might be
rated 10% lOi GRAPHICS mm{ 15% lor

KLALISM.

iIS#S|
The bre

category

best etiorts to assign a single rating tor

every game. We feel thai every t ategory is

important. The game may be great but

cheap packaging may detract from the

overall value.

READER INPUT

We give you the ratings tor each

category. It your own desires ,ire different

than ours then you can still work out your

own formula. Perhaps you are lot. illy

uninterested in packaging. Then you can
simply lotus on the other category ratings.

YOU CAN'T TELL THE PLAYEKS
WITHOUT A ...

Ihe actual spate taken up by the

scorecards is small but they are an essen

tial pan Ol this magazine. The credibility ot

our reviewers ^nd the magazine itsell ride

on the scoretards. We want a <.isti.il

reader to be able to quickly sjhii the

winners ,\nd losers each month Y\

welcome suggestions on how this \>u>< .

tan be improved and Standardized E*W h

issue will contain a summary ot .ill rating

trom previous issues.
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Snapshots By Daniel Carr

SPACEDRILL
In SPACE STATION OBLIVION, aftei

years of mining on Mitral, ihc moon ol

Evath, vasi pressures have bmli up 10 ihe

point of blowing ihe moon up and causing

Evaih to sprial away from Ms sun. Driller

Federation has sent you in a race against

time to drill holes in Mural's IS sectors

releasing the vapors and saving Evaih.

Rove the stir lace of Mitral in the exeeava-

tion probe, shoot the security de\icies thai

haven't been shut down and leleporl a

drilling rig into the SOCIO! and dig. The

game features 3D animated graphics.

IBM. EPYX. Circle Reader Service

Number 1.

t inn

BOO
Like DejaVu and Shadowgaic, UNIN-
VITED is a point -and-click interactive

graphic adventure. Ihe selling this time is

a haunted mansion that your cat itist hap-
pens to break down m tront ol. Getting
inside to phone tor help is the eas\ part.

Finding your brother and getting out alive

won't be as easy. Many challenges and
puzzles are there to explore with a user-

interface thai makes it easy to navigate.

Amiga. Atari ST, IBM. Mac. Apple IIGS.
MINDSCAPE. Circle Reader Service
Number 2.

M.MTUOC 21 H
IMPACT: •* 3* ••»»»

THREEFOR ONE
TRIPLE PACK is three different. arcade

style games in one box. In Beach-Head, a

dictator is holding an island and your mis-

sion is to sink his fleet, bust through the

island defences and assult the fortress.

With Raid Over Moscow the commies arc

planning to launch an attack against the

US. To stop this you must fly your stealth

bombers from the US's space station

(SDI?) and lead a commando mission

against the Soviet base. In Beach-Head II,

the dictator is back but now his fort is in a

tropical forest. You must bust the fori,

save the prisioners and finally capture the

dictator. C64/128. Atari 8-bit. ACCESS.
Circle Reader Service Number 3.

LEATHER

Vou "••::* '

WHEREAM I

DEJA VU is an interactive graphic adven-

ture in which you suffer from amnesia and
find yourself framed to* murder, mixed

up with the mob and involved in many
other situations that you don't have the

slightest idea about. A deeply detailed

world gives you tremendous freedom to

explore, with a megabyte of graphic im-

agery to help you along the way. Amiga,
Atari ST. IBM. Mac. Apple IIGS. MIND-
SCAPL. Circle Reader Service Number 4,

HACKAND SLASH
Get your sword and organize a party of
adventures in PALADIN and go hunt for

fame and fortune or meet a gruesome
death. Your party consists of swordmen,
rangers, thieves and mages. The game is

more of a conventional wargamc than

fantasy role-playing in that each member
of your party has a number of movement
points which are expended to perform a

range of actions (combat, terrain and
magic) in order to win a scenario. The idea

is to raise the stats of your paladin by

completing quests. The game also features

a scenario builder. Amiga. OM-
NITREND. Circle Reader Service

Number 6.
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MORE SWORDS
In SWORD OF SODAN you control

Sodan. a generic heroic barbarian type.

and go hacking and slashing through city

streets to reach the castle Cragganmoor.
Once inside adventure and more hack and
slash await. This arcade-style game
features four megabytes of very last

graphics and sound. Sodan himself stands

hall the screen in highth with nicely done
effects when he swings his sword or kills a

foe. Amiga. DISCOVERY. Circle Reader

Service Number 9.

BUTTON UP
HEAVY METAL is just that. You control

an MI Abrams tank, and Air Defense

Ami-Tank vehicle and a Last Attack Vehi-

cle in the combination arcade-strategy ac-

tion game. Start at Cadet and qualify by

completing combat simulators wiih each

ot" the three vehicles and then move on to

the Tactical Command Section \shere

strategy, tactical maneuvering, combat
and supply determine whether you'll be

promoted to a five star general or wind up
scum. Your rank is determined by a runn-
ing tally of points based on the completion

of each engagement. Amiga, C64/128,
IBM. ACCESS. Circle Reader Service

Number 5.

CYBERPUNK
Down-load yourself into the pages of
Williams Gibson's book
NEU ROMANCER, s science fiction role-

playing game set in the year 2058. You
start the game in Japan broke and drunk.

Several of your friends have disappeared

and you want to know why. Sober and
armed with software you then access

cyperspace a matrix where private, cor-

porate, government and military "bases"
can be reached. These bases may contain

the information needed to solve the

mystery. However ICE's (Intrusion

Countermeasures Electronics), Al's (Ar-

tifical Intelligence) and other security pro-

grams are there to stop you. C64/I28. IN-

TERPLAY. Circle Reader Service

Number 8.

STARSHIP TROOPER
BREACH is similar to Paladin in that

they both use the same system of spending

movement points to perform actions to

win a scenario. Here the setting is SeiFi

and you must lead a squad of troopers in-

to battle to kill enemy, rescue prisioners or

destroy an installation depending on the

victory conditions of each scenario. The
weapons available include blasters, rocket

launchers, grenades and demo charges.

The bad guys consist of robots, aliens,

tanks, fixed guns and enemy troopers.

The game also has a scenario builder.

Amiga. OMNITRLND. Circle Reader

Service Number 7.

RAMBOS TAKE NOTE!
The world is on the brink of disaster.

Wars are running amok all over the place.

Order must be restored before the nukes

fly. Therefore, in LIRE AND FORGET
you have been chosen to drive "Thunder
Master", a narly dune buggy. Check it

out, it's got a V-I6 triple turbo engine and
letra-nuclear propelled missiles. Add
another joystick and a second player can

activate the "magnetic levitation unit"

and ride shotgun for you. Choose from

three levels with six conflicts in each

around the world. Amiga. Atari ST. IBM.

TITUS. Circle Reader Service Number 10.

Next Month: Serve and Volley,

Bionic Commando, Reach for the

Stars, Karatecka, Rack 'em, Mars
Saga, More!

Computer Ptay
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An interstellar, interactive,
role-playing space opera.

There's not anothergame
like it on earth.

*_» *
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From the creator of Wizardry® comes an
entirely new concept in computer
gaming.Open the box to reveal a unique <
combination of elements never before
found in a single game. Six vivid characters
with unparalleled role-playing depth, living an
epic science fiction adventure. The tactics and
strategy of a challenging board game. An expert
computer game-master, moderating the actions of one
to six players. STAR SAGA: ONE'M Beyond the
Boundary. It's a multi-media entertainment experience
that will sweep you off your feet. Ask for it at your local

software dealer today, or call (813) 888-7773 for

more information.
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BEYOND THE BOUNDARY
Available for: Apple II Family, Apple lies, IBM-PC and Compatibles, and Tandy.

Masterplay Publishing Corp.- 8417 Sun State St., Tampa, FL 33614

Wiardry is a register trademark ol SiR-TECH Software, tnc

STAR SAGA ONE is a trademark ot Masterplay Publishing Corp
Circle Reader Service Number 49.

PUBLISHING CORPORATION

Games That Go To Your Head



Coming Attractions

Look for a bunch of new games to be

featured in the February issue of COMPUTER
PLAY. No special sections-just lots of games to

read about.

Everything from role-playing to simulations,

to strategy and sports is covered in next

month's issue. Look for Virus and Spacecutter

both from Rainbird, a pair of adventure action

games that will keep you jumping.

Dungeon Masters Assistant for Advanced
Dungeons and Dragons will take you on an

adventurous journey, while P.O.W. will test

your will to get out of the enemy prison camp
and rejoin the war effort.

F-14 Tomcat will put you in the cockpit of a

modern combat jet, and after a mission, you
might want to join Jack Nicklaus on the links to

shoot a round of golf.

For the wargamer there's The Civil War. You
can join the battle at dawn and make the deci-

sion that will win the day, or a fatal mistake

that will lose the battle for your side.

Star Saga One will test the best of space

gamers, and put you in the mood for Kosmic
Krieg by Alpha Tec. Maybe Rocket Ranger from
Cinemaware will be just the adventure you'll

want to read about.

Airborne Ranger by Microprose

Jack nicklaus' Greatest 18 by Accolade

Also Breach, Ocean Ranger, and Jet Boys will

be featured to add a little variety to the usual

fare.

Metro Cross from Epyx will be looked at, and
several more reviews added to cover all the

bases.

Our reviewers have been busy making sure

they stay one step ahead of the many new
games coming out so you'll be seeing quite a

few reviews in the February issue, along with

our usual hints, tips, warnings, and letters from
our readers. So be sure to pick one up, or bet-

ter yet, get a subscription.
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Nintendo gamers, the biggest
hit of the decade is back
just for you!

Yes, PAC-MAN is back!

And he's just as lovable

as ever before. If you
remember the incredible

excitement he generated,

you're ready to relive the

phenomenon. And if you
missed him the first time

around, you're in for the

most fun you've ever had
on the Nintendo Entertain-

ment System!
PAC-MAN is ready at your

command to blaze around the

baffling maze, gobbling up
dots, swallowing the occasional

fruits and racking up points in

a big way.
Blinky, Pinky, Inky and

Clyde, the not-so-friendly ghosts,

are dying to do some gobbling,

too.

Except their favorite food is

PAC-MAN! His only defense is to

eat the energizers, special pellets

which empower PAC-MAN to

gobble the ghosts — but only for

a short while! And like good

ghosts, they come back right

away to haunt you.

It's a jungle out there. So

gobble — or get gobbled!
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GuidePAC-MAN around themaze
to eat all the dots without getting
eaten byBlinky, Pinky, Inkyand
Clyde. Ifhe can swallow the

energizers in time, he 11 be able to

gobble the ghosts instead— but
onlyfor a short while.
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PAC-MAN: © and ©1980, 1984 Namco. Ltd.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System aro
trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.
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Every last member of the resistance has either

been captured or is closely monitored by the robot

patrol. As a new inhabitant of XK-120, you have
no police record. You have a chance to locate

the central control console and deacti-

vate the robot control system. Not

a good chance, but a chance.

This science fiction

role-playing game was
created by Chuck Bueche,
the author of AUTODUEL*
The fast paced action all

takes place in an enclosed
high-tech city of many levels.

As you hurry along extensive air-

jet subways and slidewalks, you'll

need to solve complex mazes and
other intriguing puzzles. The chal-

lenges are non-stop and full of

surprises.

On your mission, you'll face some 16

types of animated robots. Battle them with

weapons like phasers, blasters and time bombs.

Confuse them by creating a duplicate image of

yourself with the unique holoprojector. Or re-

program them to work for you by mastering

the ingenious Directive Override option.

Realistic action allows you

to move or climb over

objects. Superb graphics

on Commodore 64/128!

In 2400 A.D. you step far

into the future. But beware. Each
step you take could be your last.

Available »w IBM PC / TaxJy/ ompatttes. Apple USenes.ano Commodore 6*128 To gel your copy.( 1 ) vW your tocalfetater.(2)ca« i-800 999 4939 8amto^EST»o«Jef by VlSA^w (3)ma*che<*(US $)

or VISA/MC ». cardholder name and exp. date to ORIGIN 136 8 Harvey Road. Londonderry. NH 03053 Price: $29.95 plus 12 50 shipping and handfcng Alow 1-2 week lor delivery

136-B Harvey Road, Londonderry, NH 03053 (603) 644-3360
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